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RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended that the Board of Zoning Appeals: 
 

1. Adopt the Environmental Determination that the proposed project is exempt from 
environmental review pursuant to the guidelines of the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) Public Resources Code §21080(b)(9); Administrative Code, Title 14, 
Chapter 3, §15332, Class 32, In-Fill Development Projects, and there are no features 
that distinguish this project from others in the exempt class; therefore, there are no 
unusual circumstances; and 
 

2. Uphold the Hearing Officer’s decision to approve Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
#11879. 

 
BACKGROUND: 
 
On April 3, 2019, the Board of Zoning Appeals conducted a public hearing to review the appeal 
application, at the conclusion of which of, decided to continue the hearing to a date uncertain in 
order to obtain additional information. During public testimony, discussion focused on the 
applicability of the California Environmental Quality Act’s Class 32 Categorical Exemption and 
whether the project size would have a substantial adverse impact on the adjacent historic 
districts and associated resources, in particular the Edmund Blinn House at 160 North Oakland 
Avenue. At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board requested that the City provide a line-of-
sight drawing showing the project in relation to the Edmund Blinn House as viewed from the 
intersection of Oakland Avenue and Ford Place. The Board also requested the City present an 
overview of the Class 32 Categorical Exemption and exceptions and the applicability of the 
Exemption to the proposed project.      
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ANALYSIS 
 
Per the Board’s request, the applicant provided an architectural line-of-sight exhibit, and photo 
renderings of the project within the context of the surrounding development (Attachment A). The 
line-of-sight depicts the Edmund Blinn House, the proposed project to the rear, and views from 
the approximate centerline of Oakland Avenue and Ford Place. Photo renderings supplement 
this exhibit by simulating the project’s appearance from various vantage points as viewed from 
within the principal landscape element of the Ford Place Historic District. Staff has evaluated the 
exhibits against the proposed plans to confirm accuracy of the visualizations.  
 
These exhibits together show limited visibility of the proposed project when viewed from 
Oakland Avenue and the principal landscape element of Ford Place Historic District. In 
particular, the rendering from Oakland Avenue captures the existing landscaping surrounding 
the Edmund Blinn House. This existing landscaped condition would remain, reducing exposure 
of the project. Site visits conducted by staff further confirm that the existing landscaping in this 
particular view corridor are located off the applicant’s property, and would not be removed. In 
addition, all other existing trees, landscaping, and structures within the Ford Place Historic 
District would remain, reducing visibility of the project from other vantage points. The interior of 
the Historic District, which contains the principal historic landscape element and to which the 
resources front, would retain its sense of time and place as an early planned residential 
development.   
 
As part of the response to the Board’s request for an overview of the Class 32 exemption and 
exceptions, the City’s consultant, ESA, has provided a ‘Class 32 Categorical Exemption Report’ 
(Attachment B). This report serves as a supplemental summary of the environmental analysis 
performed by ESA for the proposed project. The intent of the analysis is to explain how the 
project is eligible for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption pursuant to the State California 
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines §15332.  
 
The report provides an introduction, project description, and evaluation of the project’s 
consistency with the requirements for a Class 32 exemption. This includes an analysis of the 
project’s potential impacts in the areas of habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species, 
traffic, noise, air quality, water, and historic resources. This report concluded that the project is 
eligible for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption pursuant to the State CEQA Guidelines §15332.  
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
It is staff's assessment, based on the exhibits, environmental documentation, and the analysis 
provided in the staff report dated April 3, 2019 (Attachment C), that the findings necessary for 
approving the Affordable Housing Concession Permit can be made in the affirmative.  As 
conditioned, it is not expected that the development resulting from the requested concession 
would result in any adverse impacts to neighboring uses.  It has been demonstrated that the 
concessions are required in order for the designated units to be affordable.  It has also been 
shown that the project would not have a specific adverse impact on health or safety, or on the 
physical environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property listed on the 
California Register of Historic Places.  Therefore, staff recommends that the Board of Zoning 
Appeals approve the application using the findings and conditions of approval included in the 
April 3, 2019, staff report.   
 
Furthermore, based on the findings presented in the Class 32 Categorical Exemption Report, 
staff recommends  that the Board adopt the Environmental Determination that the proposed 
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OUR COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY | ESA helps a variety of 
public and private sector clients plan and prepare for climate change and 
emerging regulations that limit GHG emissions. ESA is a registered 
assessor with the California Climate Action Registry, a Climate Leader, 
and founding reporter for the Climate Registry. ESA is also a corporate 
member of the U.S. Green Building Council and the Business Council on 
Climate Change (BC3). Internally, ESA has adopted a Sustainability Vision 
and Policy Statement and a plan to reduce waste and energy within our 
operations. This document was produced using recycled paper.   
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CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION REPORT 
 

This report serves as the summary of the environmental analysis performed by ESA for the 

proposed Madison Mixed-Use Project (Project) located at 127 and 141 North Madison Avenue in 

the City of Pasadena (City). The intent of the analysis is to document whether the Project is 

eligible for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption (CE) pursuant to the State California 

Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines §15332. The report provides an introduction, 

project description, and evaluation of the Project’s consistency with the requirements for a Class 

32 exemption. This includes an analysis of the project’s potential impacts in the areas of habitat 

for endangered, rare or threatened species, traffic, noise, air quality, water, and historic resources. 

This report concludes that the Project is eligible for a Class 32 CE pursuant to the State CEQA 

Guidelines §15332.  
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1.0 
Introduction 

The State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines §15332 states that a Class 32 

Categorical Exemption (CE) is allowed when an in-fill development project meets the following 

conditions: 

a. The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable 

general plan policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and regulations. 

b. The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five 

acres substantially surrounded by urban uses. 

c. The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species. 

d. Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, 

noise, air quality, or water quality. 

e. The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services. 

Additionally, State CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 lists six exceptions to a categorical 

exemption. These exemptions include the following conditions:  

a. Location. Classes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 11 are qualified by consideration of where the project is 

to be located – a project that is ordinarily insignificant in its impact on the environment 

may in a particularly sensitive environment be significant. Therefore, these classes are 

considered to apply all instances, except where the project may impact on an 

environmental resource of hazardous or critical concern where designated, precisely 

mapped, and officially adopted pursuant to law by federal, state, or local agencies. 

b. Cumulative Impact. All exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the 

cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is 

significant. 

c. Significant Effect. A categorical exemption shall not be used for an activity where there 

is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the 

environment due to unusual circumstances. 

d. Scenic Highways. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may 

result in damage to scenic resources, including but not limited to, trees, historic buildings, 

rock outcroppings, or similar resources, within a highway officially designated as a state 
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scenic highway. This does not apply to improvements which are required as mitigation by 

an adopted negative declaration or certified EIR. 

e. Hazardous Waste Sites. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project located 

on a site which is included on any list compiled pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the 

Government Code. 

f. Historical Resources. A categorical exemption shall not be used for a project which may 

cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource. 

ESA evaluated the proposed Madison Mixed-Use Project (Project) located at 127 and 141 North 

Madison Avenue in the City of Pasadena (City) with respect to consistency with the above 

requirements, including its potential impacts in the areas of habitat for endangered, rare or 

threatened species, traffic, noise, air quality, water quality and historic resources, as well as the 

six exceptions to a categorical exemption, to confirm the Project’s eligibility for the Class 32 CE 

pursuant to the State CEQA Guidelines §15332. 
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2.0  
Project Description 

MBC Enterprises, LLC (the Applicant) proposes to develop the proposed Project located at 127 

and 141 North Madison Avenue in the City of Pasadena. The Project would consist of a 72,000 

SF, five-story, mixed-use building. Overall, the Project would consist of 49 residential units, two 

office spaces totaling 4,210 SF, 26,296 SF of open space including a 1st Floor Central Courtyard 

and four Terraces, one on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Floor. The Project would provide two levels of 

parking (one level at grade and one level subterranean) with 101 spaces and totaling 41,546 SF 

(with 20 spaces totaling 11,079 SF at grade, and 81 spaces totaling 30,467 SF subterranean). The 

Project includes demolition of all existing on-site buildings and features, excavation to 

accommodate the subterranean parking levels, and the construction of the new mixed-use 

building. 

The Project Site is located in the CD-3 (Central District Specific Plan, Walnut Housing sub-

district) zoning district in the City of Pasadena and is currently developed with one four-story, 

27,579 SF office building and a 16,115 SF surface parking lot. An Affordable Housing 

Concession Permit and design review approval is required for the Project. The Project Site is 

shown in Figure 1, Vicinity Location Map. The proposed Project site plans are provided in 

Attachment A of this report. 

Construction of the Project is anticipated to begin in the second quarter of 2019, pending Project 

consideration and approval, and would be completed in the second quarter of 2021. Construction 

of the Project is estimated to require approximately 25 months. Construction activities would 

include demolition, excavation, foundations and concrete pouring, building construction, and 

architectural coatings. Heavy-duty equipment, vendor supply trucks and concrete trucks would be 

used during construction of foundations, parking structures, and buildings. Landscaping and 

architectural coating would occur during the finishing activities. Demolition activities would 

include the removal of the existing office building and existing surface parking lot. 

Approximately 3,370 cubic yards of debris would be exported from the Project Site. The Project 

would require the excavation of approximately 13,500 cubic yards of earth for the proposed two-

level subterranean parking garage (one level at grade and one level subterranean). 
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Vicinity Location Map
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3.0  
Existing Site Conditions 

The Project Site is an approximately 0.735 acre (32,000 SF) rectangular-shaped site (Project Site) 

located on the west side of North Madison Avenue, south of East Walnut Street and North of 

Union Street. The Project Site is also located near public transportation options, including bus 

stops that are within walking distance of the Project Site and are located approximately 0.25 mile 

northwest of the Project Site at North Los Robles Avenue and East Walnut Street, approximately 

0.16 mile south of the Project Site at North Madison Avenue and East Colorado Boulevard, 

approximately 0.25 mile west of the Project Site at North Los Robles Avenue and Union Street, 

and approximately 0.33 mile southwest of the Project Site at North Los Robles Avenue and East 

Colorado Boulevard. The Metro Gold Line Lake Station, which is also located within walking 

distance of the Project Site, is located approximately 0.6 mile northeast of the Project Site, and 

the Metro Gold Line Memorial Park Station is located approximately 0.7 mile west of the Project 

Site. 

The Project Site is currently developed with a four-story office building totaling 27,579 SF and a 

16,115 SF surface parking lot. Figure 2, Aerial Photograph of Project Site and Vicinity, shows 

the Project Site and surrounding land uses. The Project Site is bordered by a two-story office 

building to the north, dining and lecture halls of Fuller Theological Seminary School directly 

west of the Project Site, the Scottish Rite Cathedral to the east across North Madison Avenue the 

medical uses southeast of the project site along North Madison Avenue and the residential uses 

south of the Project Site at the northwest corner of Union Street and North Madison Avenue.  
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Figure 2
Aerial Photograph of Project Site and Vicinity
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4.0 
Consistency Analysis 

Criterion (a): The project is consistent with the applicable general 
plan designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as 
with applicable zoning designation and regulations. 

According to the City of Pasadena General Plan Land Use Diagram, the Project Site is designated 

for Medium Mixed Use development, which specifically allows for exclusively commercial or 

exclusively residential, or with buildings vertically integrating housing with non-residential uses.1 

The proposed Project is mixed-used, including residential and office uses, and would be 

consistent with the General Plan designation. The Project Site is located within the Central 

District Specific Plan area, which operates as the city’s urban core and encourages urban villages, 

work-live spaces, in-town housing, and cultural and entertainment opportunities. The Central 

District Specific Plan area encompasses 960 acres corresponding to the areas recognized by 

Pasadena residents as “Downtown.” The Central District Specific Plan includes a vision 

statement and objectives that are intended to support the Guiding Principles of the General Plan. 

To implement this vision, the Central District Specific Plan provides District-Wide Land Use, 

Mobility, and Urban Design Concepts, which together offer a comprehensive vision for the 

physical design and development of Downtown Pasadena. Included within the District-Wide 

Land Use, Mobility, and Urban Design Concepts are specific development standards for 

permitted land use types, maximum housing density, maximum FAR, minimum and maximum 

building heights, required setbacks, open space, signage, and parking. The development standards 

of the Central District Specific Plan are codified in Chapter 17.30 of the Zoning Code, discussed 

below.  

Thus, a project that is consistent with the Zoning Code is in turn consistent with the development 

standards of the Central District Specific Plan. The Project Site is located within the CD-3 

(Central District, Walnut Housing sub-district). The subdistrict serves as Downtown’s main 

residential area north of Colorado Boulevard. Therefore, residential use at urban densities should 

be encouraged as a priority, where commercial activity will be limited to the ground floor. The 

City’s Zoning Code (Title 17 of the Pasadena Municipal Code [PMC]) implements the General 

Plan’s Land Use Element and its policies. The intent of the Zoning Code is to protect public 

health, safety, and the general welfare of residents and visitors in the City. The Zoning Code 

identifies particular uses permitted on each parcel of land in the City and sets forth regulations 

and standards for development to ensure that the policies, goals, and objectives of the General 

Plan are implemented. The current zoning designation on the Project Site is CD-3 (Central 

                                                      
1  City of Pasadena, General Plan, Land Use Element, Adopted August 18, 2015, Amended January 25, 2016, p. 5, 

http://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-content/uploads/sites/56/2017/07/Land-Use-Element-2016-01-25.pdf. 
Accessed December 2018. 
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District, Walnut Housing sub-district) and mixed-use is a permitted use pursuant to Section 

17.30.030 of the City’s Zoning Code (see Table 3-1 and Figure 3-4 [Area 1]). The purpose of the 

CD district is to implement the goals and development standards of the Central District Specific 

Plan. According to Section 17.30.040 – CD, the maximum FAR of 1.5 is permitted on the subject 

site. The developer is requesting an Affordable Housing Concession Permit that would allow for 

a 2.25 FAR in order to provide the affordable housing on-site. In addition, the maximum 

permitted height on the subject site is 50’-0”, or 65’-0’ when utilizing height averaging. The 

developer is requesting a height of 62’-0” without using height averaging, exceeding the 

provisions of height averaging. 

The General Plan and Central District Specific Plan have several land-use policies that are 

relevant to the proposed Project, including the following specifically applicable policies related to 

community character and quality and economic sustainability. Table 1, Consistency with 

Applicable General Plan Land Use Element Goals and Policies for the Central District, presents 

an evaluation of the Project’s consistency with applicable City General Plan and Central District 

Specific policies. 

TABLE 1 
CONSISTENCY WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL PLAN LAND USE ELEMENT GOALS AND POLICIES FOR THE 

CENTRAL DISTRICT 

Goals and Policies Consistency Analysis 

  

Goal 31. Central District. Central District. The primary civic, 
business, financial, retail, entertainment, and cultural center 
of Pasadena with supporting housing enabling residents to 
live close and walk to these uses and access regional transit. 

Consistent. The Project would provide residential uses in 
addition to commercial uses that enables residents to walk to 
nearby public transit and to the civic, business, financial, retail, 
entertainment, and cultural amenities of Pasadena’s Central 
District. 

Policy 31.1 Focus Growth. Focus growth in the Central 
District into key sub-areas including the Pasadena Playhouse, 
Civic Center/Midtown, Lake, Northwest Gateway, and Walnut 
Districts, and in proximity to the three Metro Gold Line 
stations, to support economic vitality while preserving and 
complementing the historic core. 

Consistent. The Project is consistent with increasing 
employment and residential growth in a location targeted by 
the General Plan and the Central District Specific Plan. 

Policy 31.2 Sub-District Identity. Enhance the distinctive, 
yet complementary nature of the Central District’s sub-areas 
by recognizing and building on their unique attributes and 
features through signage, streetscape designs, design 
guidelines and encouraging new uses and infill development 
that fits with the vision of each sub-area. 

Consistent. The goal of the Central District, Walnut Housing 
sub-district is serving as Downtown’s main residential area 
north of Colorado Boulevard. Therefore, residential use at 
urban densities should be encouraged as a priority, where 
commercial activity will be limited to the ground floor. The 
Project is consistent with this by increasing the diversity of 
uses in the sub-district by providing a mixed-use development 
that is supportive of the primary goal of the sub-district.  

Policy 31.3 Del Mar, Memorial Park and Lake Transit 
Villages. Concentrate higher intensity development with a 
mix of retail, office, and multi-family housing uses that are 
compatible with one another expanding the customer base for 
local retail uses and supporting Metro Gold Line ridership. 

Consistent. The Project would intensify development by 
increasing commercial uses and multi-family housing in an 
area directly served by the Metro Lake Station that is served 
by the Gold Line as the Project Site is located 0.6 miles 
northeast (walking distance) of the Metro Lake Station. 

Policy 31.4 Contextual Development in Historic Districts. 
Require new development within and adjacent to the historic 
districts to be compatible with the scale, density, and urban 
design features of existing historic buildings and districts 

Consistent. The City Design Commission Completed a design 
review of the project plans in October 2017 and made 
comments regarding the analysis and changes to the design in 
order to be more sensitive to the historic context of the Project 
vicinity. Project plans were submitted to the City in May 2018 
in response to the City Design Commission review. 
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Goals and Policies Consistency Analysis 

Policy 31.5 Transit Options. Increase the network of transit, 
walking, and bicycling opportunities between sub-areas within 
the Central District through expanded services, additional 
rights of way/pathways with corresponding signage. 

Not Applicable. The policy refers to transit service and rights-
of-way. The Project would not conflict with this policy as it 
would make no changes to, nor interfere with, transit facilities 
or rights-of-way.  

Policy 31.6 Connections to Other Community Places. 
Establish and maintain pedestrian walkways that provide 
access to the other Community Places and encourage people 
to move freely between each subarea within the Central 
District through a unifying/connected network of public areas. 

Consistent. The Project would maintain the sidewalk system 
along the perimeter of the site and would incorporate 
pedestrian pathways that would connect to the existing 
sidewalk network which in turn connect with the other places in 
the Central District area. The Project would improve 
pedestrian circulation and pedestrian safety in the Project 
vicinity by including a pedestrian walkway that would provide 
direct access to North Madison Ave.  

Policy 31.7 Expanded Economic Opportunities. 
Strengthen the Central District’s economic vitality by 
supporting existing businesses and providing opportunities for 
new commercial development in underutilized areas with 
higher development capacity. 

Consistent. The Project would locate residential and 
commercial uses into the Central District and introduce a new 
residential and employee population that would utilize the 
surrounding businesses of the Central District. 

Policy 31.8 Street Vitality During Evenings and On 
Weekends. Sustain a vibrant pedestrian atmosphere in 
traditionally civic and office dominant sub-areas on evenings 
and weekends by encouraging additional residential and 
mixed-use development. 

Consistent. The Project would locate residential and 
commercial uses into the Central District and introduce a new 
residential and employee population that would utilize the 
dining, retail and cultural amenities of the Central District. 

Policy 31.9 Housing Choice. Provide a wide variety of 
housing options in the Central District in terms of the type, 
location, size and price. 

Consistent. The Project would locate new residential uses 
into the Central District and introduce a new housing options, 
including 4 affordable housing units. 

Policy 31.10 Building Orientation. Require businesses to 
be oriented primarily to pedestrian streets and urban spaces 
and secondarily to parking lots and to provide visibility and 
accessibility to customers arriving on foot, by bicycle, and by 
automobile. 

Consistent. The Project would be oriented to the public 
streets and parking would be provided on the ground floor and 
in one subterranean level. 

 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018. 

 

As discussed in Table 1, the proposed project would be consistent with applicable General Plan 

and Central District Specific Plan policies. Furthermore, as discussed above, the proposed Project 

would be consistent with the City’s General Plan designation, which allows for medium mixed-

use projects, and the City’s zoning code designation, which allows for mixed-use as a permitted 

use. Therefore, the proposed Project would meet this criterion. 

Criterion (b): The proposed development occurs within city limits on 
a project site of no more than five acres substantially surrounded by 
urban uses.  

The Project Site is located on a 0.735-acre parcel within a developed urban neighborhood. It is 

directly surrounded by urban uses in all directions, as shown in Figure 1, above. Therefore, the 

proposed Project would meet this criterion. 

Criterion (c): The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, 
rare, or threatened species.  

Since it located within a highly developed area, the Project Site lacks habitat that would be 

suitable for sensitive animal or plant species. In addition, the Project Site is currently developed 

with an office building and associated parking lot surrounded by minimal vegetation. This 
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vegetation does not provide habitat for sensitive species due to its small size, lack of native 

vegetation, and highly urban context. Therefore, the proposed Project would meet this criterion. 

Criterion (d): Approval of the project would not result in any 
significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water 
quality. 

I. Traffic 

The Mobility Element of the City’s General Plan sets forth goals and policies to improve overall 

transportation in Pasadena. The Mobility Element is based on approaches that address the needs 

of multimodal corridors and streets as well as community neighborhoods that are affected by 

traffic. The City’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines (“Guidelines”) have been 

developed to ensure that transportation system improvements necessary to support new 

development while maintaining quality of life within the community are identified prior to project 

approval and funded prior to construction.   

The Guidelines, which are implemented by the City of Pasadena Department of Transportation 

(PasDOT), include two processes for reviewing a proposed project’s transportation impacts, 

based on project size, consisting of below or equal to communitywide significance thresholds and 

above communitywide significance thresholds. Communitywide significance projects are defined 

as 50,000 SF of new commercial use, 50 residential units, or any combination of the two. 

Residential uses with a net new dwelling unit count of 11 to 49 dwelling units or non-residential 

uses with net new floor area of 10,001 to 49,999 SF, or any combination of the two, would be a 

Category 1 project, which would be below communitywide significance.2 

The Project’s trip generating uses would consist of 49 residential units and two office spaces 

totaling 4,210 SF.  Therefore, the Project would be a Category 1 project and below 

communitywide significance. Thus, in accordance with the City’s Guidelines, a CEQA 

Transportation Impact Analysis is not required and transportation impacts are considered less 

than significant pursuant to CEQA. 

Conclusion: The Project would be a Category 1 project and below communitywide significance 

in accordance with the City’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines and would not 

significantly impact the City transportation system. Approval of the project would not result in 

any significant effects relating to traffic. 

II. Noise 

The following review of potential noise impacts is based on the Noise Technical Report prepared 

by ESA (included as Attachment B of this report) for the proposed Project. In accordance with 

Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the proposed Project would result in potentially 

significant impacts related to noise if it would result in:  

                                                      
2  City of Pasadena, Department of Transportation, Transportation Impact Analysis Current Practices & Guidelines, 

Section 2, 2015. 
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 Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in the 
local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies; 

 Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne 
noise levels; 

 A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the project above 
levels existing without the project; or 

 A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity 
above levels existing without the project. 

A summary of findings of the Noise Technical Report is provided below: 

ESA conducted an acoustical study (included as Attachment B of this report) to evaluate the 

potential noise and vibration impacts associated with construction activities, surface 

transportation, and other aspects of Project construction and operations that have the potential to 

impact noise sensitive land uses. The findings of the analyses are as follows: 

 Construction of the Project would not exceed the City’s construction noise standards. Thus, 
the Project would not result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in noise and 
impacts would be less than significant. 

 Operation of the Project would not exceed the City’s traffic or operational stationary source 
noise standards. Thus, the Project would not result in a substantial permanent increase in 
ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the Project above levels existing without the Project 
and impacts would be less than significant. 

 The Project would not result in the generation of excessive groundborne vibration or 
groundborne noise levels from construction or operational activities. Thus, the Project would 
result in a less than significant impact from groundborne vibration and groundborne noise. 

Conclusion: Construction of the Project has the potential to generate an increase in temporary or 

periodic noise through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment and through vehicle trips 

generated from construction workers traveling to and from the Project Site. However, use of 

construction equipment equipped with industry standard noise minimization strategies and 

compliance with the City’s Noise Ordinance would minimize the potential for noise generation. 

Noise from construction of the Project would not exceed the City’s standards. Therefore, impacts 

related to construction noise would be less than significant. Construction activities would 

generate vibration from the use of heavy equipment and haul trucks. However, vibration levels at 

sensitive receptors would be below the thresholds. As a result, construction vibration impacts 

would be less than significant.  

Project operations would generate an increase in ambient noise from roadway traffic and 

stationary noise. The Project would not result in a substantial increase in roadway traffic noise 

and would not exceed the significance thresholds. Stationary noise sources would be designed in 

accordance with City standards and would not exceed the allowable noise levels. As a result, 

operational noise impacts would be less than significant. The Project’s operations would include 
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typical residential-grade stationary mechanical and electrical equipment for multi-family 

residential buildings, such as air handling units, condenser units, and exhaust fans, which would 

produce vibration. In addition, the primary sources of transient vibration would include passenger 

vehicle circulation within the proposed parking area. The potential vibration levels from Project 

operational sources at the closest existing and future sensitive receptor locations would be less 

than the significance threshold. As a result, operational vibration impacts would be less than 

significant. 

Consistent with the City’s General Plan requirements, the Project will incorporate general 

industry standard best practices to minimize noise and vibration impacts described in PDF-

NOISE-1 and PDF-NOISE-2.  Specifically, with respect to vibration, the garage building located 

to the east of main Edmund Blinn House building is more than 20 feet to the northwest of the 

Project Site and the main Edmund Blinn House building is approximately 50 feet to the northwest 

of the Project Site, which provides more than sufficient buffer distance to ensure that Project-

related vibration levels would not exceed the applicable vibration thresholds for historic buildings 

for both buildings. Therefore, with implementation of PDF-NOISE-1 and PDF-NOISE-2 and 

accounting for the buffer distances, noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors, including 

the historic buildings located on the Fuller Theological Seminary campus directly west of the 

Project Site (inclusive of the Edmund Blinn House property) would be less than significant. 

For additional details, refer to the full Noise Technical Report provided in Attachment B of this 

report. 

III. Air Quality 

The following review of potential air quality impacts is based on the Air Quality Technical 

Report prepared by ESA (included as Attachment C of this report) for the proposed Project. In 

accordance with Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the proposed Project would result in 

potentially significant impacts related to air quality if it would: 

 Conflict with or obstruct the implementation of the applicable air quality plan; 

 Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air 
quality violation; 

 Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which the 
project region is nonattainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air quality 
standard (including releasing emissions which exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone 
precursors); 

 Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations; or 

 Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. 

The CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.7 provides the significance criteria established by the 

applicable air quality management district or air pollution control district, when available, may be 

relied upon to make determinations of significance. The potential air quality impacts of the 
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Project are, therefore, evaluated according to thresholds developed by the South Coast Air 

Quality Management District (SCAQMD) in their CEQA Air Quality Handbook, Air Quality 

Analysis Guidance Handbook, and subsequent guidance.  

A summary of findings of the Air Quality Technical Report is provided below. 

ESA conducted an air quality assessment (included as Attachment C of this report) to evaluate 

the potential air quality impacts associated with construction activities, mobile sources, building 

energy demand, and other aspects of Project construction and operations that have the potential to 

generate criteria air pollutant emissions. The findings of the analyses are as follows: 

 The incremental increase in emissions from construction and operation of the Project would 
be below the regional daily emission thresholds set forth by the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD). Thus, the Project would not result in a regional violation 
of applicable air quality standards or jeopardize the timely attainment of such standards in the 
South Coast Air Basin (the Air Basin). 

 The incremental increase in on-site emissions from construction and operation of the Project 
would be below the localized significance thresholds set forth by the SCAQMD. Thus, the 
Project would not result in a localized violation of applicable air quality standards or expose 
off-site receptors to substantial levels of regulated air contaminants.  

 Emissions from the increase in traffic due to operation of the Project would not have a 
significant impact upon 1-hour or 8-hour local carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations due to 
mobile source emissions. 

 Project construction and operations would not result in significant levels of odors. 

 The Project would be consistent with air quality policies set forth by the City of Pasadena, the 
SCAQMD, and the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG).  

 The Project would not result in a significant cumulative air quality impact.  

Conclusion: Construction of the Project has the potential to create air quality impacts through the 

use of heavy-duty construction equipment and through vehicle trips generated from construction 

workers traveling to and from the Project Site. In addition, fugitive dust emissions would result 

from grading and construction activities. However, use of typical construction equipment (in 

terms of size and age/emission standards) and compliance with Rule 403 requirements (regarding 

dust control measures such as watering twice daily and track out prevention measures), minimizes 

air emissions to the extent warranted. Regional construction emissions would not exceed the 

SCAQMD daily significance thresholds. Therefore, impacts related to regional construction 

emissions would be less than significant. Localized construction emissions would not exceed the 

SCAQMD localized significance thresholds. Therefore, impacts related to localized construction 

emissions would be less than significant. As a result, Project-related construction impacts would 

be less than significant. 

Air pollutant emissions associated with Project operations would be generated by the 

consumption of natural gas and by the operation of on-road vehicles. Regional and localized 
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operational emissions associated with the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD daily 

significance thresholds. In addition, the Project would result in less-than-significant CO hotspot 

and odor impacts. Furthermore, the Project would be consistent with applicable air quality plans 

and policies and would not generate odors affecting a substantial number of people. Therefore, 

impacts related to Project operational emissions and consistency with applicable air quality 

management plans, policies, or regulations would be less than significant. 

For additional details, refer to the full Air Quality Technical Report provided in Attachment C of 

this report. 

IV. Water Quality 

Urban runoff can have a variety of detrimental effects. For instance, heavy metals such as 

cadmium, chromium, copper and lead can be washed off of paved roads and parking lots and are 

the most common metals found in urban stormwater runoff. These metals may be toxic to aquatic 

organisms, and have the potential to contaminate drinking water supplies. Nitrogen and 

phosphorous from fertilizers can serve as nutrients for algae and vegetation, resulting in 

accelerated growth and potential oxygen depletion and hypoxic conditions in receiving waters 

and additional impaired uses of water. 

Currently, the Project Site is almost entirely covered with impervious surfaces, although a few 

trees and street plantings are located along N. Madison Avenue. Stormwater runoff currently 

enters storm drains on along N. Madison Avenue and Union Street to existing City drainage 

facilities. Neither the permeability nor the hydrology of the site would substantially change with 

project implementation, as the amount of impervious surfaces with the proposed project would be 

comparable to existing conditions.  

Pasadena lies within the greater Los Angeles River watershed, and thus, within the jurisdiction of 

the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQBC). The LARWQCB adopted 

water quality objectives in its Stormwater Quality Management Plan (SQMP), which is designed 

to ensure stormwater achieves compliance with receiving water limitations. Thus, stormwater 

generated by a development that complies with the SQMP does not exceed the limitations of 

receiving waters, and therefore does not exceed water quality standards. Compliance with the 

SQMP is enforced by application of Section 402 of the Clean Water Act, the National Pollutant 

Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). Under this section, municipalities are required to obtain 

permits for the water pollution generated by stormwater in their jurisdiction. These permits are 

known as Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4) permits. The City of Pasadena is a co-

permittee in the Los Angeles County MS4 permit (Order No 01-182; NPDES No. CAS0041 as 

amended by Orders R4-2006-0074 and R4-2007-0042). Under this MS4, each permitted 

municipality is required to implement the SQMP. In accordance with the countywide MS4 

permit, all new developments must comply with the SQMP. In addition, as required by the MS4 

permit, the City of Pasadena has adopted a Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) 

ordinance, which includes low impact development (LID) design standards, to ensure new 

developments comply with SQMP. This ordinance requires most new developments to submit a 

plan to the City that demonstrates how the project would comply with the City’s SUSMP. 
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The Project proposes a 72,000 square feet (SF), five-story, 49-unit, mixed-use building, which 

includes two office spaces totaling 4,210 SF, 26,296 SF of open space including a 1st Floor 

Central Courtyard and four Terraces, one on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Floor. The Project would 

provide two levels of parking (one level at grade and one level subterranean) with 101 spaces and 

totaling 41,546 SF (with 20 spaces totaling 11,079 SF at grade, and 81 spaces totaling 30,467 SF 

subterranean). None of the proposed uses would be point source generators of water pollutants. 

Therefore, no quantifiable water quality standards apply to the project. As an urban development, 

the proposed project would add typical, urban, nonpoint-source pollutants to storm water runoff. 

These pollutants are permitted by the countywide MS4 permit, and would not exceed any 

receiving water limitations. The City requires, pursuant to PMC Chapter 8.70, that redevelopment 

projects that involve more than 5,000 SF comply with the SUSMP.3 Thus, the applicant is 

required to submit and implement a SUSMP compliance plan. Compliance with the MS4 permit 

and SUSMP would ensure that the proposed project would not violate any water quality standards 

or waste discharge requirements, and would have no related significant impacts. 

As construction of the Project would involve grading, including the export of 13,500 cubic yards 

of soil, on an approximately 0.735-acre site, the applicant would not be required to submit a 

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to the City of Pasadena Public Works 

Department as the Project would disturb less than one acre of soil and is not part of a larger 

common plan of development which in total disturbs one acre or more. However, the Project 

would be required to manage storm water drainage during construction through one or more of 

the flowing methods: (1) Retention basins of sufficient size shall be utilized to retain storm water 

on the site. (2) Where storm water is conveyed to a public drainage system, collection point, 

gutter or similar disposal method, water shall be filtered by use of a barrier system, wattle or 

other method approved by the enforcing agency, (3) compliance with a lawfully enacted storm 

water management ordinance in order to avoid discharging pollutants into waterways. Therefore, 

development of the proposed project would not result in any significant effects relating to water 

quality. 

Related projects in the vicinity of the Project Site, which include the Union Street Court Project, 

the Olivewood North Project and the Olivewood South Project. Construction of these related 

projects would be required to comply with SWPPP requirements if disturbing 1 acre or more of 

soil. Like the proposed Project, these related projects would add typical, urban, nonpoint-source 

pollutants to storm water runoff. These pollutants are permitted by the countywide MS4 permit, 

and would not exceed any receiving water limitations. These related projects would also be 

required, pursuant to PMC Chapter 8.70, comply with the applicable SUSMP and MS4 permit 

requirements, which would ensure that these related projects would not violate any water quality 

standards or waste discharge requirements, and would have no related significant impacts. 

Conclusion: The proposed Project would not adversely affect underground aquifers, drainage 

patterns, or surface water quality. Impacts related to water quality would be less than significant. 

                                                      
3  Significant redevelopment means land-disturbing activity that results in the creation or addition or replacement of 

5,000 square feet or more of impervious surface area on an already developed site. 
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V. Summary for Criterion (d) 

As the Project would result in less than significant impacts with respect to traffic, noise, air 

quality, and water quality, the proposed Project would meet this criterion. 

Criterion (e): The site can be adequately served by all required 
utilities and public services. 

The Project would be located in an existing highly urban area served by existing public utilities 

and services. A considerable increase in demand for services or utilities would not be anticipated 

with the implementation of the proposed Project since it is located on an existing urban infill 

location previously developed with an office building. The City of Pasadena Department of Water 

and Power provides electricity and water, and the City of Pasadena Department of Public Works 

provides solid waste collection and sewer services. SoCal gas provides natural gas services to the 

City of Pasadena and would be expected to serve the Project. Thus, the Project meets this 

criterion. 

Exceptions to Categorical Exemption 

State CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 lists six exceptions to a categorical exemption. As 

discussed below, none of the exceptions apply to the proposed Project.  

Location (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(a)) 

This exception applies to Classes 3, 4, 5, 6, and 11. This exception does not apply to a Class 32 

exemption. Therefore, this exception does not apply to the Project. Furthermore, the Project Site 

is not located in a particularly sensitive environment and is located in a previously developed 

urban infill location and is surrounded by existing urban uses. 

Cumulative Impact (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(b))  

Under this exception, exemptions for these classes are inapplicable when the cumulative impact 

of successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time is significant. There is no 

evidence of a potential significant cumulative impact because successive projects of the same 

type in the same place have not been approved and are not currently proposed. The related 

projects in the vicinity of the proposed Project, which include the Union Street Court Project, the 

Olivewood North Project and the Olivewood South Project, would not result in project-level or 

cumulatively significant impacts. 4,5,6,7 As discussed above, the proposed Project would be a 

                                                      
4  City of Pasadena, Air Quality Impact Assessment, Union Street Court, November 2017, 

https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/commissions/wp-content/uploads/sites/28/2017/12/2017-12-12-635-E.-Union-
Street-Air-Quality-Study.pdf. Accessed December 2018. 

5  City of Pasadena, Environmental Noise Report, https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/commissions/wp-
content/uploads/sites/28/2017/12/2017-12-12-635-E.-Union-Street-Noise-Vibration-Study.pdf 

6  City of Pasadena, Planning and Community Development Department, Staff Report, Conditional Use Permit 
#6449, 54 North Oakland Avenue (Olivewood North Project), March 21, 2018, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-content/uploads/sites/56/2018/03/2018-3-21-Hearing-Officer-Staff-
Reports-CUP_6449.pdf. Accessed December 2018. 

7  City of Pasadena, Planning and Community Development Department, Staff Report, Conditional Use Permit 
#6452, 535 East Union Street (Olivewood South Project), March 21, 2018, 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/wp-content/uploads/sites/56/2018/03/2018-3-21-Hearing-Officer-Staff-
Report-CUP_6452.pdf. Accessed December 2018. 
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Category 1 project and below communitywide significance in accordance with the City’s 

Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines; thus, approval of the Project would not result in 

significant cumulative traffic impacts with regards to the Project and buildout of the related 

projects. The proposed Project would not contribute to significant cumulative noise impacts with 

regards to the Project and buildout of the related projects. In addition, the proposed Project would 

not result in significant cumulative air quality or water quality impacts with regards to the Project 

and buildout of the related projects. As a result, there is no evidence of significant cumulative 

impacts from successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time. Therefore, this 

exception does not apply to the Project. 

Significant Effect (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(c))  

This exception applies when there is a reasonable possibility that the activity will have a 

significant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances. As described above, the 

proposed Project would consist of a 72,000 square feet (SF), five-story, 49-unit, mixed-use 

building, which includes two office spaces totaling 4,210 SF, 26,296 SF of open space including 

a 1st Floor Central Courtyard and four Terraces, one on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th Floor. The Project 

would provide two levels of parking (one level at grade and one level subterranean) with 101 

spaces and totaling 41,546 SF (with 20 spaces totaling 11,079 SF at grade, and 81 spaces totaling 

30,467 SF subterranean). The Project is consistent with the General Plan land use designation and 

zoning code designation and is similar in size and scale to other developments in the area and is 

not unusual for the location. The Project is located in a developed urban neighborhood and is 

directly surrounded by urban uses in all directions, including existing multi-family housing. There 

are no unusual circumstances for the Project which may lead to a significant effect on the 

environment. Therefore, this exception does not apply to the Project. 

Scenic Highways (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(d)) 

This exception applies to a project which may result in damage to scenic resources, including but 

not limited to, trees, historic buildings, rock outcroppings, or similar resources, within a highway 

officially designated as a state scenic highway. Based on a review of the California Scenic 

Highway Mapping System,8 the proposed Project Site is not located on or near an officially 

designated scenic highway. The Project would have no impacts on an officially designated scenic 

highway. Therefore, this exception does not apply to the Project. 

Hazardous Waste Sites (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(e))  

This exception applies to a project located on a site which is included on any list compiled 

pursuant to Section 65962.5 of the Government Code. Government Code Section 65962.5 refers 

specifically to a list of hazardous waste facilities compiled by the Department of Toxic 

Substances Control (DTSC). The Project Site is not included on the DTSC’s hazardous waste 

facilities list.9 Thus, the Project Site has not been included on a list of hazardous materials sites 

                                                      
8  California Department of Transportation, California Scenic Highway Mapping System, Updated: September 7, 

2011, http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LandArch/16_livability/scenic_highways/. Accessed December 2018. 
9  Department of Toxic Substances Control, Hazardous Waste and Substance Site List (CORTESE), 

http://www.envirostor.dtsc.ca.gov/public/mandated_reports.asp. Accessed December 2018. 
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compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5. Therefore, this exception does not 

apply to the Project. 

Historic Resources (State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2(f))  

State CEQA Guidelines §15300.2 states that a categorical exemption “shall not be used for a 

project which may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource.” 

A Cultural Resources Assessment Report was prepared by ESA (March 2019). The analysis of 

historical resources indicated that The Madison Professional Building was evaluated for listing in 

the National Register, California Register, and for local designation and is recommended not 

eligible. As such, the Madison Professional Building does not meet the definition of an historical 

resources as outlined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(1) or (2), and the Project would not 

have a direct impact on historical resources.  

In addition, Indirect impacts were analyzed to determine if the Project would result in a 

substantial material change to the integrity of historical resources outside of the Project Site such 

that the resources significance would be materially impaired, which is the CEQA threshold for 

determining significant impacts. In other words, would it still be eligible following construction 

and operation of the project? Would it still be able to convey the historical significance? The 

indirect impacts study area was defined as the immediate Project vicinity. Four historical 

resources were identified in this area, including two that would have direct views (; Playhouse 

Historic District [NR#94000462] and the Scottish Rite Cathedral (also a contributor to the 

Playhouse Historic District)) and two that would have indirect views (Ford Place Historic District 

[NR #10000496] and the Edmund Blinn House [NR #01000329]). A portion of the Ford Place 

Historic District abuts the rear property line of the proposed Project Site.  The Ford Place Historic 

District is significant architecturally for its distinctive examples of intact period architectural 

styles that have a common relationship of site plan, scale and materials, and were constructed 

between 1902 and 1916. The proposed Project would not alter any of the character-defining 

features identified in the nomination of the Ford Place Historic District. The fourth, the Edmund 

Blinn House, which is both a contributor to the Ford Place Historic District and individually 

eligible, is located approximately 60 feet to the northwest of the Project Site, abuts the rear 

property line of the Project site, and would have indirect views of the rear of the proposed 

building.  In summary, while the Project would alter the surrounding setting of the Ford Place 

Historic District by constructing a taller building on the Project Site, affecting one of the seven 

aspects of integrity, this would not constitute a substantial adverse change to the resource 

resulting in it no longer being able to convey its significance. The character-defining features 

would remain intact and it would still be an eligible resource. The Scottish Rite Cathedral and the 

Playhouse Historic District are further away from the Project Site and would not be indirectly 

impacted by the Project because primary views would not be impacted.  Views of the proposed 

Project building would be partially screened by mature landscaping located in the Ford Place 

Historic District along the boundary line that abuts the Project Site.  Other modern buildings 

visible from the Edmund Blinn House property include 490 E. Walnut Street, to the west across 

Oakland Avenue, and the Fuller Theological Seminary Graduate School of Psychology Building 

to the north (180 N. Oakland Avenue). The Project would not result in a substantial adverse 

change to the Edmund Blinn House and would not materially impact its integrity. 
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ESA’s Noise Technical Report (December 2018) fully considers noise and vibration impacts to 

the historic buildings located on the Fuller Theological Seminary campus directly west of the 

Project Site (inclusive of the Edmund Blinn House property), which is denoted as R3 in Figure 3 

of the Noise Technical Report. As discussed on page 23 of the Noise Technical Report, consistent 

with the City’s General Plan requirements, the Project will incorporate general industry standard 

best practices to minimize noise and vibration impacts described in PDF-NOISE-1 and PDF-

NOISE-2. The Noise Technical Report analyzed and disclosed the maximum noise and vibration 

impacts to sensitive receptors. Noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors, including the 

historic buildings located on the Fuller Theological Seminary campus directly west of the Project 

Site (inclusive of the Edmund Blinn House property) would be less than significant. 

As such, no indirect impacts are anticipated to historical resources.  

The Project Site was determined to be sensitive for subsurface historic-period archaeological 

resources related to the early domestic development on the Project Site. There is potential for 

features underneath existing buildings that will be demolished, especially deeper features such as 

privies and cisterns that could have been buried and preserved. Should historic-period features be 

discovered, they may qualify as historical resources under CEQA. The Project consists of 

substantial ground disturbance and excavation that would extend up to 12 feet bgs for 

subterranean parking. Therefore, the Project has the potential to unearth, expose, or disturb 

subsurface archaeological resources. Discovery of archaeological resources that qualify as 

historical resources under CEQA could result in a significant impact to historical resources.  

The Pasadena General Plan for the City of Pasadena includes the Mitigation Monitoring and 

Reporting Program (MMRP) in fulfillment of Section 21081.6 of the State of California Public 

Resources Code which requires a lead agency to adopt a reporting or monitoring program for 

adopted or require changes to mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects (City of 

Pasadena, 2015). The following Mitigation Measure (MM) 4-1 is provided for Cultural Resources 

in the MMRP.  

Mitigation Measure: MM 4-1. If cultural resources are discovered during construction of land 

development projects in Pasadena that may be eligible for listing in the California Register for 

Historic Resources, all ground disturbing activities in the immediate vicinity of the find shall be 

halted until the find is evaluated by a Registered Professional Archaeologist. If testing determines 

that significance criteria are met, then the project shall be required to perform data recovery, 

professional identification, radiocarbon dates as applicable, and other special studies; and provide 

a comprehensive final report including site record to the City and the South Central Coastal 

Information Center at California State University Fullerton. No further grading shall occur in the 

area of the discovery until Planning Department approves the report. 

Responsibility for Implementation and Implementation Action: Project applicants shall 

conduct onsite monitoring during grading. 
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In order to implement MM 4-1 of the General Plan and comply with the General Plan 

MMRP, the following Conditions of Approval are recommended for the project: 

 At the Applicant’s expense and prior to earthmoving activities, a qualified archaeologist 

(Qualified Archaeologist) meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 

Qualifications Standards for archaeology (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2008) shall 

conduct cultural resources sensitivity training for all construction personnel. 

Construction personnel shall be informed of the types of cultural resources that may be 

encountered, and of the proper procedures to be enacted in the event of an inadvertent 

discovery of archaeological resources. 

 In the event of the discovery of archaeological materials, the construction foreman shall 

immediately halt all work activities in the vicinity (within approximately 25 feet) of the 

discovery until it can be evaluated by a Qualified Archaeologist. After cessation of 

earthmoving activities, the construction foreman shall immediately contact City of 

Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department. Work shall not resume 

until authorized by City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department 

and the Qualified Archaeologist. 

 If the Qualified Archaeologist determines that the discovery is eligible for listing on the 

California Register of Historical Resources or is a unique archaeological resource 

pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21083.2, preservation in place is the 

preferred manner of treatment. In the event preservation in place is demonstrated to be 

infeasible, and data recovery is determined to be the only feasible mitigation option, a 

detailed Cultural Resources Treatment Plan shall be prepared and implemented by a 

qualified archaeologist in consultation with City of Pasadena Planning & Community 

Development Department at the project proponent’s expense. In the unlikely event that 

archaeological resources of a Native American origin are unearthed during ground-

disturbing activities, the qualified archaeologist and the City of Pasadena Planning & 

Community Development Department shall contact an appropriate Native American 

representative identified on the NAHC’s contact list to consider the need for Native 

American monitoring and coordination regarding the discovery. Archaeological 

materials recovered shall be curated at an accredited facility. The report(s) documenting 

implementation of the Cultural Resources Treatment Plan shall be submitted to City of 

Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department and SCCIC. 
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5.0 
Summary 

A project qualifies for a Class 32 CE if it is developed on an infill site and meets the conditions 

described in this report. The five (5) conditions which the project must meet in order to qualify 

for the Class 32 CE are as follows: (a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan 

designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as with the applicable zoning 

designation and regulations; (b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project 

site of no more than five acres substantially surrounded by urban uses; (c) The project site has no 

value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species; (d) Approval of the project would not 

result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water quality; and (e) The 

site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services. 

In accordance with the City’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines, and the Air Quality, 

and Noise Technical Reports prepared by ESA, as well as the consistency analysis with respect to 

the criteria specified in the State CEQA Guidelines §15332, the proposed Madison Mixed-Use 

Project meets the criteria for a Class 32 CE. The Project Site will be adequately served by 

required utilities. Furthermore, none of the exceptions to a CE listed in the State CEQA 

Guidelines §15300.2 apply to the Project. Therefore, it can be found that the project meets the 

qualifications of the Class 32 CE.  
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PLANNING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

 
STAFF REPORT 

 
DATE:  APRIL 3, 2019 
 
TO:  BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 
 
FROM: TALYN MIRZAKHANIAN, ZONING ADMINISTRATOR    
 
SUBJECT: APPEAL OF HEARING OFFICER’S DECISION 
  AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCESSION PERMIT #11879 
  127 AND 141 N. MADISON AVENUE  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended that the Board of Zoning Appeals: 
 

1. Adopt the Environmental Determination that the proposed project is exempt from 
environmental review pursuant to the guidelines of the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) Public Resources Code §21080(b)(9); Administrative Code, Title 14, Chapter 
3, §15332, Class 32, In-Fill Development Projects, and there are no features that 
distinguish this project from others in the exempt class; therefore, there are no unusual 
circumstances; and 
 

2. Uphold the Hearing Officer’s decision to approve Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
#11879. 

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 
On January 16, 2019, the Hearing Officer considered, at its regularly noticed hearing, Affordable 
Housing Concession Permit #11879. The applicant requested two affordable housing 
concessions and private tree removal to facilitate the construction of a 72,000 square-foot, five-
story mixed-use project consisting of 49 residential units (including four units dedicated to “very-
low income” households), 4,210 square feet of commercial office, and 101 parking spaces. The 
request included:  
 

i. A concession to exceed the maximum floor area ratio (FAR). The applicant proposed a 
2.25 FAR where the Zoning Code limits the maximum to 1.5; 
 

ii. A concession to exceed the maximum height limit. The applicant proposed a building 
height of 62 feet (no height averaging) where the Zoning Code limits the maximum to 50 
feet, or 65 with height averaging; and  
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iii. Private tree removal to allow the removal of four protected trees on private property. 
 
Staff recommended the Hearing Officer approve Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879. 
Staff assessed, based on the analyses, that the findings necessary for approving the Affordable 
Housing Concession Permit and Private Tree Removal Permit could be made. Staff concluded 
that the development resulting from the requested concessions was not expected to result in any 
adverse impacts to neighboring uses. It was demonstrated that the concessions result in 
identifiable and actual cost reductions to provide for affordable housing costs. It was also shown 
that the project would not have a specific adverse impact on health or safety, or on the physical 
environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property listed on the California Register 
of Historic Places. Finally, staff demonstrated that the required findings could be made for the 
removal of protected trees. At the conclusion of the public hearing, and after public testimony, the 
Hearing Officer approved Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 (Attachment C).  
 
On January 28, 2019, Erika Foy (appellant) submitted an appeal application (Attachment D) to 
the Board of Zoning Appeals citing disagreement with the decision of the Hearing Officer.  The 
hearing before the Board of Zoning Appeals is a de novo hearing where the Board has no 
obligation to honor the prior decision, and has the authority to make an entirely different decision. 
 
Staff recommends that the Board of Zoning Appeals uphold the Hearing Officer’s January 16, 
2019, decision and approve Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 based on the findings 
in Attachment A. 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
Existing Site Characteristics: 
 
The 32,000-square-foot project site is located on the west side of Madison Avenue between 
Walnut Street and Union Street and consists of two separate parcels. The site is rectangular, 
relatively flat in topography, and currently improved with an approximate 27,579 square-foot, 
three-story building (141 N. Madison Avenue) and surface parking lot (127 N. Madison Avenue). 
The site is located in the CD-3 (Central District, Walnut Housing subdistrict) Zoning District.  
 
Adjacent Uses: 
 
North  –  Fuller Theological Seminary 
South  –  Surface parking lot 
East  –  Scottish Rite Cathedral 
West – Fuller Theological Seminary 
 
Adjacent Zoning: 
 
North – CD-3 (Central District, Walnut Housing subdistrict) 
South – CD-3 (Central District, Walnut Housing subdistrict) 
East – CD-3 (Central District, Walnut Housing subdistrict) 
West – CD-3 (Central District, Walnut Housing subdistrict) 
 
Project Description: 
 
The applicant, Mike Balian, submitted an Affordable Housing Concession Permit application to 
facilitate the construction of a mixed-use project. An existing three-story building and surface 
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parking lot would be demolished and replaced by the project. The mixed-use project would 
include:  
 

 49 dwelling units (45 market rate units for sale, 4 “very low-income” units for rent) 

 5-stories (62 feet tall)   

 72,000 square feet  

 4,210 commercial square feet (office)  

 101 parking spaces (at grade and one level of subterranean parking) 
 
The subject site is located in the Central District Specific Plan, Walnut Housing subdistrict (CD-3) 
zoning district, which permits mixed-use projects by-right. The maximum residential density 
allowed is 48 dwelling units per acre, or 36 units based on a site area of 32,000 square feet. To 
achieve the proposed density of 49 units, the applicant applied State-mandated density bonus 
provisions in the Zoning Code. The provisions allow for an increase in the unit count without 
discretionary approval, provided a percentage of the units are dedicated for affordable households 
(i.e. very low-income, low-income, moderate-income). The four very low-income units proposed 
represent more than 11 percent of the base 36 units. Pursuant to Table 4-3 (Increase in Allowable 
Density for Very Low-Income Units), Zoning Code Section 17.43.040 (Density Bonus Allowance), 
the percentage of very low-income units proposed qualifies the project for a 35 percent density 
bonus, or 49 total units. The applicant’s proposal includes 49 units, and complies.       
 
Consistent with California State Law (Government Code Section 65915), and Zoning Code 
Section 17.43.050 (Concessions and Other Incentives), applicants that use density bonus 
provisions may request one or more concessions or other incentives through an Affordable 
Housing Concession Permit (AHCP) application. Since the proposal dedicates at least 10 percent 
of the units (10% of base 36-unit density) to very low-income households, the applicant is eligible 
to request two concessions. The request includes the following:   
 

i. A concession to exceed the maximum FAR. The applicant proposes a 2.25 FAR where 
Table 3-9 (Central District Maximum Floor Area Ratio), Zoning Code Section 17.30.040 
(CD General Development Standards) limits the maximum FAR to 1.5; and 
 

ii. A concession to exceed the maximum height limit. The applicant proposes a building 
height of 62 feet (no height averaging) where Table 3-8 (Central District Maximum Height), 
Zoning Code Section 17.30.040 limits the maximum to 50 feet, or 65 feet with height 
averaging.     

 
Along with the requested concessions, the applicant filed applications to remove four protected 
trees on private property:  
 

iii. A 13” diameter-at-breast height (DBH) Brush Cherry tree (Syzigium paniculatum);  
 

iv. A 21” DBH Silver Dollar Gum tree (Eucalyptus polyanthemos); 
 

v. A 27” DBH Ribbon Gum tree (Eucalyptus viminalis); and 
 

vi. A 23” DBH Silver Dollar Gum tree (Eucalyptus polyanthemos). 
 
No other concessions or waivers are proposed. The applicant intends to comply with all other 
applicable development standards required by the Zoning Code, including but not limited to 
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setbacks, parking, and open space. A final review of project compliance would occur during the 
plan check process, prior to the issuance of a Building Permit. The project is also subject to design 
review by the Design Commission. On October 10, 2017, the applicant completed the first stage 
of design review (Preliminary Consultation). The Design Commission provided the applicant with 
preliminary comments associated with the preliminary design. Two additional stages of design 
review (Concept Design Review and Final Design Review) would follow this AHCP request, if 
approved.  
 
Public Hearing: 
 
The Affordable Housing Concession Permit application was presented to the Hearing Officer at a 
public hearing on January 16, 2019. Staff recommended that the Hearing Officer approve 
Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 with conditions, on the basis that the required 
findings could be made.   
 
At the hearing, the applicant provided an overview of the project. During public testimony, three 
members of the public spoke in opposition. Speakers in opposition expressed concern with the 
size and design of the project (bulk, mass, setting, character), the project’s consistency with 
policies in the General Plan Land Use Element, conclusions in the financial analysis, the 
adequacy of findings for private tree removal, and the adequacy of the environmental 
determination.  
 
At the conclusion of public testimony, the Hearing Officer approved Affordable Housing 
Concession Permit #11879 with conditions, as recommended by staff.  This decision was based 
on the findings and the conditions of approval included in Attachment C (Decision Letter). To 
supplement the decision, the Hearing Officer provided an addendum with explanation for approval 
of the Affordable Housing Concession Permit (Attachment E). 
 
APPEAL: 
 
On January 28, 2019, Erika Foy filed an appeal (Attachment D). The appellant cites the following 
reasons for the appeal:    
 

 CEQA determination is incorrect; 

 KMA financial analysis is incorrect; 

 Significant tree impacts;  

 Required findings cannot be made; 

 Significant errors and omissions;  

 Hearing Officer’s decision failed to consider evidence;  

 Hearing Officer’s decision not supported by substantial evidence; and 

 Hearing Officer’s decision is arbitrary and capricious 
 
A response to each of the appellant’s concerns is provided below.  
 
Responses to the Appeal 
 
CEQA Determination is Incorrect 
 
The appellant states the City staff and/or Hearing Officer and/or Consultant ESA: 1) erred in 
determining that the project is categorically exempt from CEQA; and 2) erred in failing to require 
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an Initial Study under CEQA and full CEQA-level environmental review, particularly since the 
project encompasses foreseeable and potentially significant environmental impacts under CEQA. 
The appellant reasons the Class 32 CEQA (In-Fill Development Projects) exemption is not 
applicable based on the following:  
 
CLAIM: The proposed project will cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of [Ford 
Place Historic District inclusive of Edmund Blinn House and Pasadena Playhouse Historic District 
inclusive of Scottish Rite Cathedral] historic resources. The mass, height and location on site of 
the proposed project will cause the project to loom over, dominate and overwhelm these 
resources with such impacts as to alter their historic setting and cultural landscape, historic 
character, and historic context, including, but not limited to, impacting sightlines and light and 
shade/shadow impacts. The ESA Cultural Resources Assessment concludes that the Madison 
Professional Building is not eligible for any sort of historic listing, which conclusion is incomplete 
and in error. In fact, the building may be eligible for historic listing on the National Register and/or 
the State Register and/or locally.  
 
RESPONSE: The City’s review of the project included a cultural resource assessment prepared 
by environmental consulting firm ESA. The cultural resource assessment identified seven 
previously recorded historic architectural resources within 0.25-mile of the site. An additional 12 
historic resources were also identified within 0.25-mile following a search of the City’s California 
Historical Resources Inventory Database. Identified resources within the study area include the 
Ford Place Historic District, Pasadena Playhouse Historic District, Edmund Blinn House 
(contributing resource to Ford Place Historic District and individually designated), and Scottish 
Rite Cathedral (contributing resource to Pasadena Playhouse Historic District), all specifically 
named by the appellant in the appeal. The subject property and/or improvements were not 
identified as a resource.  
 
Due to the site’s proximity to the identified resources, ESA conducted an impact analysis. The 
purpose was to determine if the proposed project would result in a substantial material change to 
the integrity of historical resources such that the resources’ significance would be material 
impaired, which is the CEQA threshold for determining significant impacts. The analysis explained 
that the National Register and California Register recognize a property’s integrity through seven 
aspects or qualities: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. 
Eligible properties should retain several, if not most, of these aspects. Both Registers require that 
a resource retain sufficient integrity to convey its significance, and the property must retain the 
essential physical features that enable it to convey its historical identity.  
 
ESA concluded that the proposed project would not constitute a substantial adverse change to 
the Ford Place Historic District resource resulting in it no longer being able to convey its 
significance; it would still be an eligible resource. The Ford Place Historic District, is significant 
architecturally for its distinctive examples of intact period architectural styles that have a common 
relationship of site plan, scale and materials. The proposed project would not alter any of the 
character-defining features identified in the nomination of the Ford Place Historic District and 
would remain an eligible resource. The Scottish Rite Cathedral and the Playhouse Historic District 
are further away from the project site and would not be indirectly impacted by the project because 
primary views would not be impacted. Similarly, ESA has elaborated on their original assessment 
to clarify that the proposed project would not result in a substantial adverse change to the Blinn 
House, and would not materially impact its integrity. As such, ESA concluded that no impacts are 
anticipated to historical resources.  Moreover, the appellant does not substantiate with evidence 
that the project would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of the adjacent 
historic resources.   
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ESA’s cultural resource assessment also evaluated the Madison Professional Building for listing 
in the National Register, California Register, and local designation. It noted that the National 
Register of Historic Places (National Register) was established by the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, as “an authoritative guide to be used by Federal, State, and local 
governments, private groups and citizens to identify the Nation’s historic resources and to indicate 
what properties should be considered for protection from destruction or impairment” (36 CFR 
60.2) (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2002). To be eligible for listing in the National Register, a 
property must be significant in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, or 
culture. As outlined in ESA’s assessment, properties of potential significance must meet one or 
more of the following four established criteria: 
 

1. Are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history;  

2. Are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;  
3. Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or that 

represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a 
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

4. Have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history  
 
To be eligible for the California Register, a historical resource must be significant at the local, 
state, or national level, under one or more of the following four criteria, among other requirements:    
 

1. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;  
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;  
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of 

construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high 
artistic values; or  

4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 
  
ESA evaluated the existing structure for listing in the National Register, California Register, and 
local designation under the specified criteria. The evaluation found that the structure does not 
significantly reflect the early settlement and development patterns of the City. Further, there is no 
evidence relating the building to any other specific significant historic event. There appeared to 
be no known significant personages important to national, state, or local history associated with 
the building. The subject property has been significantly altered since its original construction. 
The design has been so altered that there are now inaccessible balconies, floors that are the 
original roof, and a confusing network of corridors and staircases. As such the building does not 
appear to represent notable work of a master builder or architect. The building does not appear 
to be an exceptional example of Colonial Revival or Mid-Century Modern Architecture. Because 
it has been significantly altered, it does not exhibit any exceptional features associated with its 
prior use as a hotel and apartment.  
 
Finally, the building does not appear to yield significant information that would expand our current 
knowledge or theories of design, methods of construction, operation, or other information that is 
not already known. Therefore, the building has not yielded or is not likely to yield information 
important to prehistory or history. Therefore, the Madison Professional Building does not meet 
the definition of a historical resource as outlined in CEQA and does not satisfy the eligibility criteria 
for listing on the National Register, California Register, or locally. This is consistent with the City’s 
Design and Historic Preservation staff, who also determined that the existing building is not an 
eligible resource. Moreover, the appellant does not substantiate with evidence how the Madison 
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Professional Building is potentially eligible for historic listing or how any of the specified criteria 
for eligibility are met.  
 
CLAIM: There is substantial evidence that the proposed project involves “unusual circumstances,” 
and that there is a reasonable probability that these circumstances will cause, or have caused, a 
significant environmental impact requiring environmental review. Such “unusual circumstances” 
here include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following matters: 
 

 The proposed project site is a portion of a thin strip of land located between, and 
immediately adjacent to, two National Register Historic Districts: the Ford Place Historic 
District and the Playhouse Historic District. Two National Register Districts abutting a 
development site on several sides is a highly unusual circumstance;  

 The Ford Historic District use is not urban in character; and  

 There is a Historical Resource on the Project site identified by ESA in its Cultural 
Resources Assessment, slated for demolition in connection with the proposed Project; 
sited immediately between the two National Register Districts, which may be eligible for 
historic listing on the National Register and/or the State Register and/or locally. An 
identified Historical Resource caught in such a vise between two National Register Historic 
Districts is a highly unusual circumstance. 

 

RESPONSE: There are 20 national register historic districts in the City of Pasadena. Like many 
properties in the City, the subject site is located between, adjacent, or abutting one of these 
historic districts. The presence of historic districts abutting a development site is not an unusual 
circumstance in the City of Pasadena. The City regularly, as a normal course of practice, reviews 
and processes applications for new development in the vicinity of historic districts.  
 
In 2018, the City granted the abutting westerly property (parcels addressed 535 E. Union Street, 
95, 99 and 119 N. Madison Avenue) a Conditional Use Permit, a discretionary approval, to 
facilitate the construction of a 65-foot tall, 86-unit project. The approval authorized a 50 percent 
density bonus, two affordable housing concessions (exceed FAR and height), and removal of five 
protected trees on private property. The Design Commission later authorized appurtenances (e.g. 
tower, spire, cupola, chimney, penthouse, etc. that is attached to a structure and not intended for 
human occupancy) to extend up to 20 feet above the 65-foot height limit.  
 
The Ford Place and Pasadena Playhouse Historic Districts abut this westerly property, the same 
as the subject site. The abutting westerly property also retains the same lot depth from Madison 
Avenue. Therefore, the location of the subject site could not represent an “unusual circumstance,” 
let alone a circumstance creating an environmental risk that does not generally exist for other in-
fill projects.  More importantly, the appellant has not presented a factual or fair argument 
demonstrating that an “unusual circumstance” exists and has caused, or causes a potentially 
significant impact. The appellant has not presented any substantial evidence of unusual 
circumstances that would prevent application of the categorical exemption.  
 
Stating that the Ford Historic District use is not urban in character does not explain an unusual 
circumstance. The Ford Place Historic District is not a use, but rather a collection of structures 
and buildings that predominantly functions as a private degree granting academic institution 
(Fuller Theological Seminary). Further, the Madison Professional Building is not a historic 
resource and was not found to be eligible for listing as explained prior. Considering several sites 
in the City, including the abutting westerly property are located between National Register Historic 
Districts, the subject condition cannot represent an unusual circumstance.      
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CLAIM: The project site is not substantially surrounded by urban uses; the immediately adjacent 
Ford Place Historic District is not urban in current use and character.  
 
RESPONSE: The Class 32 exemption consists of projects characterized as in-fill development 
meeting five conditions. One condition requires that the proposed development occurs within city 
limits on a project site of no more than five acres substantially surrounded by urban uses. 
Pursuant to CEQA (Public Resources Code Section 21072) a “qualified urban use” means any 
residential, commercial, public institutional, transit or transportation passenger facility, or retail 
use, or any combination of those uses. The existing use of the site is a qualified urban use and 
the adjacent Ford Place Historic District consists of qualified urban uses (e.g. use and function 
includes a private degree granting academic institution, clubhouse, etc.). Other surrounding 
properties in the vicinity are improved with residential developments, office, and religious facilities, 
all urban uses. Additionally, CEQA defines an “urbanized area” as an incorporated city that has a 
population of at least 100,000 persons (Public Resources Code Section 21071). It is also defined 
as a central city or a group of contiguous cities with a population of 50,000 or more, together with 
adjacent densely populated areas having a population density of at least 1,000 persons per 
square mile (California Code of Regulations Section 15387). Pasadena’s population exceeds 
100,000 persons, and therefore is an urbanized area. The United States Census Bureau 2010 
Urban Area Reference Maps further identify the County of Los Angeles (Pasadena is a City in the 
County) as an urbanized area (https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/maps/2010ua.html).  
 
CLAIM: The project is inconsistent with a number of General Plan Land Use Element Goals and 
Policies and a number of Central District Specific Plan Objectives, Goals and Design Concepts.  
 
RESPONSE: The appellant lists goals, policies, objective, and guidelines but does not 
substantiate their applicability, or how the project is inconsistent were they considered applicable. 
Moreover, Class 32 specifies project consistency with the applicable General Plan designation 
and applicable General Plan policies. The appellant’s reference to Central District Specific Plan 
objectives, guidelines, and design concepts are not relevant to CEQA because these are not in 
the General Plan, and the objectives, guidelines, and design concepts specifically referenced by 
the appellant are taken from the separate Central District Specific Plan document. With that said, 
staff cited the project’s consistency with applicable General Plan goals and policies as part of the 
original analysis. Below, staff has included a ‘General Plan Consistency’ section discussing the 
project’s consistency with the applicable General Plan Land Use Element goals and policies. 
Furthermore, staff demonstrated that the proposed mixed-use project is consistent with the 
applicable General Plan Land Use Element designation, Medium Mixed Use (0.0-2.25 FAR, 0-87 
du/acre).    
 
CLAIM: The ESA noise and vibration analysis fails completely to consider, analyze and mitigate 
potential significant vibration and noise impacts, including on a cumulative basis, of the proposed 
project during construction and an ongoing operational basis, on the sensitive historical resources 
in the Ford Place Historic District. Of particular concern is the Blinn House property. 
 
RESPONSE: ESA evaluated the construction and operational noise and vibration impacts to 
noise sensitive receptors based on applicable standards and thresholds (Appendix G of State 
CEQA Guidelines). This included an evaluation of cumulative construction, operation, and 
ground-borne vibration impacts. The analysis notes that vibration-sensitive receptors (with 
respect to structures) generally includes historic buildings with construction susceptible to 
damage, buildings in poor structural condition, and uses that require precision instruments (e.g., 
hospital operating rooms or scientific research laboratories). As a result, the Ford Place Historic 
District inclusive of the Blinn House were specifically identified in the analysis (denoted R3) as a 

https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/maps/2010ua.html
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sensitive receptor location and analyzed (Figure 3: Noise Measurement Locations and Sensitive 
Receptor Locations Nearest to the Project Site).  
 
The analysis disclosed the maximum noise and vibration impacts to sensitive receptors. The 
analysis found that anticipated noise and vibration impacts from construction and project 
operations on the structures west of the project site (inclusive of the Blinn House property) would 
be less than significant. On a cumulative basis, construction noise, operational noise, and ground-
borne vibration impacts were also found to be less than significant. ESA has added discussion in 
the Cultural Resource Assessment specifying consideration of noise and vibration impacts on the 
adjacent historic resources so that it is clear across documents. As for the cumulative impact 
discussion, it accounted for the Union Street Court Project at 635 East Union Street, and the 
Olivewood projects at 535 East Union Street and 54 North Oakland Avenue. With this said, the 
appellant provides no evidence that would otherwise refute the thorough discussion and technical 
analysis provided by ESA. The appellant does not specify where the analysis is incomplete, or 
make any effort to substantiate how the analysis is in error.   
 
Financial Analysis 
 
The appellant claims the financial analysis prepared by Keyser Marston Associates, Inc (KMA) is 
in error, inaccurate and incomplete. The appellant makes this claim through four general points.  
 
CLAIM: There is an obvious mistake on Pages 2 and 6 of Attachment 1. The analyst accords the 
same percentage weight to the costs associated with the site area for residential for both 
scenarios. In fact, the correct percentage for the first scenario is 97 percent, which reduces the 
total construction cost in this scenario to $474,000, or the same construction cost in the second 
scenario. Thus, the concession does not result in the identifiable and actual cost reduction 
required under the applicable Government Code section. 
 
RESPONSE: KMA associated the costs between the residential and office components based on 
the relative site area allocated to each component. The resulting allocation was 92 percent to the 
residential component and eight percent to the office component. Under the scenarios compared 
(base case and proposed case), the office component was held constant because it did not 
change. The residential component consumed the remaining costs and therefore, was similarly 
held constant. KMA has provided an addendum (to be provided as separate attachment on April 
1, 2019) further explaining the rationale.  Moreover, the appellant does not explain how they 
arrived at 97 percent or substantiate how that is more correct than what was used in the analysis.  
 
CLAIM: KMA has been inconsistent about including or excluding the “construction cost” of 
Pasadena's In Lieu fee in its analyses for the City of Pasadena. In this case, when measured 
consistently with other projects and excluding the “construction cost” of the In Lieu fee (since the 
applicant could meet the inclusionary housing provisions on site), the cost in Scenario 1 drops to 
about $450,000, much less than building the larger project. 
 
RESPONSE: The KMA addendum provides a detailed explanation of why including the in-lieu fee 
in the Base Case Scenario, as suggested by the Appellant, would inaccurately twice-impose the 
City’s affordable housing requirements on the proposed project.     
 
CLAIM: There is a misstatement on Page 10 of the KMA Financial analysis that says “It is likely 
that the only way to physically accommodate this additional area (granted by the FAR concession, 
necessary to house the additional 35% bonus density on the site) is to grant the Height 
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Concession being requested by the applicant. This is a blanket statement made by an 
econometrician unfamiliar with land use planning, and is categorically false. 
 
RESPONSE: The City cannot physically preclude the construction of a project meeting the 
densities or with the concessions or incentives permitted by State Density Bonus Law. The 
applicant has agreed to construct a development meeting the requirements of the Density Bonus 
Law. Further the units in the proposed project fall within the range of the unit mix and unit sizes 
found in new construction projects in the vicinity, according to KMA’s analysis. The proposed units 
have a weighted average size of 1,288 square feet, which falls within the range in new 
construction projects in the area. Requiring that the applicant construct the density-bonus-
qualifying project and adhere to the City’s height limit (when concessions result in identifiable and 
actual cost reductions to provide for affordable housing costs) may physically preclude the 
development. The applicant could potentially claim that the City’s action rendered the proposed 
density bonus project financially infeasible.   
 
CLAIM: The biggest inadequacy of the KMA Financial Analysis is the use of bad and incorrect 
sales “comp” data. The numbers simply do not add up to KMA’s findings. Last, the assertion that 
the $314,000 difference in magnitude is in error, and is not insignificant. 
 
RESPONSE: The appellant does not specify how the data is bad or incorrect. Further, KMA 
explains in their analysis that the $314,000 value created by the proposed density bonus and the 
requested concessions represents 1.2 percent of the project’s estimated construction cost. While 
the appellant disagrees with KMA’s assessment that the figure is insignificant, no evidence or 
explanation is provided justifying why $314,000 is a significant figure. Comparable data used by 
KMA in the analysis was based on a search of closed sales for condominiums located in zip codes 
91101, 91105, and 91106. The average price per square foot of saleable area was identified for 
one-, two- and three-bedroom units. In addition, the property acquisition price used in the analysis 
was confirmed using Los Angeles County Assessor records.  
    
Significant tree impacts 
 
CLAIM: The proposed project's subterranean garage will severely damage or kill a minimum of 
16 offsite, mature trees on adjacent properties, including, but not limited to, significant trees 
located within the Ford Place Historic District. CEQA Mitigation measures are required to protect 
these offsite adjacent trees. 
 
RESPONSE: The arborist report prepared by Carlberg Associates identifies four protected trees 
offsite within the vicinity of the project site (three to the south, one to the north). All other trees 
identified offsite do not meet the criteria for protection pursuant to the City’s tree protection 
ordinance, Municipal Code Chapter 8.52 (City Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance). Offsite trees 
on private property that do not qualify for protection are not protected by the City. Instead, 
protection or agreed upon removal is between private property owners. With that said, the Hearing 
Officer adopted a condition of approval (Attachment C, Condition #11) requiring the applicant 
submit a tree protection plan in order to preserve protected trees on- and off-site.  
 
CEQA mitigation measures do not apply because staff’s analysis, and the Hearing Officer’s 
decision, determined the project is exempt from CEQA. Therefore, there is no applicable 
mitigation. Additionally, the appellant’s assumptions do not consider prior circumstances or afford 
the applicant a fair opportunity to demonstrate protection and/or modify the project. All protected 
trees identified to the south (parcels addressed 535 E. Union Street, 95, 99 and 119 N. Madison 
Avenue) were approved for removal in 2018 as part of a planned 86-unit project that is under 
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review for a building permit. Further, the applicant’s plan shows the subterranean garage set away 
from the protected tree on the northerly property, demonstrating at minimum, that efforts are being 
made to preserve the tree. 
 
Required findings cannot be made 
 
CLAIM: The City Staff and/or the Hearing Officer erred in determining that required Findings 1, 2 
and 3, inclusive, can be made. Findings 1, 2 and 3 cannot be made. 
 
RESPONSE: It is staff’s position that the findings can be made and has provided an analysis as 
well as responses based on several technical reports. The Hearing Officer determined that the 
findings could be made in approving the application. Staff has provided responses to findings in 
Attachment A (Findings for Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879). 
     
Significant errors and omissions 
 
CLAIM: The decision of the Hearing Officer is invalid in that the record includes numerous and 
significant errors, omissions, inaccuracies, contradictions and inconsistencies in the description 
and analyses of the proposed project, and, in applying and executing proper administrative 
procedures to the proposed project. 
 
RESPONSE: The appellant does not specify what is in error, omitted, inaccurate, or inconsistent, 
or where procedures were not executed or applied properly. The Hearing Officer was provided 
with a detailed staff report, in addition to multiple technical studies prepared by the City’s 
consultants for review prior to the hearing date. Furthermore, public noticing of the project was 
provided pursuant to the requirements in the Municipal Code.    
 
Hearing Officer’s decision failed to consider evidence 
 
CLAIM: The Hearing Officer’s decision ignored and failed to consider significant, substantial and 
relevant evidence submitted concerning the proposed project. 
 
RESPONSE: The appellant does not specify what the Hearing Officer failed to consider. The 
Hearing Officer was provided with a detailed staff report, in addition to multiple technical studies 
prepared by the City’s consultants for review prior to the hearing date. The Hearing Officer also 
considered public comment and written correspondence. No written correspondence was 
provided by the appellant, nor any other member of the public prior to the hearing for consideration 
by the Hearing Officer. All written correspondence received was provided either at the hearing or 
shortly thereafter.      
 
Hearing Officer’s decision not supported by substantial evidence 
 
CLAIM: The Hearing Officer’s decision is not supported by substantial evidence. 
 
RESPONSE: Again, the appellant does not substantiate this claim. The Hearing Officer was 
provided with a detailed staff report, in addition to multiple technical studies prepared by the City’s 
consultants for review. Contrary to the appellant’s claim, the Hearing Officer’s decision was 
predicated on facts presented in the analysis.    
 
Hearing Officer’s decision is arbitrary and capricious 
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CLAIM: The Hearing Officer’s decision is arbitrary and capricious and is in error, and, constitutes 
a breach of both administrative discretion and quasi-judicial procedure and process. 
 
RESPONSE: Like the claims prior, the appellant does not specify how the Hearing Officer is in 
error, or breached procedure and process. As mentioned above, the Hearing Officer was provided 
with a detailed staff report, in addition to multiple technical studies prepared by the City’s 
consultants for review prior to the hearing date. Staff also delivered an oral presentation regarding 
the project at the hearing. Furthermore, the Hearing Officer reviewed all correspondence received 
before arriving at a decision.  
 
ANALYSIS: 
 
Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
 
Three findings are required for approval of an Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
(Government Code Section 65915). First, it must be found that the concessions result in the 
identifiable and actual cost reduction to provide for affordable housing costs. Second, it must be 
found that the concession would not have a specific adverse impact on public health, public safety, 
or the physical environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property that is listed in 
the California Register of Historical Resources. Finally, it must be found that the concession would 
not be contrary to state or federal law. 
 
Financial Analysis 
 
To assess the project for the first finding, the City forwarded the project’s financial information to 
its financial consultant, Keyser Marston Associates (KMA) for analysis. KMA reviewed and 
prepared a density bonus analysis that analyzed the following development scenarios: 
 

1. Base Case Scenario – 36 market rate condominium units, 4,210 square feet of net 
leasable office (6,002 square feet gross building area), and 77 parking spaces in 
compliance with zoning requirements; and   

 
2. Proposed Project Scenario – 45 market rate condominiums, four very-low income rental 

units, 4,210 square feet of net leasable office (6,002 square feet gross building area), 101 
parking spaces, and concessions for building height and FAR.  

 
KMA determined that the net cost associated with providing four very-low income units is 
estimated at $2,615,000. The requested density bonus and concessions is valued at $2,929,000. 
The value created by the proposed density bonus and the two identified concessions is estimated 
to exceed the net cost associated with providing four very-low income units by $314,000. This 
represents approximately 1.2 percent of the proposed project’s estimated construction costs. In 
KMA’s opinion, a difference of this magnitude can be considered insignificant. In their analysis, 
KMA concludes that there is not sufficient evidence for the City to reject the height and FAR 
concessions requests under the financial evidence requirement parameters imposed by California 
Government Code Section 65915(d)(1)(A). 
 
Project Impacts 
 
To demonstrate that the proposal would not adversely impact public health, public safety, or the 
physical environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property that is listed in the 
California Register of Historical Resources, the following analyses were undertaken:  
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 Traffic Impact Analysis 
 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) determined that a Traffic Impact Analysis was required 
for this project. The study evaluated the effect the project would have on existing neighborhood 
traffic volumes along the street segment of Madison Avenue between Walnut Street and Union 
Street and intersections within the vicinity of the project (Madison Avenue at Walnut Street and 
Madison Avenue at Union Street). A field observational survey was also conducted along Madison 
Avenue between Walnut Street and Union Street to document existing pedestrian and bicycle 
quality conditions. This is recognized as the Pedestrian Environmental Quality Index (PEQI) and 
Bicycle Environmental Quality Index (BEQI). Vehicle traffic features (i.e., number of lanes, vehicle 
speed, etc.) as well as street quality features (i.e., sidewalk widths and impediments, driveway 
cuts, land use characteristics, etc.) were collected for the east and west sides of the street. 
Environmental quality of non-vehicular modes must be improved when assessment of project 
study street segments and intersections reveal less than average conditions. 
 
The analyses concluded that the project is not expected to exceed adopted intersection caps or 
street segment caps and that there should be adequate transit capacity to have no significant 
transit impacts. The resulting PEQI score adjacent to the project is “high” while the BEQI score is 
“average.” Therefore, the project would not cause a significant impact on the existing bicycle 
network or access to transit facilities. As it relates to vehicular traffic, there would be no adverse 
impact on public health, public safety, or the physical environment.  
 

 Noise and Vibration Analysis 
 
Environmental Science Associates (ESA) conducted an acoustical study to evaluate the potential 
noise and vibration impacts associated with construction activities, surface transportation, and 
other aspects of project construction and operations that have the potential to impact noise 
sensitive land uses. The purpose of the report was to quantify the existing ambient noise 
environment at the project site and evaluate the construction (short term) and operational (long 
term) noise and vibration impacts to noise sensitive receptors (i.e., residential uses) based on 
applicable standards and thresholds. The project will incorporate, and the analysis assumes, 
implementation of general industry standard best practices to minimize noise and vibration 
impacts, including the applicant’s vibration management plan. ESA concluded:  
 

i. Construction of the project would not exceed the City’s construction noise standards. 
Thus, the Project would not result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in noise, 
and impacts would be less than significant;  
 

ii. Operation of the project would not exceed the City’s traffic or operational stationary source 
noise standards. Thus, the project would not result in a substantial permanent increase in 
ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the project above levels existing without the project, 
and impacts would be less than significant; and 

 
iii. The project would not result in the generation of excessive ground-borne vibration or 

ground-borne noise levels from construction or operational activities. Thus, the project 
would result in a less-than-significant impact from ground-borne vibration and ground-
borne noise. 

 
During on-site construction of the project, ESA found that construction activity would not generate 
noise levels in excess of the City’s Noise Ordinance of 85 weighted decimals (dBA) at 100 feet.  
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They also determined that delivery and soil hauling truck trips, and construction worker trips that 
would occur throughout the construction period, would not substantially contribute to an increase 
in existing roadway noise levels.  Construction related activity would be expected to only occur 
during the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. in compliance with the City’s Noise Ordinance. As such, 
the project would not exceed the significance thresholds. Construction noise impacts, haul truck 
noise impacts, and construction worker trip noise would be less than significant, or result in a less 
than significant impact.  
 
Long term operational impacts of the project would be generated by fixed mechanical equipment 
(heating, ventilation and air conditioning units within building and on rooftop) and automobile 
movements within the at-grade and subterranean parking facility. Refuse collection and project 
related traffic would also generate noise. Through general industry standard best practices and 
project design features, ESA found that operation of rooftop mechanical equipment would not 
exceed the City’s thresholds of significance, and impacts would be less than significant. Noise 
level from parking structure activity would be approximately 42 dBA at 50 feet, below the 
measured ambient noise levels of 92 dBA. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.  
 
Other noise generated by refuse collection and project related traffic noise was found to be less 
than significant. The refuse collection area would be inside the proposed building and would be 
shielded by the project structures. Project traffic noise levels would be generally similar to the 
existing traffic noise levels because the project would not generate substantially different traffic 
volumes compared to existing conditions. The proposed project’s peak morning and afternoon 
traffic volumes would be essentially the same as existing conditions, with only a difference of four 
fewer trips in the morning and three additional trips in the afternoon. The estimated operational 
traffic noise levels would increase substantially less than the 3 dBA threshold, considered 
normally unacceptable. The existing traffic noise level is estimated at 57.8 dBA. Traffic noise level 
with the project is estimated at 58 dBA, and increase of 0.2 dBA.  Therefore, impacts were found 
to be less than significant.   
 
Construction equipment that may generate construction vibration and operational vibration that 
may spread through the ground were also found to be less than significant. The nearest vibration-
sensitive receptors to the project site are located to the west on the Fuller Theological Seminary 
campus (inclusive of the Blinn House property) and the building directly north at 155 North 
Madison Avenue. The closest sensitive receptors are considered historical and are located within 
the Ford Place Historic District. The sensitive receptors to the west are assumed to be Class IV, 
which are very sensitive to vibration and have a significance threshold of 0.12-inch-per-second. 
The sensitive receptor to the north is considered a Class III building with a vibration threshold of 
0.2 inch-per-second. Based on their analysis, ESA concluded that none of the anticipated 
vibration levels would exceed the 0.12-inch-per-second significance threshold at the closest 
historical buildings.  
 
Operational vibration such as air handling units, condenser units, and exhaust fans as well as 
passenger vehicle circulation within the proposed parking area would generate ground-borne 
vibration up to 0.005 inch-per-second. This is significantly lower than the threshold of 0.4 inch-
per-second. Therefore, impacts were found to be less than significant.   
 
Cumulative construction impacts could occur when multiple construction projects are occurring 
simultaneously with the proposed project. There are three planned projects that are near the 
project site to the south and southeast. The Union Street Court project at 635 Union Street would 
be a 40-unit mixed-use building located approximately 300 feet to the southeast of the proposed 
Project. The Olivewood North project at 535 Union Street would be an 86-unit mixed-use building 
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located approximately 135 feet to the south of the proposed Project. The Olivewood South project 
at 54 North Oakland Avenue would be a 55-unit mixed-use building located approximately 360 
feet to the south of the proposed Project. Concurrent noise impacts could occur if the projects 
were being constructed on overlapping schedules. The City’s noise threshold for construction is 
85 dBA at 100 feet for each piece of equipment. As a conservative approach for this cumulative 
construction noise analysis, this threshold of 85 dBA at 100 feet was applied to the aggregate 
noise from concurrent construction activities for the proposed project and the three nearby 
projects (i.e., multiple pieces of construction equipment operating simultaneously on separate but 
adjacent sites). ESA found that cumulative construction noise levels would be intermittent, 
temporary, and would cease at the end of the respective project construction periods. It is not 
likely that maximum construction noise impacts from related projects would occur simultaneously 
as the proposed project since construction noise levels vary from day to day depending on the 
construction activity performed that day and its location on the development site. Although there 
would be an increase in temporary ambient sound levels, each construction project would be 
expected to comply with the City’s Noise Ordinance with construction equipment operating 
between the hours of 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Monday through Friday, and 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M 
on Saturday. As a result, the project’s contribution to cumulative construction impacts would not 
be cumulatively considerable, and impacts would be less than significant. 
 
Operational cumulative noise impacts would occur primarily as a result of increased traffic on local 
roadways due to operation of the project and cumulative projects, as traffic is the greatest source 
of operational noise in the project area. ESA found that the traffic noise increase from the three 
related projects is estimated to be up to a maximum of 1 dBA. A change in noise level of 1 dBA 
is not perceptible by the human ear in a non-controlled environment, such as in an urban 
environment. Therefore, when the related projects’ traffic noise levels are combined with the 
proposed project’s traffic noise levels, the cumulative traffic noise level increase would be less 
than 3 dBA, and, therefore, cumulative traffic noise impacts would be less than significant. The 
analysis also concluded that cumulative stationary source noise impacts related to stationary 
noise sources (i.e., fixed mechanical equipment, parking structure, and loading dock), would be 
less than significant.  
 
Finally, ESA found that there is no expected potential for cumulative construction- or operational-
period impacts with respect to ground-borne vibration from related projects. Per ESA’s analysis, 
ground-borne vibration generated by man-made activities attenuates rapidly with distance from 
the source of the vibration. Man-made vibration issues are, therefore, usually confined to short 
distances from the source (i.e., 50 feet or less). Therefore, cumulative vibration impacts would be 
less than significant. Therefore, as it relates to noise and vibration, there would be no adverse 
impact on public health, public safety, or the physical environment. 

 Air Quality Analysis 
 
ESA conducted an air quality assessment to evaluate the potential air quality impacts associated 
with construction activities, mobile sources, building energy demand, and other aspects of project 
construction and operations that have the potential to generate criteria air pollutant emissions. 
The purpose was to evaluate the construction and operational criteria air pollutant emissions 
associated with project development and the potential for regional and localized air quality 
impacts based on applicable standards and thresholds. ESA concluded:  
 

i. The incremental increase in emissions from construction and operation of the project 
would not exceed the regional daily emission thresholds set forth by the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District (SCAQMD). Thus, the project would not result in a regional 
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violation of applicable air quality standards or jeopardize the timely attainment of such 
standards in the South Coast Air Basin (the Air Basin). 
 

ii. The incremental increase in on-site emissions from construction and operation of the 
project would not exceed the localized significance thresholds set forth by the SCAQMD. 
Thus, the Project would not result in a localized violation of applicable air quality standards 
or expose off-site receptors to substantial levels of regulated air contaminants.  
 

iii. Emissions from the increase in traffic due to operation of the project would not have a 
significant impact upon 1-hour or 8-hour local carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations due 
to mobile source emissions. 
 

iv. Project construction and operations would not result in significant levels of odors. 
 

v. The project would be consistent with air quality policies set forth by the City of Pasadena, 
the SCAQMD, and the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG).  
 

vi. The project would not result in a significant cumulative air quality impact. 
 
Construction emissions generated through the use of heavy-duty construction equipment, worker 
and haul truck trips, and vehicle trips and operational emissions from vehicle trips were found to 
be less than significant. Construction-related daily emissions for the criteria and precursor 
pollutants (VOC, NOX, CO, SOX, PM10, and PM2.5) would be below the SCAQMD thresholds of 
significance. ESA’s calculations include appropriate dust control measures required to be 
implemented during each phase of development, as required by SCAQMD. Therefore, with 
respect to regional emissions from construction activities, impacts would be less than significant. 
The increase in operational-related daily emissions for the criteria and precursor pollutants (VOC, 
NOX, CO, SOX, PM10, and PM2.5) would be substantially below the SCAQMD thresholds of 
significance. Therefore, with respect to regional emissions from Project operation, impacts would 
be less than significant. 
 
Recognizing that there are three planned projects adjacent to the project site, ESA analyzed 
cumulative air quality impacts (construction and operational). ESA determined that the project’s 
contribution to cumulatively significant construction impacts to air quality would not be 
cumulatively considerable, and cumulative impacts would be less than significant for regional and 
localized criteria pollutants during construction. They also found that the project would not exceed 
the SCAQMD regional daily significance thresholds. Therefore, the project’s incremental 
contribution to long-term emissions, considered together with cumulative projects, would not be 
cumulatively considerable, and, therefore, the cumulative impact of the Project would be less than 
significant. Therefore, as it relates to air quality, there would be no adverse impact on public 
health, public safety, or the physical environment and the proposal complies with the requirements 
needed to make the findings to be granted a concession. 
 

 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission Analysis 
 

ESA conducted a GHG emissions assessment to quantify the potential GHG emissions 
associated with construction activities, mobile sources, building energy demand, and other 
aspects of project construction and operations that have the potential to generate GHG emissions. 
The purpose was to evaluate the project’s consistency with the City of Pasadena’s Climate Action 
Plan (CAP). ESA concluded: 
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i. The project will be designed to meet the California Green Building Standards (CALGreen) 
Code, as adopted and amended by the City of Pasadena, through the incorporation of 
green building techniques and other sustainability features, including those within the City 
of Pasadena Green Building Code, where applicable. GHG emissions associated with the 
project would be consistent with the applicable portions of the City of Pasadena’s qualified 
CAP as the project would meet the applicable GHG per service population efficiency 
target. Thus, the project’s GHG emissions would be consistent with regulatory schemes 
intended to reduce GHG emissions. 
 

ii. The project would be consistent with local regulations for reducing GHG emissions in 
accordance with the City of Pasadena’s qualified CAP. Therefore, the project would be 
consistent with applicable plans, policies and regulations adopted for the purpose of 
reducing GHG emissions. 
 

iii. The project would implement green building measures that would reduce the project’s 
direct and indirect GHG emissions. 

 
Construction of the proposed project has the potential to generate GHG emissions through the 
use of heavy-duty construction equipment and through vehicle trips generated from haul trucks, 
delivery trucks, and construction workers traveling to and from the project site. Operational 
emissions resulting from motor vehicles, energy (i.e., electricity, natural gas), water conveyance 
and wastewater treatment, and solid waste were also calculated. ESA found that the project’s 
consistency with applicable regulatory plans and policies to reduce GHG emissions demonstrate 
that the project would substantially comply with or exceed the GHG reduction actions and 
strategies outlined in the City of Pasadena CAP and Green Building Code. The project would also 
incorporate characteristics that would achieve reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT), as it is 
sited in a location that is well-served by multi-modal transportation choices. In addition, the 
project’s GHG efficiency would be below the GHG efficiency threshold provided in the Climate 
Action Plan. ESA calculated the project’s GHG efficiency in its opening year at 4.37 metric tons 
per year per service person, where the threshold is 4.56 metric tons per year per service person.    
 
The City of Pasadena CAP presents three options in which projects can demonstrate consistency. 
Under Option A, projects can incorporate mandatory and selective sustainable development 
actions that will become conditions of the entitlement. Under Option B, projects can quantify the 
project’s GHG emission levels and demonstrate that the project is below Pasadena’s service 
person efficiency threshold. Under Option C, projects can quantify the project’s GHG emission 
levels and demonstrate that the project would not result in a net increase in GHG emissions. 
Option B was used in the analysis. ESA calculated the project’s GHG efficiency in its opening 
year is 4.37 metric tons per year per service person. Therefore, as it relates to GHG emissions, 
there would be no adverse impact on public health, public safety, or the physical environment. 
 

 Cultural Resource Assessment 
 
ESA conducted a cultural resource analysis. Historical resources are identified in the area, 
including the Ford Place Historic District (NR #10000496), Playhouse Historic District 
(NR#94000462), Edmund Blinn House (NR #01000329), and the Scottish Rite Cathedral 
(contributor to the Playhouse Historic District). Indirect impacts were analyzed to determine if the 
proposed project would result in a substantial adverse change to the integrity of adjacent historical 
resources such that the resources significance would be materially impaired, which is the CEQA 
threshold for determining significant impacts. CEQA requires an analysis of any project that may 
result in a “substantial adverse change” to a “historical resource.” Section 15064.5 of the CEQA 
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Guidelines provides that “substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource 
means physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate 
surroundings such that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired.”  
 
A cultural resources survey of the project site was conducted on August 14, 2018. The existing 
three-story building on the subject property was evaluated for listing in the National Register, 
California Register, and for local designation, and is not eligible. As such, it does not qualify as 
historical resources under CEQA and the project would not result in a direct impact to historical 
resources. Further, ESA concluded that the proposed project would not constitute a substantial 
adverse change to the Ford Place Historic District resource resulting in it no longer being able to 
convey its significance. It would still be an eligible resource. The Ford Place Historic District, is 
significant architecturally for its distinctive examples of intact period architectural styles that have 
a common relationship of site plan, scale and materials. The proposed project would not alter any 
of the character-defining features identified in the nomination of the Ford Place Historic District 
and it would remain an eligible resource. The Scottish Rite Cathedral and the Playhouse Historic 
District are further away from the project site and would not be indirectly impacted by the project 
because primary views would not be impacted. Similarly, ESA found that the project would not 
materially impact the integrity of the Blinn House, which has indirect views of the subject project. 
It would continue to convey its significance and the proposed project would not materially impact 
its integrity. As such, ESA concluded that no impacts are anticipated to historical resources. To 
address discovery of archeological resources that may be underneath the existing building that 
will be demolished, ESA included the recommendation below.   
 
The Pasadena General Plan for the City of Pasadena includes a Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program (MMRP) in fulfillment of Section 21081.6 of the State of California Public 
Resources Code which required the City to adopt a reporting or monitoring program, as part of 
the adopted General Plan and certified Environmental Impact Report, to mitigate or avoid 
significant environmental effects (City of Pasadena, 2015). The following Mitigation Measure 
(MM) 4-1 is provided for Cultural Resources in the MMRP: 
 

Mitigation Measure: MM 4-1. If cultural resources are discovered during construction of 
land development projects in Pasadena that may be eligible for listing in the California 
Register for Historic Resources, all ground disturbing activities in the immediate vicinity of 
the find shall be halted until the find is evaluated by a Registered Professional 
Archaeologist. If testing determines that significance criteria are met, then the project shall 
be required to perform data recovery, professional identification, radiocarbon dates as 
applicable, and other special studies; and provide a comprehensive final report including 
site record to the City and the South Central Coastal Information Center at California State 
University Fullerton. No further grading shall occur in the area of the discovery until 
Planning Department approves the report.  

 
As such, in order to implement MM 4-1 of the General Plan and comply with the General Plan 
MMRP, ESA recommends the following conditions of approval for the project:  
 

i. At the Applicant’s expense and prior to earthmoving activities, a qualified archaeologist 
(Qualified Archaeologist) meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 
Qualifications Standards for archaeology (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2008) shall 
conduct cultural resources sensitivity training for all construction personnel. Construction 
personnel shall be informed of the types of cultural resources that may be encountered, 
and of the proper procedures to be enacted in the event of an inadvertent discovery of 
archaeological resources. 
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ii. In the event of the discovery of archaeological materials, the construction foreman shall 

immediately halt all work activities in the vicinity (within approximately 25 feet) of the 
discovery until it can be evaluated by a Qualified Archaeologist. After cessation of 
earthmoving activities, the construction foreman shall immediately contact City of 
Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department. Work shall not resume until 
authorized by City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department and the 
Qualified Archaeologist. 
 
If the Qualified Archaeologist determines that the discovery is eligible for listing on the 
California Register of Historical Resources or is a unique archaeological resource 
pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21083.2, preservation in place is the preferred 
manner of treatment. In the event preservation in place is demonstrated to be infeasible, 
and data recovery is determined to be the only feasible mitigation option, a detailed 
Cultural Resources Treatment Plan shall be prepared and implemented by a qualified 
archaeologist in consultation with City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development 
Department at the project proponent’s expense. In the unlikely event that archaeological 
resources of a Native American origin are unearthed during ground-disturbing activities, 
the qualified archaeologist and the City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development 
Department shall contact an appropriate Native American representative identified on the 
NAHC’s contact list to consider the need for Native American monitoring and coordination 
regarding the discovery. Archaeological materials recovered shall be curated at an 
accredited facility. The report(s) documenting implementation of the Cultural Resources 
Treatment Plan shall be submitted to City of Pasadena Planning & Community 
Development Department and SCCIC. 

 
As such, as it relates to historic resources, and with the incorporation of the abovementioned 
conditions, there would be no adverse impact on a property listed on the California Register of 
Historic Places. 
 
Based on the studies, the proposal would not adversely impact public health, public safety, or the 
physical environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property that is listed in the 
California Register of Historical Resources, and would comply with the requirements needed to 
make the findings to be granted a concession. 
 

 State and Federal Laws 
 
The requested concession will be granted consistent with the procedures and requirements 
established by California Government Code Sections 65915 (Density Bonuses and Other 
Incentives) and will not be contrary to any federal laws.  
 
Based on the analysis above, staff believes that the three required findings to approve the 
requested Affordable Housing Concession Permit can be made. 
 
Private Tree Removal and Tree Protection Ordinance 
 
Pursuant to Municipal Code Section 8.52.085 (Prohibited acts) of the City’s Tree Protection 
Ordinance, applicants are prohibited from removing native, specimen, or mature trees (as defined 
in the Ordinance) without a permit. The applicant has requested the removal of four protected 
trees on private property in conjunction with the proposed mixed-use project.  
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Protected Trees Planned for Removal 

Tree # Genus & Species Common Name DBH Height Protection Size 

4 Sysygium paniculatum Brush Cherry 13” 35’ 12” 

8 Eucalyptus polyanthemos Silver Dollar Eucalyptus 21” 40’ 19” 

9 Eucalyptus viminalis Ribbon Gum 27” 50’ 19” 

13 Eucalyptus polyanthemos Silver Dollar Eucalyptus 23” 40’ 19” 

 
The City’s Tree Protection Ordinance protects several specimen and native tree species that meet 
minimum sizes (diameter-at-breast height) established for each particular species. Tree #4 is a 
protected specimen tree that exceeds the minimum protection size. Additionally, mature trees 
located in a zoning district other than RS or RM-12 are protected. A mature tree is an otherwise 
non-protected tree with a diameter-at-breast-height (DBH) of 19 inches or greater.  Trees #8, #9, 
and #13 are mature trees that exceed the minimum protection size. The Hearing Officer may 
approve private tree removal permits if one of six findings can be made for each tree planned for 
removal, pursuant to Municipal Code Section 8.52.075 (Private property tree removal and 
landmark tree pruning permits, Issuance):    
 

1) There is a public benefit as defined in Section 8.52.024(R), or a public health, safety or 
welfare benefit, to the injury or removal that outweighs the protection of the specific tree; 
or 

2) The present condition of the tree is such that it is not reasonably likely to survive; or 
3) There is an objective feature of the tree that makes the tree not suitable for the protections 

of this chapter; or 
4) There would be a substantial hardship to a private property owner in the enjoyment and 

use of real property if the injury or removal is not permitted; or 
5) To not permit injury to or removal of a tree would constitute a taking of the underlying real 

property; or 
6) The project, as defined in Section 17.12.020, includes a landscape design plan that 

emphasizes a tree canopy that is sustainable over the long term by adhering to the 
replacement matrix adopted by resolution of the city council and included in the associated 
administrative guidelines. 

 
The applicant has responded to finding six for each tree as part of the application. Finding six, 
requires the applicant to provide replacement trees according to the City’s matrix and a landscape 
design plan that emphasizes a tree canopy that is sustainable over the long term. The applicant 
provided a tree report prepared by Certified Arborist Cy Carlberg, and a landscape design plan 
prepared by Carter Romanek Landscape Architects.  
 

Replacement Matrix 
Diameter at Breast Height of 

Removed Tree 
Number and Size of 
Replacement Trees 

8-12 inches 4 – 15 gallons; or 
2 – 24 inch box 

13-18 inches 8 – 15 gallon; or 
4 – 24 inch box; or 
2 – 36 inch box 

19-36 inches 8 – 24 inch box; or 
4 – 36 inch box 

37+ inches 12 – 24 inch box; or 
8 – 36 inch box 
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Pursuant to the matrix, protected specimen trees must be replaced with specimen or native 
trees on the list, while mature trees must be replaced at one-half the corresponding ratio 
(species is not restricted).    
 

 Tree #4 – Brush Cherry (Syzigium paniculatum) 
 

Tree #4 is located inside the south property line, within the rear half of the property. According 
to the arborist evaluation, it shows signs of good health and structure, has a diameter-at-
breast height (DBH) of 13 inches, and a height of 35 feet. This specimen tree exceeds the 
minimum protection size and therefore, is protected. Removal is proposed to accommodate 
the mixed-use project.  

 

 Tree #8 – Silver Dollar Gum (Eucalyptus polyanthemos) 
 

Tree #8 is located towards the southeast corner of the project site, within the front yard.  
According to the arborist evaluation, it shows signs of good health and structure, has a DBH 
of 21 inches, and a height of 40 feet. The tree is a mature tree by definition because the DBH 
is equal to or greater than 19 inches. Mature trees are protected by the City. Removal is 
proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project.  

 

 Tree #9 – Ribbon Gum (Eucalyptus viminalis)  
 

Tree #9 is located inside the east property line, within the front yard. According to the arborist 
evaluation, it shows signs of good health and structure, has a DBH of 27 inches, and a height 
of 50 feet. This tree is a mature tree by definition. Mature trees are protected by the City. 
Removal is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project 

 

 Tree #13 – Silver Dollar Gum (Eucalyptus polyanthemos) 
 

Tree #13 is located towards the northeast corner of the project site, within the front yard. 
According to the arborist evaluation, it shows signs of good health and structure, has a DBH 
of 23 inches, and a height of 40 feet. This tree is a mature tree by definition. Mature trees are 
protected by the City. Removal is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project. 
 

The landscape design plan provided indicates all replacement trees will be of a 36-inch box size. 
In total, fourteen new trees are proposed as replacement where a minimum of eight, 36-inch box 
trees would meet the requirement (two 36” box per tree removed). Replacement includes three 
Olea Europaea, six Ginkgo Biloba, three Hymenosporum Flavum, and two Podocarpus Elongatus 
trees. The replacement trees would be located adjacent to open walkways and central courtyards 
incorporated into the mixed-use project. Six Ginkgo Biloba trees are proposed along the east 
elevation within a 10-foot wide in-ground planter bed between the front of the building and the 
front property line. Three Hymensoporum Flavum trees would be located in the main passage 
leading into the courtyard. The central courtyard would feature two Podocarpus Elongatus and 
three Olea Europaea trees. Trees planted in the courtyard and entry passage would be located 
above subterranean parking. The landscape concept is intended to provide adequate soil volume 
and soil depth that in the opinion of the landscape architect, would allow the trees to perform as 
well as trees planted in natural soil, and survive for the long term.   
 
Based on the types and locations proposed in the landscape design plan, it is staff’s position that 
the trees and their canopies would be sustainable over the long term. The applicant demonstrates 
through the plan that trees provided adhere to the City’s replacement matrix. Therefore, the 
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proposal would satisfy finding six. A condition of approval is included in Attachment B requiring 
the applicant to submit a final landscape plan to be approved by the Zoning Administrator prior to 
the issuance of a building or grading permit for this project. The plan would be reviewed to verify 
consistency with the plan presented as part of this AHCP, and finding six.    
 
GENERAL PLAN CONSISTENCY: 
 
The project site is designated Medium Mixed Use (0.0-2.25 FAR, 0-87 du/acre) on the Land Use 
Diagram in the Land Use Element of the General Plan. This mixed-use designation is intended to 
support the development of multi-story buildings with a variety of compatible commercial (retail 
and office) and residential uses. The proposed mixed-use project with residential and commercial 
office, is consistent with goals and policies of the General Plan related to mixed-use corridors and 
villages, sustainable growth, housing affordability, and Central District vitality.  
 
By proposing new infill development on an underutilized commercial property in the Central 
District, the project is consistent with Policy 1.2 (Targeted Growth), the goal of which is to target 
growth and new construction in infill areas and away from Pasadena’s residential neighborhoods 
and open spaces.  
 
By proposing a residential component inclusive of 49 residential units, with a mix of market rate 
and very low-income units, the project is consistent with Policies 2.1 (Housing Choices), 21.1 
(Adequate and Affordable Housing), and 21.2 (Equitable Distribution of Affordable Housing). 
Policies 2.1 and 21.1 encourage providing opportunities for a full range of housing affordability 
levels. Policy 21.2 encourages the equitable distribution of affordable housing throughout the City, 
consistent with the goals of the Housing Element.  
 
By proposing a mixed-use project in the Central District and within a half a mile of the Lake and 
Memorial Gold Line stations, the project is consistent with Goal 28 (Places to Live, Work, Shop, 
and Recreate), Policies 31.1 (Focus Growth) and 31.3 (Del Mar, Memorial Park, and Lake Transit 
Villages). Goal 28 pursues a diversity of well-designed corridors and villages containing an 
integrated mix of commercial uses and/or housing that enable Pasadena’s residents to live close 
to businesses, services, and employment, reduce automobile use, and actively engage and 
enhance pedestrian activity. Policy 31.1 encourages development in the Central District and in 
proximity to Metro Gold Line stations to support economic vitality. Policy 31.3 encourages 
concentration of higher intensity, multi-family housing development near these Metro Gold Line 
stations, supporting Metro Gold Line ridership. For the reasons provided herein, the proposed 
project is consistent with the goals and policies of the City’s General Plan. 
           
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW: 
 
This project has been determined to be exempt from environmental review pursuant to the 
guidelines of the CEQA Public Resources Code §21080(b)(9); Administrative Code, Title 14, 
Chapter 3, §15332, Class 32, In-Fill Development Projects. Section 15332 specifically exempts 
from environmental review in-fill development where: 1) the project is consistent with the 
applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as with 
applicable zoning designation and regulations; 2) the proposed development occurs within city 
limits on a project site of no more than five acres substantially surrounded by urban uses; 3) the 
project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species; 4) approval of the 
project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water 
quality; 5) the site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services; and 6) 
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there are no features that distinguish this project from others in the exempt class; therefore, there 
are no unusual circumstances.  
 
In this case, the project meets the minimum requirements to qualify as an in-fill project under 
CEQA. The project is consistent with the General Plan designation and policies as discussed 
above; the mixed-use project with residential units and ground floor commercial office is permitted 
by right within the CD-3 zoning district; and the project complies with the applicable development 
standards, with the exception of the requested concessions. The project site is 32,000 square 
feet (less than five acres) and surrounded by other commercial and residential uses. The project 
site has been previously developed and graded, and currently contains a three-story building and 
a surface parking lot; therefore, it does not contain habitat for endangered, rare or threatened 
species. A CEQA-focused traffic impact analysis, noise analysis, air quality analysis, and 
greenhouse gas emissions analysis were prepared for the project, which determined that there 
would be no project-related or cumulative impacts. The project site is located in an urban area 
where utilities and public services can be adequately served. The project would not adversely 
affect underground aquifers, drainage patterns, or surface water quality. Furthermore, there are 
no unusual circumstances that distinguish this project from others in the exempt class. 
 
CONCLUSION: 
 
It is staff's assessment, based on the analysis above, that the findings necessary for approving 
Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 can be made in the affirmative (Attachment A). 
As conditioned, it is not expected that the development resulting from the requested concession 
would result in any adverse impacts to neighboring uses. It was demonstrated that the 
concessions are required in order for the designated units to be affordable. It was also shown that 
the project would not have a specific adverse impact on health or safety, or on the physical 
environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property listed on the California Register 
of Historic Places. Further, the applicant’s landscape plan demonstrates replacement trees 
proposed adhere to the City’s replacement matrix. Therefore, the proposed tree removal would 
satisfy finding six. Therefore, staff recommends that the Board of Zoning Appeals uphold the 
Hearing Officer’s decision to approve the applications with the findings in Attachment A and the 
Conditions of Approval in Attachment B. 
  



RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the Board of Zoning Appeals: 

1. Adopt the Environmental Determination that the proposed project is exempt from 
environmental review pursuant to the guidelines of the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) Public Resources Code §21080(b)(9); Administrative Code, Title 14, Chapter 
3, §15332, Class 32, In-Fill Development Projects, and there are no features that 
distinguish this project from others in the exempt class; therefore, there are no unusual 
circumstances; and 

2. Uphold the Hearing Officer's decision to approve Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
#11879. 

Attachments: 
Attachment A- Zoning Administrator Recommended Specific Findings 
Attachment B - Recommended Conditions of Approval 
Attachment C - Hearing Officer Decision Letter (dated January 16, 2019) 
Attachment D- Appeal Application (dated January 28, 2019) 
Attachment E - Hearing Officer Addendum 
Attachment F- Revised KMA Financial Analysis (March 25, 2019) 

Board of Zoning Appeals 
Apri/3, 2019 

24 Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 
127 and 141 N. Madison Avenue 
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ATTACHMENT A 
FINDINGS FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCESSION PERMIT #11879 

 
Affordable Housing Concession Permit – To exceed the maximum FAR and height limit 
 
1. The concessions or incentives are required in order for the designated units to be affordable.  

 
Keyser Marston Associates (KMA) prepared a financial evaluation of the development 
proposal, reviewing and analyzing two development scenarios, the Base Case scenario and 
the Proposed Project scenario. KMA determined that the net cost associated with providing 
four very-low income units is estimated at $2,615,000. The requested density bonus and 
concessions is valued at $2,929,000. The value created by the proposed density bonus and 
the two identified concessions is estimated to exceed the net cost associated with providing 
four very-low income units by $314,000. This represents approximately 1.2 percent of the 
proposed project’s estimated construction costs. In KMA’s opinion, a difference of this 
magnitude can be considered insignificant. In their analysis, KMA concludes that there is not 
sufficient evidence for the City to reject the Height and FAR Concessions requests under the 
financial evidence requirement parameters imposed by California Government Code Section 
65915(d)(1)(A). 
 

2. The concession or incentive would not have a specific adverse impact on public health, public 
safety, or the physical environment, and would not have an adverse impact on a property that 
is listed in the California Register of Historical Resources, and for which there is no feasible 
method to satisfactorily mitigate or avoid the specific adverse impact, or adverse impact, 
without rendering the development unaffordable to low- and moderate-income households.  A 
specific adverse impact is a significant, quantifiable, direct, and unavoidable impact, based 
on objective, identified written public health or safety standards, policies, or conditions as they 
existed on the date the application was deemed complete.  
 
The Department of Transportation (DOT) determined that a Traffic Impact Analysis was 
required for this project. The study evaluated the effect the project will have on existing 
neighborhood traffic volumes along the street segment of Madison Avenue between Walnut 
Street and Union Street and intersections within the vicinity of the project (Madison Avenue 
at Walnut Street and Madison Avenue at Union Street). A field observational survey was also 
conducted along Madison Avenue between Walnut Street and Union Street to document 
existing pedestrian and bicycle quality conditions. This is recognized as the Pedestrian 
Environmental Quality Index (PEQI) and Bicycle Environmental Quality Index (BEQI). The 
analyses concluded that the project is not expected to exceed adopted intersection caps or 
street segment caps and that there should be adequate transit capacity to have no significant 
transit impacts. The resulting PEQI score adjacent to the project is “high” while the BEQI score 
is “average.” Therefore, the project will not cause a significant impact on the existing bicycle 
network or access to transit facilities. As it relates to vehicular traffic, there will be no adverse 
impact on public health, public safety, or the physical environment and the proposal complies 
with the requirements needed to make the findings to grant concessions. 
 
An acoustical study to evaluate the potential noise and vibration impacts was prepared. The 
analysis found that 1) construction of the project will not exceed the City’s construction noise 
standards; 2) operation of the project will not exceed the City’s traffic or operational stationary 
source noise standards; and 3) the project will not result in the generation of excessive 
ground-borne vibration or groundborne noise levels from construction or operational activities. 
Thus, the project will not result in a substantial temporary or periodic increase in noise, will 
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not result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the 
project above levels existing without the project. The project and impacts will be less than 
significant will result in a less-than-significant impact from ground-borne vibration and ground-
borne noise. 
 
In addition, cumulative construction noise levels will be intermittent, temporary, and will cease 
at the end of the respective project construction periods. It is not likely that maximum 
construction noise impacts from related projects will occur simultaneously as the proposed 
project since construction noise levels vary from day to day depending on the construction 
activity performed that day and its location on the development site. Although there will be an 
increase in temporary ambient sound levels, each construction project will be expected to 
comply with the City’s Noise Ordinance with construction equipment operating between the 
hours of 7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. Monday through Friday, and 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M on 
Saturday. As a result, the project’s contribution to cumulative construction impacts will not be 
cumulatively considerable, and impacts will be less than significant. The increase in 
operational cumulative impacts is estimated to be up to a maximum of 1 dBA. A change in 
noise level of 1 dBA is not perceptible by the human ear in a non-controlled environment, such 
as in an urban environment. Therefore, when the related projects’ traffic noise levels are 
combined with the proposed project’s traffic noise levels, the cumulative traffic noise level 
increase will be less than 3 dBA, and, therefore, cumulative traffic noise impacts will be less 
than significant. The analysis also concluded that cumulative stationary source noise impacts 
related to stationary noise sources (i.e., fixed mechanical equipment, parking structure, and 
loading dock), will be less than significant. As it relates to noise and vibration, there will be no 
adverse impact on public health, public safety, or the physical environment and the proposal 
complies with the requirements needed to make the findings to be granted a concession. 
  
An air quality assessment was prepared evaluate the potential air quality impacts associated 
with construction activities, mobile sources, building energy demand, and other aspects of 
project construction and operations that have the potential to generate criteria air pollutant 
emissions. The analysis found that 1) the incremental increase in emissions from construction 
and operation of the project will not exceed the regional daily emission thresholds set forth by 
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). Thus, the project will not result 
in a regional violation of applicable air quality standards or jeopardize the timely attainment of 
such standards in the South Coast Air Basin (the Air Basin); 2) the incremental increase in 
on-site emissions from construction and operation of the project will not exceed the localized 
significance thresholds set forth by the SCAQMD. Thus, the Project will not result in a localized 
violation of applicable air quality standards or expose off-site receptors to substantial levels 
of regulated air contaminants; 3) emissions from the increase in traffic due to operation of the 
project will not have a significant impact upon 1-hour or 8-hour local carbon monoxide (CO) 
concentrations due to mobile source emissions; 4) project construction and operations will not 
result in significant levels of odors; and 5) the project will be consistent with air quality policies 
set forth by the City of Pasadena, the SCAQMD, and the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG). The project will not result in a significant cumulative air quality impact. 
The analysis also determined that the project’s contribution to cumulatively significant 
construction impacts to air quality will not be cumulatively considerable, and cumulative 
impacts will be less than significant for regional and localized criteria pollutants during 
construction. They also found that the project will not exceed the SCAQMD regional daily 
significance thresholds. Therefore, the project’s incremental contribution to long-term 
emissions, considered together with cumulative projects, will not be cumulatively 
considerable, and, therefore, the cumulative impact of the project will be less than significant. 
As it relates to air quality, there will be no adverse impact on public health, public safety, or 
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the physical environment and the proposal complies with the requirements needed to make 
the findings to be granted a concession. 
 
A Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions assessment was prepared to quantify the potential GHG 
emissions associated with construction activities, mobile sources, building energy demand, 
and other aspects of project construction and operations that have the potential to generate 
GHG emissions. The analysis found that 1) the project will be designed to meet the California 
Green Building Standards (CALGreen) Code, as adopted and amended by the City of 
Pasadena, through the incorporation of green building techniques and other sustainability 
features, including those within the City of Pasadena Green Building Code, where applicable. 
GHG emissions associated with the project will be consistent with the applicable portions of 
the City of Pasadena’s qualified CAP as the project will meet the applicable GHG per service 
population efficiency target. Thus, the project’s GHG emissions will be consistent with 
regulatory schemes intended to reduce GHG emissions; 2) the project will be consistent with 
local regulations for reducing GHG emissions in accordance with the City of Pasadena’s 
qualified CAP. Therefore, the project will be consistent with applicable plans, policies and 
regulations adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions; 3) The project will implement 
green building measures that will reduce the project’s direct and indirect GHG emissions. The 
project’s consistency with applicable regulatory plans and policies to reduce GHG emissions 
demonstrate that the project will substantially comply with or exceed the GHG reduction 
actions and strategies outlined in the City of Pasadena CAP and Green Building Code. The 
project will also incorporate characteristics that will achieve reductions in vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT), as it is sited in a location that is well-served by multi-modal transportation 
choices. In addition, the project’s GHG efficiency will be below the GHG efficiency threshold 
provided in the Climate Action Plan. ESA calculated the project’s GHG efficiency in its opening 
year at 4.37 metric tons per year per service person, where the threshold is 4.56 metric tons 
per year per service person. As it relates to GHG emissions, there will be no adverse impact 
on public health, public safety, or the physical environment and the proposal complies with 
the requirements needed to make the findings to be granted a concession.    

 
A cultural resources analysis and survey of the project site were conducted. The existing 
three-story building on the subject property was evaluated for listing in the National Register, 
California Register, and for local designation, and is not eligible. As such, it does not qualify 
as historical resources under CEQA and the project would not result in a direct impact to 
historical resources. Further, the analysis concluded that the proposed project would not 
constitute a substantial adverse change to the Ford Place Historic District resource resulting 
in it no longer being able to convey its significance. It would still be an eligible resource. The 
Ford Place Historic District, is significant architecturally for its distinctive examples of intact 
period architectural styles that have a common relationship of site plan, scale and materials. 
The proposed project would not alter any of the character-defining features identified in the 
nomination of the Ford Place Historic District and it would remain an eligible resource. The 
Scottish Rite Cathedral and the Playhouse Historic District are further away from the project 
site and would not be indirectly impacted by the project because primary views would not be 
impacted. Similarly, the analysis found that the project would not materially impact the integrity 
of the Blinn House, which has indirect views of the subject project. It would continue to convey 
its significance and the proposed project would not materially impact its integrity. As such, no 
impacts are anticipated to historical resources. The Pasadena General Plan for the City of 
Pasadena includes a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) in fulfillment of 
Section 21081.6 of the State of California Public Resources Code that required the City to 
adopt a reporting or monitoring program, as part of the adopted General Plan and certified 
Environmental Impact Report, to mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects (City of 
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Pasadena, 2015). Mitigation Measure (MM) 4-1 provided for cultural resources in the MMRP 
addresses cultural resource discovery. To implement MM 4-1 of the General Plan and comply 
with the General Plan MMRP, conditions of approval have been incorporated requiring cultural 
resources sensitivity training and steps to be taken in the event of the discovery of 
archaeological materials. As it relates to historic resources, and with the incorporation of the 
abovementioned conditions, there will be no adverse impact on a property listed on the 
California Register of Historic Places and the proposal will comply with the requirements 
needed to make the findings to be granted a concession. 

 
Based on the studies, the proposal will not adversely impact public health, public safety, or 
the physical environment, and will not have an adverse impact on a property that is listed in 
the California Register of Historical Resources. 

 
3. The concession or incentive would not be contrary to state or federal law.  

 
The requested concession will be granted consistent with the procedures and requirements 
established by California Government Code Section 65915 (Density Bonuses and Other 
Incentives) and will not be contrary to any federal laws. 

 
Private Tree Removal Permit – To remove a Brush Cherry tree (Syzygium paniculatum) 

 
4. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree 

canopy that is sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. 
This specimen tree exceeds the minimum protection size and therefore, is protected. Removal 
is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project. The applicant’s landscape design plan 
includes 36-inch box replacement trees that adhere to the adopted replacement matrix. This 
specimen tree will be replaced with specimen trees, an option provided by the matrix. The 
type and location of replacement trees exhibit characteristics that support a sustainable 
canopy over the long term. Trees will be located in planter beds with a soil mix designed to 
benefit trees growing in in areas near paving. All trees will be provided with adequate soil 
volume and soil depth that in the opinion of the landscape architect, will allow the trees to 
perform and survive for the long term. Trees located within proximity of the structure are up-
reaching, and narrow spreading, allowing for them to survive for the long term.    
   

Private Tree Removal Permit – To remove a Silver Dollar Gum tree (Eucalyptus polyanthemos) 
 

5. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree 
canopy that is sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. 
This mature tree exceeds the minimum protection size and therefore, is protected. Removal 
is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project. The applicant’s landscape design plan 
includes 36-inch box replacement trees that adhere to the adopted replacement matrix. The 
type and location of replacement trees exhibit characteristics that support a sustainable 
canopy over the long term. Trees will be located in planter beds with a soil mix designed to 
benefit trees growing in in areas near paving. All trees will be provided with adequate soil 
volume and soil depth that in the opinion of the landscape architect, will allow the trees to 
perform and survive for the long term. Trees located within proximity of the structure are up-
reaching, and narrow spreading, allowing for them to survive for the long term.    
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Private Tree Removal Permit – To remove a Ribbon Gum tree (Eucalyptus viminalis) 
 

6. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree 
canopy that is sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement matrix. 
This mature tree exceeds the minimum protection size and therefore, is protected. Removal 
is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project. The applicant’s landscape design plan 
includes 36-inch box replacement trees that adhere to the adopted replacement matrix. The 
type and location of replacement trees exhibit characteristics that support a sustainable 
canopy over the long term. Trees will be located in planter beds with a soil mix designed to 
benefit trees growing in in areas near paving. All trees will be provided with adequate soil 
volume and soil depth that in the opinion of the landscape architect, will allow the trees to 
perform and survive for the long term. Trees located within proximity of the structure are up-
reaching, and narrow spreading, allowing for them to survive for the long term.     

 
Private Tree Removal Permit – To remove a Silver Dollar Eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus 
polyanthemos) 
 
7. Describe how/why the project includes a landscape design plan that emphasizes a tree 

canopy that is sustainable over the long term by adhering to the adopted replacement 
matrix.  This mature tree exceeds the minimum protection size and therefore, is protected. 
Removal is proposed to accommodate the mixed-use project. The applicant’s landscape 
design plan includes 36-inch box replacement trees that adhere to the adopted replacement 
matrix. The type and location of replacement trees exhibit characteristics that support a 
sustainable canopy over the long term. Trees will be located in planter beds with a soil mix 
designed to benefit trees growing in in areas near paving. All trees will be provided with 
adequate soil volume and soil depth that in the opinion of the landscape architect, would 
allow the trees to perform and survive for the long term. Trees located within proximity of the 
structure are up-reaching, and narrow spreading, allowing for them to survive for the long 
term.    
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ATTACHMENT B 
RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING CONCESSION PERMIT #11879 
 
The applicant or successor in interest shall meet the following conditions: 

 
General 
 
1. The site plan, floor plan, elevations, and building sections submitted for building permits shall 

substantially conform to plans stamped “Approved at Hearing, April 3, 2019,” except as 
modified herein. 
 

2. Because the grant of the Affordable Housing Concession Permit is based on assumptions 
relating to project cost and construction type, all changes to this project, either during design 
or construction, shall be submitted to the Zoning Administrator for review and approval.  The 
Zoning Administrator retains the right to require preparation and submittal of a revised project 
financial analysis reflecting the proposed change(s) and comparing it to the Base Case (i.e., 
project without the granted concession) as well as payment for such analyses.  The Zoning 
Administrator also has the right to reject a proposed change if it is determined that such a 
change would modify the project costs such that the granted concession was no longer 
necessary for the provision of affordable housing. The determination by the Zoning 
Administrator is appealable pursuant to Zoning Code Section 17.72 (Appeals).  Because 
review of proposed changes may require time to assess, the applicant is advised to submit 
any proposed changes in a timely manner and shall bear the burden of any delay caused by 
the review process. 
 

3. The applicant shall comply with all standards of the Zoning Code applicable to the CD-3 
zoning district, with the exception of the approved concessions: 

 
a. To allow the proposed project to exceed the maximum floor area ratio (FAR). Pursuant to 

Table 3-9 (Central District Maximum Floor Area Ratio), Zoning Code Section 17.30.040 
(CD General Development Standards), the maximum FAR is 1.5. The approved 
concession allows a maximum FAR of 2.25; and 
 

b. To allow the proposed project to exceed the maximum height limit. Pursuant to Table 3-8 
(Central District Maximum Height), Zoning Code Section 17.30.040, the maximum height 
is 50 feet, or 65 feet with height averaging. The approved concession allows a maximum 
height of 62 feet (no height averaging).  

 
4. This approval allows removal of four protected trees on private property: 1) 13” dbh Brush 

Cherry tree (Syzygium paniculatum); 2) 21” dbh Silver Dollar Eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus 
polyanthemos); 3) 27” dbh Ribbon Gum tree (Eucalyptus viminalis); and 4) 23” dbh Silver 
Dollar Eucalyptus tree (Eucalyptus polyanthemos).  
 

5. The right granted under this application must be enacted within 36 months from the effective 
date of approval.  It shall expire and become void, unless an extension of time is approved in 
compliance with Zoning Code Section 17.64.040.C (Time Limits and Extensions, Extensions 
of Time).  

 
6. The applicant or successor in interest shall meet the applicable code requirements of all City 

Departments.  
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7. The final decision letter and conditions of approval shall be incorporated in the submitted 

building plans as part of the building plan check process. 
 

8. The proposed project, Activity Number PLN2017-00596, is subject to the Inspection Program 
by the City.  A Final Zoning Inspection is required for your project prior to the issuance of a 
Certificate of Occupancy or approval of the Final Building Inspection.  Contact Jason Van 
Patten, Current Planning Section, at 626-744-6760 to schedule an inspection appointment 
time.   
 

Planning Division 
 
9. The applicant or the successor in interest, shall enter an agreement with the Housing Division 

for the provision of four designated very low income units. 
 

10. This project meets the threshold for state-mandated water-efficient landscaping.  Accordingly, 
the final landscape plans (inclusive of planting and hardscape plans, the planting pallet, 
drainage plan, and irrigation system plan(s) and specifications), shall be reviewed by Planning 
Department staff for conformance with the standards and requirements specified within the 
2015 California Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (MWELO) prior to the issuance 
of a building permit.  No certificate of occupancy shall be issued until such plans have been 
deemed compliant with the MWELO and the landscaping has been installed per such 
approved MWELO-compliant plans to the satisfaction of the department. 
 

11. The applicant or the successor in interest, shall submit a final landscape and irrigation plan, 
in compliance with Zoning Code Chapter 17.44 (Landscaping) along with plans for a building 
permit. The plan shall be reviewed and approved to the satisfaction of the Zoning 
Administrator prior to the issuance of any building or grading permits. Protected trees on 
private property approved for removal, shall be replaced according to the City’s adopted 
matrix. The landscape plan shall include a mix of plant size and materials.  Plant materials 
shall emphasize drought-tolerant and/or native species. Protected trees on or off the site that 
are to remain, shall be protected through a tree protection plan. The plan shall be reviewed 
and approved to the satisfaction of the Zoning Administrator prior to the issuance of any 
building or grading permits. 

 
12. The applicant or the successor in interest, shall consolidate parcels 5723-015-028 (127 N. 

Madison Avenue) and 5723-015-028 (141 N. Madison Avenue) through a Tentative Map or a 
Certificate of Exception application. Recordation of the lot consolidation shall occur prior to 
building permit issuance.   

 
13. All exterior mechanical equipment shall be architecturally screened from view of the public 

right-of-way in a manner subject to review and approval by the Zoning Administrator and 
Design and Historic Preservation staff.  

 
14. Parking required of the project shall comply with Zoning Code Chapter 17.46 (Parking and 

Loading) and applicable requirements in Section 17.50.340 (Transit-Oriented Development 
[TOD]). 

 
15. City permits for overnight parking on City streets shall not be issued for the residents and 

visitors of this project.  The residential lease agreement shall include a clause advising the 
residents of the unavailability of on-street overnight parking permits.  The applicant or its 
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successor in interest shall maintain the signature of the residents confirming the receipt and 
understanding of this information. 
 

16. The residential lease agreement shall include a clause notifying the residents that they are 
living in an urban area and that the noise level may be higher than in a typical residential area.  
The applicant or its successor in interest shall maintain the signature of the residents 
confirming the receipt and understanding of this information.  

 
17. If the loading of furniture and household goods for the residential units is to occur on the street, 

it shall be limited to the hours of 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. on 
weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. on weekends. 

 
18. Construction hours, allowable workdays, and the phone number of the job superintendent 

should be clearly posted at all construction entrances to allow surrounding property 
owners/users to contact the job superintendent if necessary. In the event the City receives a 
complaint, appropriate corrective actions should be implemented, and a report of the action 
should be provided to the reporting party. 

 
19. At the Applicant, or successor in interest’s expense, and prior to earthmoving activities, a 

qualified archaeologist (Qualified Archaeologist) meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualifications Standards for archaeology (U.S. Department of the Interior, 2008) 
shall conduct cultural resources sensitivity training for all construction personnel. Construction 
personnel shall be informed of the types of cultural resources that may be encountered, and 
of the proper procedures to be enacted in the event of an inadvertent discovery of 
archaeological resources. 

 
20. In the event of the discovery of archaeological materials, the construction foreman shall 

immediately halt all work activities in the vicinity (within approximately 25 feet) of the discovery 
until it can be evaluated by a Qualified Archaeologist. After cessation of earthmoving activities, 
the construction foreman shall immediately contact City of Pasadena Planning & Community 
Development Department. Work shall not resume until authorized by City of Pasadena 
Planning & Community Development Department and the Qualified Archaeologist. 

 
If the Qualified Archaeologist determines that the discovery is eligible for listing on the 
California Register of Historical Resources or is a unique archaeological resource pursuant to 
Public Resources Code Section 21083.2, preservation in place is the preferred manner of 
treatment. In the event preservation in place is demonstrated to be infeasible, and data 
recovery is determined to be the only feasible mitigation option, a detailed Cultural Resources 
Treatment Plan shall be prepared and implemented by a qualified archaeologist in 
consultation with City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department at the 
project proponent’s expense. In the unlikely event that archaeological resources of a Native 
American origin are unearthed during ground-disturbing activities, the qualified archaeologist 
and the City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department shall contact an 
appropriate Native American representative identified on the NAHC’s contact list to consider 
the need for Native American monitoring and coordination regarding the discovery. 
Archaeological materials recovered shall be curated at an accredited facility. The report(s) 
documenting implementation of the Cultural Resources Treatment Plan shall be submitted to 
City of Pasadena Planning & Community Development Department and SCCIC. 
 

21. The project contractor(s) shall employ industry standard noise minimization strategies, as 
feasible, when using mechanized construction equipment. The contractor(s) will not use jack 
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hammers, blasting, or pile drivers. The contractor(s) will strive to use other electric equipment 
if commercially available. The contractor(s) will limit unnecessary idling of equipment on or 
near the site in accordance with idling limits specified in Title 13 California Code of Regulations 
(CCR), Section 2485. The contractor(s) will strive to place noisy construction equipment as 
far from the Project Site edges as practicable. The contractor(s) will equip all construction 
equipment, fixed or mobile, with properly operating and maintained noise mufflers, consistent 
with manufacturers’ standards. 
 

22. Consistent with the Certified Environmental Impact Report for the City’s General Plan, 
Mitigation Measures 9-3 and 9-4, the applicant will require contractors to comply with a 
vibration management plan and implement minimum allowable setbacks from vibration 
sensitive receptors for heavy machinery. The potential vibration conflict areas for new 
construction for the proposed project are the following: 

 

 The eastern wall of the northern 2- story office building at Fuller Seminary sits within the 
very edge of the 11-foot setback zone.  
 

 The eastern wall of the southern 2- story office building at Fuller Seminary sits within 18-
foot setback zone.  

 
For all new construction, the contractor(s) will not use pile drivers, vibratory rollers, pavement 
breakers, or blasting equipment. For a radius around the Fuller Seminary, the contractor(s) 
will observe the following minimum allowable setbacks: 

 

 For the Fuller Seminary, the contractor(s) will observe the 3-foot, 11-foot, 18- foot and 20-
foot restrictions for small bulldozers, jackhammers, loading trucks, and large bulldozers, 
respectively. 
 

 Other equipment that may be used on this site beyond the 20-foot restriction zone includes 
large excavators, large drilling rigs, large bulldozers, large loaders and loading trucks, in 
addition to small loaders. The excavator to be used will have a 30-foot reach to pull dirt 
out of the restricted zones. 
 

23. Air conditioners, fans, generators, and related equipment shall be designed to not to exceed 
the ambient noise levels by more than five (5) dBA at off-site residential uses. Prior to issuance 
of building permits, the applicant or successor in interest shall provide data of the Director of 
Planning and Community Development demonstrating that the noise level from heating, 
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units, swimming pool equipment, and similar 
mechanical equipment when measured at the nearest property line would not exceed the 
ambient noise level by more than five (5) decibels. 
 

24. Consistent with the Certified Environmental Impact Report for the City’s General Plan, 
Mitigation Measures 9-5, the applicant will require contractor(s) to implement the following 
best management practices to reduce construction noise levels:  
 

 Consider the installation of temporary sound barriers for construction activities 
immediately adjacent to occupied noise-sensitive structures.  
 

 Equip construction equipment with mufflers.  
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 Restrict haul routes and construction-related traffic.  
 

 Reduce nonessential idling of construction equipment to no more than five minutes.  
 
The identified best management practices shall be noted on all site plans and/or construction 
management plans and submitted for verification to the City of Pasadena Planning Division.  

 
Design and Historic Preservation 

 
25. This project requires Design Review by the Design Commission. 
 
Housing and Career Services Department 

 
26. The proposed project does not involve the demolition of dwelling units. Therefore, the City’s 

Tenant Protections Ordinance is not applicable to this project.  
 

27. The proposed 49-unit residential component is required to provide affordable housing in 
compliance with the City’s Inclusionary Housing Requirements and Density Bonus provisions 
in Zoning Code Chapters 17.42 and 17.43, respectively. Subject to the City’s Inclusionary 
Housing Requirements the applicant would need to restrict 5.40 of the units as affordable 
ownership housing at the Moderate Income level.  The Very Low Income equivalent of 5.40 
Moderate Income units is 3 Very Low Income units (2.70 rounded up).  The applicant’s 
proposal to provide 4 Very Low Income units to satisfy the Density Bonus affordable housing 
requirements would also, at the same time, satisfy the Inclusionary Housing Requirements for 
this project.  To reflect the proposed mix of units in the development, the 4 affordable units 
would be comprised of 1 one-bedroom unit, and 3 two-bedroom units.  As proposed by the 
applicant, these four (4) Very Low Income units would be operated as rental housing in 
perpetuity. 

 
28. The affordable units in the project are required to comply with the more restrictive of the 

Density Bonus and Inclusionary standards as to affordable housing cost and regulatory 
period.  

 
29. The applicant is required to submit to the Housing Department for approval an executed 

Inclusionary Housing Agreement, in recordable form, at the time the project enters plan check.  
 
Building & Safety Division 
 
30. Governing Codes: Current Edition of the California Building, Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing, 

Energy, and Green Building Standards Codes. The governing edition is based on the date in 
which the project is submitted to the City for review. 
 

31. Soils Report: Soils report is required for the project (new construction). 
 

32. Shoring: A building permit is required for shoring. Submit plans and documentation for review 
& approval. 

 
33. Low Impact Development (LID) Plan: This project requires the preparation of a LID Plan to 

demonstrate stormwater management post-construction. LID Plan shall be prepared by a 
registered engineer. 
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34. Building Code Analysis: Document on the plans the Allowable Height & Area, Occupancy 
Groups, Type of Construction, and Height & Area Increases. 

 
35. Fire Protection: Provide wall & opening protection for exterior walls & openings near property 

lines. Provide fire separation between different occupancy groups and each unit of 'R' 
Occupancy.  

 
36. Emergency Escape & Rescue Openings: Basement and each sleeping rooms (bedrooms) 

below the fourth story above the grade plan shall have at least one operable emergency 
escape and rescue opening per Section 1030 of Building Code. 

 
37. Means of Egress (Exiting): Provide Occupant Load Calculations, and provide an “Exit Plan”. 

Identify exit separation and travel distance. Once a given level of exit protection is achieved, 
such level of protection shall not be reduced until arrival at the exit discharge. In this case, it 
appears the level of protection is reduced after exiting from the stairways. 

 
The exit discharge shall not reenter a building. In this case, it appears the discharge is going 
under the building (through the “passage”). 

 
38. California Disabled Access Requirements: Project to be accessible to the disabled in 

accordance with Chapter 11A & 118 of the CBC.  
 

39. Permit(s): Separate permits are required for demolition, fire sprinkler, mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing. 

 
Department of Transportation 
 
40. The project shall pay the Traffic Reduction and Transportation Improvement Fee (TRTIF) for 

the project at the time of building permit issuance. The TR-TIF is subject to change based on 
the current General Fee Schedule. 
 

41. Prior to the start of construction or the issuance of any permits, the applicant shall submit a 
Construction Staging & Traffic Management Plan to the Department of Public Works and the 
Department of Transportation for review and approval. This plan shall show the impact of the 
various construction stages on the public right-of-way including street occupations, closures, 
detours, staging areas, and routes of construction vehicles entering and exiting the 
construction site.  

 
42. The plans currently show a 20' wide driveway with a flat area beyond the property line. This 

flat area should allow exiting vehicles to be properly aligned for the driver to see pedestrians 
and bicyclists crossing the driveway prior to exiting the property.  

 
43. Views at both sides of the driveway at the property line shall not be obstructed with 

landscaping, block wall, or non-porous fencing greater than 2.5 feet in height. 
 

44. The plans currently show a 37'-6" driveway width. The driveway width shall be a maximum 
26' wide as indicated in the Department of Public Works Standard Plan S-403. 

 
45. Any loading/unloading spaces for both residential and commercial components of this project 

shall be on-site. DOT will not install an on-street loading zone for the project. 
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46. Existing on-street parking conditions shall be maintained during and after construction except 
by permit. 

 
47. The City will not issue permanent, on-street overnight parking permits to the future residents 

of this project. Future tenants shall be advised of the unavailability of permanent, on-street 
overnight parking permits by the property management. 

 
Public Works Department 
 
48. No private improvements may be placed within the public right-of-way, including, but not 

limited to, soldier beams, tie-backs, utility conduits, backflow preventers, transformers, fire 
sprinkler valve, decorative sidewalk and applicable parade post holes on Colorado Boulevard 
per Standard Drawing S-419.  Private improvements may only be placed in the public right-
of-way by submitting a license agreement, which must be approved by the City.  The license 
agreement application for any private improvement within the public right-of-way shall be 
submitted to the Department of Public Works for review and shall be approved by the City 
before any permits are granted.  The applicant shall submit the application, plan and 
processing fee/deposit, associated with processing the license agreement, at least three to 
four (3-4) months prior to the issuance of any building or demolition permits.  An approved 
license agreement will allow the applicant to install and maintain the private improvements 
within the public right-of-way with conditions.  

 
A license agreement for shoring requires an indemnity bond in order to guarantee that shoring 
and tie-backs are free from defect due to faulty material, workmanship and failure.  Upon 
review of the license agreement exhibits, an indemnity bond estimate will be prepared and 
forwarded to the applicant.  The estimated amount is equivalent to the cost of reconstructing 
the public right of way, including all affected utilities, public facilities, and infrastructures, based 
on the plane of failure at a 45-degree angle from the lowest point of excavation.  The indemnity 
bond shall be submitted to the City prior to the execution of the agreement and the issuance 
of any building or demolition permits. 

 
All steel rods in every tie-back unit shall be relieved of all tension and stresses, and any portion 
of soldier beams and any portion of the tie-backs located be removed entirely from the public 
right-of-way.   A monthly monitoring report stamped and certified by a licensed surveyor shall 
be submitted to indicate that the deflection from any piles or soldier beams does not exceed 
one inch.  Upon completion of construction, the developer or his contractor shall remove all 
tie-back rods within the public right-of-way.  The removal shall be documented by a report 
certified by a licensed deputy inspector.  The report shall be submitted to the City for review 
and approval.  The applicant will be charged a penalty of $7,000 for each tie-back rod not 
removed from the public right-of-way.  For temporary tie-backs or shoring, the maximum width 
of the license area fronting the development frontage(s) shall only extend to the centerline of 
the public right-of-way. 

 
49. In order to provide sufficient sight distance for pedestrians along Madison Avenue frontage, 

the proposed driveway ramp to the subterranean garage, from the property line to the first 20 
feet west, shall be sloped at 2% or less, unless otherwise reviewed and approved by the 
Department of Transportation. 

 
50. The applicant shall demolish existing and construct all new public improvements along the 

subject development frontage of Madison Avenue, including concrete sidewalk per Standard 
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Plan S-421; concrete curb and gutter per Standard Plan S-406.  All public improvements shall 
be completed prior to the issuance of Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
51. Madison Avenue restoration, fronting the subject development, shall be a full width (from 

gutter to gutter) cold milling and resurfacing of 1.5 inches depth asphalt concrete roadway.  
Restoration of asphalt concrete pavement shall be per Standard Plan S-416 and to the 
satisfaction of the City Engineer.  The traffic channelization shall be restored per the 
Department of Transportation requirements and approval. 

 
52. The proposed development shall connect to the public sewer with one or more new six-inch 

diameter house sewers laid at a minimum slope of two percent.  In accordance with PMC 
Chapter 13.24.010, house sewer “means that part of the horizontal piping beginning 24 inches 
from the exterior wall of the building or structure and extending to its connection with the public 
sewer.”  The section of house sewers within the public right-of-way - from the property line to 
the public sewer, or within easement, shall be vitrified clay or cast iron pipe.   The house sewer 
shall meet City Standards as determined by the Department of Public Works, and a permit 
issued by the Department of Public Works is required for work within the public right-of-way.  
The construction of all new house sewers shall be completed prior to the issuance of 
Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
53. The existing street lighting fronting the subject site is substandard.  In order to improve 

pedestrian and traffic safety, the applicant shall replace/renovate two (2) existing street 
lighting with LED lights, per the City requirements and current standards. 

 
54. Any existing street tree(s) proposed to be removed are subject to the approval of the Urban 

Forestry Advisory Committee (UFAC). 
 

55. A Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) shall be established for all existing City trees within the scope 
of a construction project. The TPZ extends from the base of the tree to four (4) radial feet 
beyond the dripline of a tree and applies to the entirety of the tree – from the roots to the 
canopy of the tree.  

 
The applicant is prohibited from the following within a designated TPZ: construction vehicle 
access, construction vehicle operation, staging of materials, and trenching without the consent 
of the Department of Public Works. 
 
The applicant shall at minimum provide the following within a designated TPZ: mulching, 
irrigation, and protective fencing. 

 
56. Prior to the issuance of any permit, the applicant shall submit a Preliminary Tree Protection 

Plan, prepared by a Landscape Architect or certified Arborist, showing the TPZ and all 
structures, footings, and grading that may impact City trees shall be submitted to the 
Department of Public Works, for review and approval. Given that each construction project 
poses unique conditions, it is the responsibility of the applicant to develop a Tree Protection 
Plan based off the TPZ standards to the extent feasible.  The Plan shall conform to the Tree 
Protection Standards which specifically require showing the locations of all existing trees, their 
diameters, canopies, whether the tree is a public tree or private tree, as well as any trees to 
be planted with their canopy at mature size. The final conditions of the Tree Protection Plan 
shall be approved by the Forestry Superintendent.  A sundry deposit may be required for staff 
time to review the preliminary plans. 
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57. Prior to any construction, tree protections including the installation of fencing to protect public 
trees must be in place. The fencing material shall be chain-link attached to posts inserted into 
the ground at the edge of the dripline and shall be a minimum of 4’ in height. See Standard 
Plan S-642 – Tree Protection Chain Link Fencing.  Fencing shall maintain visual lines of sight 
in order to avoid vehicle and pedestrian hazards. Fencing shall include a minimum 8.5” x 11” 
warning sign with the following information: ‘Tree Protection Zone’; name and contact 
information of project owner or authorized representative; ‘Please contact the City of 
Pasadena Citizen Service Center to report any concerns (626) 744-7311’. All protective 
fencing must be inspected and approved by Public Works prior to the commencement of any 
construction. 

 
58. All new drive approaches shall be at least seven (7) feet clear of the existing street trees 

measured from the edge of the trunk closest to the drive approach. All public trees shall be 
protected and fenced with a posting on the fences advising of the tree protection. 

 
59. Prior to issuance of any permit, the applicant shall submit a valuation assessment report of 

the existing public tree(s) along the boundary of their project. The report shall be prepared by 
a registered Arborist and submitted to PNR for review and approval. If it is determined that 
the applicant has failed to care for any City tree within their Tree Protection Plan, and the 
health of the tree(s) was critically compromised requiring its removal, the applicant shall be 
liable for the following costs: assessed value of tree determined by a PNR Arborist using a 
current ISA assessment methodology; the removal cost determined by PNR; and any 
applicable infraction or administrative fines determined by Code Compliance. 

 
60. Prior to issuance of any permit, a sundry deposit in the amount of the applicant’s total liabilities 

based on the aforementioned approved report shall be submitted to the City. The sundry 
deposit is fully refundable, less administrative fees, upon the satisfaction of Public Works prior 
to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
61. The applicant shall plant and maintain the officially designated street trees per the City 

approved master street tree plan, two (2) Southern Magnolia Magnolia grandiflora trees on 
Madison Avenue frontage and install and maintain an irrigation system for the trees.  The 
locations will be finalized in the field by the Department of Public Works.  Plans for the irrigation 
system shall be prepared by a landscape architect registered in the State of California and 
submitted to the Department of Public Works for review and approval. 

 
Trees planted by the applicant must meet the City’s tree stock standards, be inspected by the 
City, and be planted according to the details provided by the Parks and Natural Resources 
(PNR) Division. Planting shall include the installation of the following per tree: no less than 
two tree stakes; one arbor guard; and the use of slow-release fertilizer tablets. The applicant 
shall contact PNR (626-744-3880) for tree planting approval, a minimum of two (2) months, 
prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
Trees planted by the applicant must be irrigated by either an existing or a new irrigation system 
constructed by the applicant. Plans for the irrigation system shall be prepared by a landscape 
architect registered in the State of California and submitted to PNR for review and approval. 
Irrigation facilities (main line, valve, pull box, timer, etc.) must be constructed within private 
property with the exception of the laterals and bubblers. The lateral shall be a minimum of 18” 
deep, and no above-ground structures are allowed. 
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62. Prior to issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy, the applicant shall submit a Tree Guarantee 
Deposit equal to the cost of all new trees planted to guarantee that newly planted trees are 
maintained by the applicant for a minimum of three calendar years. Tree maintenance during 
this period shall include the following: watering no less than once a week; weed removal; 
reconstruction of tree wells as needed; re-staking as needed; adjustment to grade of any trees 
that settle; and any other operations needed to assure normal tree growth. The applicant shall 
replace any newly planted trees which, for any reason, die or whose health is compromised, 
within the applicant’s three-year establishment period. The three-year tree establishment 
period shall commence on the day that the Certificate of Occupancy is issued. PNR shall 
inspect all trees planted by the applicant at the end of the three-year establishment period, 
and if the trees are found to be in good health, the applicant’s deposit will be released. If the 
trees are found to be in poor health, the establishment period may be extended by PNR and 
the applicant’s deposit shall be held accordingly. Said deposit may be included as part of the 
construction guarantee if applicable, and is subject to partial refund or additional billing. 

 
63. On-site drainage, such as roof drain, area drain and subterranean garage discharge, shall be 

contained on-site per LA County Regional Water Quality Control Board’s current permit. 
 

64. The applicant shall provide storm water drainage plans and obtain approval from the Planning 
Department and the Department of Public Works prior to issuance of a grading or building 
permit for this site. 

 
65. The applicant is responsible for the design, preparation of plans and specifications, and 

construction of all of the conditioned public improvements.  Plans for the public improvements 
shall be prepared by a civil engineer, registered in the State of California.  Upon submittal of 
improvement plans to the Departments of Public Works for review, the applicant will be 
required to place a deposit with the Department of Public Works to cover the cost of plan 
checking.  The amount of deposit will be based on the current City’s General Fee 
Schedule.  Note that the building plans approved by the City’s Planning (Building) Department 
do not constitute approvals for work in the public right-of-way.  Separate plans shall be 
submitted to the Department of Public Works – Engineering Division – at 175 North Garfield 
Avenue Window 6.  The applicant shall submit the improvement plans and the plan check 
deposit at least two (2) months prior to the issuance of any building or demolition permits. 

 
66. Past experience has indicated that projects such as this tend to damage the abutting street 

improvements with the heavy equipment and truck traffic that is necessary during 
construction.  Additionally, the City has had difficulty in requiring developers to maintain a 
clean and safe site during the construction phase of development.  Accordingly, the applicant 
shall place a $20,000 deposit with the Department of Public Works prior to the issuance of a 
building or grading permit. This deposit is subject to refund or additional billing, and is a 
guarantee that the applicant will keep the site clean and safe, and will make permanent repairs 
to the abutting street improvements that are damaged, including striping, slurry 
seal/resurfacing, curb, gutter, and sidewalk, either directly or indirectly, by the construction on 
this site.  The deposit may be used for any charges resulting from damage to street trees and 
for City personnel to review traffic control plans and maintain traffic control.  A processing fee 
will be charged against the deposit. 

 
67. Prior to the start of construction or the issuance of any permits, the applicant shall submit a 

Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan to the Department of Public Works for 
review and approval.  The template for the Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan 
can be obtained from the Department of Public Works webpage at: 
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https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-
construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/.  A deposit, based on the General Fee 
Schedule, is required for plan review and on–going monitoring  during construction.  This plan 
shall show the impact of the various construction stages on the public right-of-way and the 
private street including all street occupations, lane closures, detours, staging areas, and 
routes of construction vehicles entering and exiting the construction site.  An occupancy 
permit shall be obtained from the department for the occupation of any traffic lane, parking 
lane, parkway, or any other public right-of-way.  All lane closures shall be done in accordance 
with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) and California Supplement.  If 
the public right-of-way occupation requires a diagram that is not a part of the MUTCD or 
California Supplement, a separate traffic control plan must be submitted as part of the 
Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan to the department for review and 
approval.  No construction truck idling or staging, material storage, or trailer in the public right-
of-way. 

 
In addition, prior to the start of construction or the issuance of any permits, the applicant shall 
conduct a field meeting with an inspector from Department of Public Works for review and 
approval of construction staging, parking, delivery and storage of materials, final sign-off 
procedure, and any of the specifics that will affect the public right-of-way.  An appointment 
can be arranged by calling 626-744-4195. 

 
68. In preparation for the New Year Rose Parade and Rose Bowl Game, the Department of Public 

Works will suspend all works within the public right-of-way during the holiday season in 
accordance to PMC 12.24.100 and City Policy. 

 
In general, all public streets, sidewalks and parkways shall be free and clear of excavations 
and other construction related activities during the period of November through January of the 
following year.  Specific dates will vary on an annual basis.  Accordingly, contractors will be 
required to shut down construction operations which would impede traffic and pedestrian 
movements during these periods unless otherwise authorized by the City Engineer.  Any 
existing excavations shall be backfilled, compacted and temporarily repaved before the 
beginning of the moratorium period. 

 
The Holiday Moratorium Map, showing the appropriate shutdown period, and corresponding 
areas in the City, is available at the Department of Public Works Permit Counter (window #6), 
175 N. Garfield Avenue, Pasadena, CA 91109, or at the following link: 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-
construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/. 

 
69. All costs associated with these conditions shall be the applicant’s responsibility. Unless 

otherwise noted in this memo, all costs are based on the General Fee Schedule that is in 
effect at the time these conditions are met.  A processing fee will be charged against all 
deposits. 

 
In addition to the above conditions, the requirements of the following ordinances may apply to the 
proposed project: 
 

a) Sewer Facility Charge - Chapter 4.53 of the PMC  
The ordinance provides for the sewer facility charge to ensure that new development 
within the city limits pays its estimated cost for capacity upgrades to the city sewer system, 
and to ensure financial solvency as the city implements the operational and maintenance 

https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/forms-and-applications/
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practices set forth in the city's master sewer plan generated by additional demand on the 
system.  Based on sewer deficiencies identified in the City’s Master Sewer Plan, the 
applicant may be subject to a Sewer Facility Charge to the City for the project’s fair share 
of the deficiencies.  The Sewer Facility Charge is based on the Taxes, Fees and Charges 
Schedule and will be calculated and collected at the time of Building Permit Issuance. 

 
b) Sidewalk Ordinance - Chapter 12.04 of the Pasadena Municipal Code (PMC)  

In accordance with Section 12.04.035, entitled “Abandoned Driveways” of the PMC, the 
applicant shall close any unused drive approach with standard concrete curb, gutter and 
sidewalk.  In addition, the applicant shall repair any existing or newly damaged curb, gutter 
and sidewalk along the subject frontage prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy 
in accordance with Section 12.04.031, entitled “Inspection required for Permit Clearance” 
of the PMC. 

 
c) City Trees and Tree Protection Ordinance - Chapter 8.52 of the PMC  

The ordinance provides for the protection of specific types of trees on private property as 
well as all trees on public property.  No street trees in the public right-of-way shall be 
removed without the approval of the Urban Forestry Advisory Committee. 

d) Stormwater Management and Discharge Control Ordinance – Chapter 8.70 of the PMC 
This project is subject to the requirements of the City's Storm Water and Urban Runoff 
Control Regulation Ordinance which implements the requirements of the Regional Water 
Quality Control Board's Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP).  Prior to 
the issuance of any demolition, grading or construction permits for this project, the 
developer shall submit a detailed plan indicating the method of SUSMP compliance.  
Information on the SUSMP requirements can be obtained from the Permit Center’s 
webpage at: https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/permit-center/apply-for-permit/. 
 
The resolution of the City Council of the City of Pasadena approving the amended 
stormwater and urban runoff pollution control regulations and repealing resolution No. 
8151, can be found at the following link: 
http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/councilagendas/2015%20Agendas/Aug_17_15/AR%2019
%20RESOLUTION%20APPROVING%20AMENDED%20STORMWATER%20&%20UR
BAN%20RUNOFF%20POLLUTION.pdf 
 

e) Residential Impact Fee Ordinance - Chapter 4.17 of the PMC  
The ordinance was established to provide funds to mitigate the impact of new residential 
development on City parks and park and recreational facilities.  A copy of the Residential 
Impact Fee Information Packet is available at the city webpage at: 
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-
construction/engineering/information-and-reports/ 
The Residential Impact Fee is based on the current Taxes, Fees and Charges 
Schedule(https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/finance/fees-tax-schedules/) and will be 
calculated and collected at the time of Building Permit Issuance. 
 
The building plans shall include, preferably on the title sheet, a summary of all living units 
to capture the number of different units; number of bedrooms in each unit; and types of 
units (Regular, Workforce housing, Skilled nursing unit, Student housing, Residential care 
facility for the elderly, Affordable Housing).  The definitions on the different types of units 
are available in the abovementioned Residential Impact Fee Information Packet as well 
as in the Pasadena Municipal Code. 
 

https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/planning/permit-center/apply-for-permit/
http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/councilagendas/2015%20Agendas/Aug_17_15/AR%2019%20RESOLUTION%20APPROVING%20AMENDED%20STORMWATER%20&%20URBAN%20RUNOFF%20POLLUTION.pdf
http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/councilagendas/2015%20Agendas/Aug_17_15/AR%2019%20RESOLUTION%20APPROVING%20AMENDED%20STORMWATER%20&%20URBAN%20RUNOFF%20POLLUTION.pdf
http://ww2.cityofpasadena.net/councilagendas/2015%20Agendas/Aug_17_15/AR%2019%20RESOLUTION%20APPROVING%20AMENDED%20STORMWATER%20&%20URBAN%20RUNOFF%20POLLUTION.pdf
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/information-and-reports/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/engineering-and-construction/engineering/information-and-reports/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/finance/fees-tax-schedules/
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The estimated Residential Impact Fee based on the current tax schedule and the 
submitted information in the application, dated December 1, 2017, for this project is: 
$662,423.25.  This amount is a rough estimate and for informational purposes only.  The 
exact amount will be calculated at the time of Building Permit issuance. 
 

f) Construction and Demolition Waste Ordinance, Chapter 8.62 of the PMC  
The applicant shall submit the following plan and form which can be obtained from the 
Permit Center’s webpage at: https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/street-
maintenance-waste-management/recycling-resources/construction-and-demolition-
debris-recyclers/ and the Recycling Coordinator, (626) 744-7175, for approval prior to the 
request for a permit: 
 
a. C & D Recycling & Waste Assessment Plan – Submit plan prior to issuance of the 

permit.  A list of Construction and Demolition Recyclers is included on the waste 
management application plan form and it can also be obtained from the Recycling 
Coordinator. 

 
b. Summary Report with documentation must be submitted prior to final inspection. 
A security performance deposit of three percent of the total valuation of the project or 
$30,000, whichever is less, is due prior to permit issuance.  For Demolition Only projects, 
the security deposit is $1 per square foot or $30,000, whichever is less. This deposit is 
fully refundable upon compliance with Chapter 8.62 of the PMC.  A non-refundable 
Administrative Review fee is also due prior to permit issuance and the amount is based 
upon the type of project. 

 
Water & Power Division 
 
70. The applicant shall coordinate exact placement of transformer vault with PWP – Electric 

Service Planning. 
  

71. Any change in water service will be installed at a total cost to the customer.  
 

72. Water lines are not permitted to cross lot lines to serve adjoining lots without a utility easement; 
the Pasadena Water Division shall approve all proposed easements.  

 
73. The Water Division will install the service tap, lateral, water meter and designate the 

distribution main and service tap.  
 

74. All services not in use must be abandoned at the distribution main at the applicable rate.  
 

75. Pursuant to the PWP Water Regulation Section XI ‘A water service and meter may be 
evaluated for its continuing integrity. Should PWP find a service, meter, vault or other 
appurtenance to be substandard and no longer suitable for continued use, replacement and/or 
construction of new facilities may be required. PWP may require that a portion or all of the 
costs of such replacement and/or construction be paid or contracted for by the Applicant or 
Customer prior to construction.’ The property owner is responsible for the replacement cost. 
All service pipes shall be of suitable capacity as determined by applicable plumbing and fire 
codes. The minimum sized service installed by PWP is 1-inch.  

 
Cross Connection Requirements for Domestic Services:  
 

https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/street-maintenance-waste-management/recycling-resources/construction-and-demolition-debris-recyclers/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/street-maintenance-waste-management/recycling-resources/construction-and-demolition-debris-recyclers/
https://ww5.cityofpasadena.net/public-works/street-maintenance-waste-management/recycling-resources/construction-and-demolition-debris-recyclers/
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76. All city cross-connection prevention policies must be adhered to. The developer is required to 
provide back-flow protection at all connections whereby the plan arrangement or configuration 
could potentially contaminate the domestic water system.  
 

77. There shall be no taps between the meter and the backflow assembly.  
 

78. The owner/developer shall provide and install an approved double check valve backflow 
prevention assembly at each water service if more than one water service serves property. 
The location of the back-flow prevention assembly shall be above ground within 20-feet of the 
property line.  

 
79. The property owner is responsible for the back-flow prevention assembly. The assembly will 

be registered and require an annual test certification. All manufacturer warranties shall be 
transferred upon installation and certification to the property owner.  

 
80. The owner/developer is responsible for certifying and testing the assembly after installation 

by a person that possesses a current and valid license, and must be certified by the County 
of Los Angeles Department of Health Services.  

 
81. The owner/developer shall submit the results of the test to the Water Utility Service Section 

for approval. Upon approval, the City will maintain domestic water to the property and will 
automatically register the assembly.  

 
82. All water services shall be protected from cross connections by means of approved backflow 

prevention techniques and assemblies.  
 

83. An administrative fee of $194.00 will be charged for each backflow prevention assembly 
installed.  

 
Cross Connection Requirements for Fire Service:  
 
84. The fire service requires a detector meter and back-flow prevention assembly.  

 
85. The assembly shall be located in a readily accessible location for meter reading, test and 

maintenance.  
 

86. All fire sprinkler systems require installation of an approved double check valve backflow 
prevention assembly at the sprinkler lateral off the domestic system.  

 
87. Contract service other than PWP, providing the backflow prevention assembly shall contact 

the Water Utility Services Section to verify assembly approval or contact the University of 
Southern California foundation for Cross Connection Control and Hydraulic Research for an 
approve list of assemblies.  

 
88. All manufacturer warranties shall be transferred upon installation and certification to the 

property owner. The property owner shall assume ownership of the back-flow prevention 
assembly. The assembly will be registered and require an annual test certification.  

 
89. If PWP is to provide DCDA for fire service, PWP will install Wilkins, model 450 DA.  

 
90. Choose from one of the below listed options and incorporate into the fire sprinkler plans.  
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a. Option 1: Detector meter located on double check detector check assembly (DCDA) 

outside the structure on private property.  
g) The Water Division will install the service tap, lateral, DCDA (optional Wilkins, models 

350 DA or 450 DA) and designate the distribution main and service tap. 
h) The location of the back-flow prevention assembly shall be a minimum of 12- inches 

above grade within 10-feet of the property line, on private property. Reference Water 
Division Plan Check for certification and registration.  

 
b. Option 2: Detector meter located in a vault within the public right of way with a double 

check valve backflow prevention assembly (DCA) provided and installed inside or 
outside the building by the owner/developer.  

 The Water Division will install the service tap, lateral, detector water meter and 
designate the distribution main and service tap. 

 The location of the back-flow prevention assembly shall be a minimum of 12- inches 
above grade within 20-feet of the property line on private property. Reference Water 
Division Plan Check for certification and registration.  
 

91. All Other Cross Connection Requirements: The owner/developer is also responsible for 
additional cross connection requirements for irrigation system, swimming pool and/or spa, 
boiler / chilled water / cooling tower (using chemical additives), domestic water line at makeup 
to carbonation system, sewage ejector, decorative water fountain, and makeup water to 
reverse osmosis filtration equipment. 

 
92. Fire Flow and Fire Hydrants: The Pasadena Fire Department (PFD) has jurisdiction and 

establishes the requirements for fire protection within the City of Pasadena. PFD must be 
consulted in this regard. Any cost incidental to providing adequate fire protection for the 
project must be paid for by the owner/developer.  
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ATTACHMENT "A" TO APPEAL OF HEARING OFFICER DECISION 
AHCP #11879 

127 AND 141 N. MADISON AVENUE 

The following errors or omissions by City Staff and/or the Hearing Officer and/or 
Project Consultant Environmental Science Associates (ESA) are the reasons for this 
Appeal: 

1. CEQA Determination is Incorrect. The City Staff and/or the Hearing Officer and/or 
Consultant ESA erred in determining that the proposed Project is categorically exempt 
from environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The 
City Staff and/or the Hearing Officer and/or Consultant ESA also erred in failing to 
require an Initial Study under CEQA and full CEQA-level environmental review, 
particularly since the Project encompasses foreseeable and potentially significant 
environmental impacts under CEQA. 

City Staff asserts that the Project has been determined to be exempt from 
environmental review pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Public Resources Code Sec. 
21080(b)(9), Administrative Code, Title 14, Chapter 3, Sec.15332, Class 32, In-Fill 
Development Projects. In fact, this determination is in error because several Exceptions 
apply pursuant to the CEQA Guidelines which make the claimed Categorical Exemption 
inapplicable. Further, the proposed Project does not qualify in the first instance as an 
In-Fill Project; and Consultant ESA erred in failing to adequately analyze Noise and 
Vibration potentially significant impacts on the Ford Place Historic District. 

(a) Historical Resources. CEQA Guideline 15300.2, Exceptions (to 
Categorical Exemptions) provides in Subsection (f): A categorical exemption shall not 
be used for a project which may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance 
of a historical resource. 

Here, the proposed Project is immediately adjacent to, between, 
and, in immediate proximity to, two National Register Historic Districts: the Ford Place 
Historic District (NR #10000496) and the Pasadena Playhouse Historic District (NR 
#94000462). 

Ford Place Historic District. The Ford Place Historic District 
(currently within the Fuller Theological Seminary campus), is located immediately 
adjacent to the Proposed Project site, sharing a rear property line, approximately 56 feet 
west. As discussed on Pages 30-31 of the ESA Cultural Resources Assessment: the 
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Ford Place Historic District consists of a residential subdivision created in 1902 
envisioned as a "showplace" upscale residential neighborhood; the District's ten 
buildings and one grouping of landscape features are contributors to the Ford Place 
Historic District; the Ford Place Historic District is significant architecturally for its 
distinctive examples of intact period (1902-1916) architectural styles; and, as also 
stated in the Ford Place District Nomination, the setting and historic landscape features 
contribute to the original planned residential community, including large set-backs, deep 
lots, and a wide street flanked with trees to create a park-like setting with unobstructed 
views of the San Gabriel Mountains. 

The ESA Cultural Resources Assessment is in error in that 
the Assessment fails to call out and take account of the fact that the Ford Place Historic 
District is not "urban" in character, but, in fact, retains substantially all of its original 
residential character and its original landscaped park-like setting and character. The 
District's low-rise original residential buildings currently are mainly adaptively reused as 
a college campus in the existing park-like, contemplative, landscaped setting. 

The Ford Place Historic District, immediately adjacent to the 
Proposed Project, also includes within the District a cultural resource separately and 
independently listed on the National Register (NR #01000329) that is not part of the 
Fuller campus: the Edmund Blinn House, currently the home of the Women's City Club. 
The Craftsman style Blinn House, located at 160 North Oakland Avenue, was designed 
by renown Chicago-based Arts and Crafts Architect George Washington Maher, and is 
one of only two examples of his architectural work west of the Mississippi. The original 
building includes a number of distinctive historic fabric and interior features, including 
fragile and irreplaceable stained glass windows and the glass-tiled fireplace surround, 
all designed and produced by Master Glazier Gianinni, regarded as on a par with 
Tiffany. In addition to fragile historic fabric and interior features, the building foundation 
is fragile, and the Northwest corner of the foundation is sinking. Other contributing 
structures in the Ford Place Historic District may have similar condition and historic 
fabric issues. 

Pasadena Playhouse Historic District. The Pasadena Playhouse 
Historic District is located adjacent to the east of the Project site. At this point, the 
boundary of the Pasadena Playhouse District runs down the middle of North Madison. 
The District consists of 32 contributors, including 30 buildings. The Pasadena 
Playhouse Historic District developed throughout the 1920's as a major business district 
including the expansion of urban activities, and the District also plays a nationally 
significant role in the performing arts field. The Scottish Rite Cathedral, a contributor to 
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the District that has been determined to be individually eligible for listing on the National 
Register, is located across the street from the Project site. 

127 - 141 N. Madison. Here, the three-story Mid-Century Modern 
office building on the Project site (the Madison Professional Building), which is slated for 
demolition as part of the Project, in fact, is identified on Page 55 of the ESA Cultural 
Resources Assessment as an Historical Resource under CEQA. The ESA Cultural 
Resources Assessment then concludes that the Madison Professional Building is not 
eligible for any sort of historic listing, which conclusion is incomplete and in error. In 
fact, the building may be eligible for historic listing on the National Register and/or the 
State Register and/or locally. 

(b) Significant Effect Due to Unusual Circumstances. CEQA Guideline 
15300.2, Exceptions (to Categorical Exemptions) provides in Subsection (c): A 
categorical exemption shall not be used for an activity where there is a reasonable 
possibility that the activity will have a significant effect on the environment due to 
unusual circumstances. 

The California Supreme Court ruled in Berkeley Hillside 
Preservation v. City of Berkeley, 60 C4th 1086 (2015), that an agency must determine 
whether there are "unusual circumstances" based on a substantial evidence standard of 
review, and then determine whether there is a reasonable probability that those 
circumstances will cause a significant environmental impact. As to the proposed 
Project, there is substantial evidence that the proposed Project involves "unusual 
circumstances", and, further, there is a reasonable probability that these circumstances 
will cause, or have caused, a significant environmental impact requiring environmental 
review. 

Such "unusual circumstances" here include, but are not necessarily 
limited to, the following matters. First, the proposed Project site is a portion of a thin 
strip of land located between, and immediately adjacent to, two National Register 
Historic Districts: the Ford Place Historic District and the Playhouse Historic District. 
Two National Register Districts abutting a development site on several sides is a highly 
unusual circumstance. Second, the Ford Historic District use is not urban in character. 
Third, there is a Historical Resource on the Project site identified by ESA in its Cultural 
Resources Assessment, slated for demolition in connection with the proposed Project; 
sited immediately between the two National Register Districts, which may be eligible for 
historic listing on the National Register and/or the State Register and/or locally. An 
identified Historical Resource caught in such a vise between two National Register 
Historic Districts is a highly unusual circumstance. 
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Here, it is clear that there is a reasonable probability, as discussed 
herein, that these unusual circumstances will cause, or have caused, significant 
environmental impacts requiring environmental review, including, but not limited to, 
significant environmental impacts with respect to Historical Resources. Therefore, the 
claimed In-Fill Exemption is not applicable. 

(c) Project Site is not Substantially Surrounded by Urban Uses. 
Subsection (b) of the applicable CEQA In-Fill Development Projects Guideline requires 
that the proposed project is "substantially surrounded by urban uses". The proposed 
Project is not substantially surrounded by urban uses in that the immediately adjacent 
Ford Place Historic District is not urban in current use and character. the Ford Place 
Historic District retains substantially all of its original residential character and its original 
landscaped park-like setting and character. Therefore, the proposed Project is not an 
In-Fill Project, and the claimed In-Fill Exemption is not applicable. 

(d) Project is Inconsistent with Pasadena's General Plan and/or 
Pasadena's Central District Specific Plan. CEQA Guideline 15332, In-Fill Development 
Projects, provides in Subsection (a) that a project must be "consistent with . .. all 
applicable general plan policies as well as with applicable zoning designation and 
regulations. City Staff and/or the Hearing Officer and/or the ESA Consultant erred in 
determining that the proposed Project is consistent with Pasadena's General Plan 
and/or Pasadena's Central District Specific Plan. The proposed Project site is located 
within the boundaries of Pasadena's Central District Specific Plan. 

General Plan Land Use Element: Inconsistencies. The Project is 
inconsistent with a significant number of Land use Element Goals and Policies, 
including, but not limited to, the following: Policy 1.7 (coordination of capital 
infrastructure, land use and economic development); Goal 3 (distribution of land uses 
characterized by compatibility); Policy 3.1 (avoid concentration of uses and in any 
neighborhood or district where their intensities, operations, and/or traffic could adversely 
impact the character, safety, health, and quality of life); Policy 4.11 (require that 
development demonstrates a contextual relationship with neighboring structures and 
sites addressing such elements as building scale, massing, orientation, setbacks, 
buffering, visibility, privacy, automobile and truck access, impacts of noise and lighting, 
infrastructure, and aesthetics); Policy 4.12 (require scale and massing of new 
development in higher-density centers and corridors provide appropriate transitions in 
building height and bulk and are sensitive to the physical and visual character of 
adjoining lower-density neighborhoods; Policy 6.2; Goal 8 (preservation and 
enhancement of Pasadena's cultural and historic buildings); and, Policy 8.1 (identify and 
protect historic resources that represent significant examples of the City's history). 
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City of Pasadena Central District Specific Plan: Inconsistencies. As 
stated by ESA in its Cultural Resources Assessment, the Central District Specific Plan 
encourages protection of area's architectural heritage, and recommends new 
development be designed in harmony with existing significant buildings. The proposed 
Project is inconsistent with a significant number of City of Pasadena Central District 
Specific Plan Objectives, Goals and Design Concepts, including, but not limited to, the 
following: Objective 6 (Preserve District Character: New development will respond to 
the area's architectural heritage); Objective 7 (Preserve Historic & Cultural Resources: 
adaptive reuse and infill development that respect existing resources will be 

encouraged); District-Wide Design Concept (Side and Rear Setbacks: additional 
setbacks and stepbacks are encouraged to protect the character of an architecturally 
significant building or landscape); Guideline SP 1.5 (Encourage Integrated Site Planning 
-- buffer adjacent sensitive land uses from undesirable impacts); Guideline BO 1 
(Respect Surrounding Character -- Integrate new development with its surroundings; 
Establish harmonious transitions ; Compatible design should respect the scale, massing 
and materials of adjacent buildings and landscape); and, Guideline BO 2 (Mitigate 
Massing and Bulk -- Building volumes should maintain compatible scale; Use 

articulated sub-volumes as a transition to adjacent historic structures that are smaller in 
scale; Emphasize the horizontal dimension to make tall buildings appear less 
overwhelming). 

(e) ESA Noise and Vibration Analysis Erred in Failing to Consider 
Vibration and Noise Impacts on the Ford Place Historic District, Particularly the Blinn 
House. The ESA Noise and Vibration analysis fails completely to consider, analyze and 
mitigate potential significant vibration and noise impacts, including on a cumulative 
basis, of the proposed project during construction and on an ongoing operational basis, 
on the sensitive historical resources in the Ford Place Historic District. Of particular 
concern is the fragile Blinn House property, listed separately on the National Register 
and discussed in detail elsewhere herein. The ESA Noise and Vibration Analysis 
clearly is in error and incomplete. 

The proposed Project will cause substantial adverse changes in the 
significance of these Historical Resources for the following reasons: the mass, 
height and location on site of the proposed Project will cause the Project to loom 
over, dominate and overwhelm these resources with such impacts as to alter 
their historic setting and cultural landscape, historic character, and historic 
context, including, but not limited to, impacting sightlines and light and 
shade/shadow impacts. The ESA Cultural Resource Assessment is grossly in 
error in failing to identify and analyze historic setting, character and context, 
particularly with reference to the location of the proposed Project so narrowly 
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between two Historic Districts, one of which is not urban in character and which 
is composed of adaptively reused historic assets which remain residential in 
character. These substantial adverse changes in significance of Historical 
Resources must be studied and analyzed, and mitigated, pursuant to CEQA. 
Therefore, the claimed In-Fill Exemption is not applicable. 

2. KMA Financial Analysis is in Incorrect. The Kaiser Marston Associates (KMA) 
Financial Analysis is in error, inaccurate and incomplete. 

As required by California Government Code Sec. 65915(d)(A), Pasadena is 
required to determine if there is sufficient financial evidence to reject the Height and 
FAR Concessions requested under the Affordable Housing Concession Permit 
application. KMA considered the two development scenarios described in the Staff 
Report, and concluded that the value created by the proposed density bonus and the 
two identified concessions requested is estimated to exceed to exceed the net cost 
associated with providing four very low income units by $314,000, representing 
approximately 1.2 percent of the proposed Project's estimated construction costs. KMA 
then opines that this difference in magnitude can be considered insignificant , and, 
therefore, there is insufficient evidence for the City to reject the height and FAR 
concessions requests. 

The KMA Financial analysis includes, but is not limited to, the following described 
errors .. There is an obvious mistake on Pages 2 and 6 of Attachment 1. The analyst 
accords the same percentage weight to the costs associated with the site area for 
residential for both scenarios. In fact, the correct percentage for the first scenario is 
97%, which reduces the total construction cost in this scenario to $474,000, or the same 
construction cost in the second scenario. Thus, the concession does not result in the 
identifiable and actual cost reduction required under the applicable Government Code 
section. More significantly, KMA has been inconsistent about including or excluding the 
"construction cost" of Pasadena's In Lieu fee in its analyses for the City of Pasadena. In 
this case, when measured consistently with other projects and excluding the 
"construction cost" of the In Lieu fee (since the applicant could meet the inclusionary 
housing provisions on site), the cost in Scenario 1 drops to about $450,000, much less 
than building the larger project. 

Also obvious is the misstatement on Page 1 O of the KMA Financial analysis that 
says "It is likely that the only way to physically accommodate this additional area 
(granted by the FAR concession, necessary to house the additional 35% bonus density 
on the site) is to grant the Height Concession being requested by the applicant. this is a 
blanket statement made by an econometrician unfamiliar with land use planning, and is 
categorically false. The City makes no effort to validate this claim. FARs of 2.25 are 
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often achieved in Pasadena by adhering to a 50 foot height limit. And, in any event, the 
City already enables a developer to seek a higher level on a height averaging basis, 
limited to 30% of the footprint. 

The biggest inadequacy of the KMA Financial Analysis is the use of bad and 
incorrect sales "comp" data. The numbers simply do not add up to KMA;s findings. 
Last, the assertion that the $314,000 difference in magnitude is in error, and is not 
insignificant. 

The KMA Financial Analysis, in fact, is in error, inaccurate and incomplete, 
and, therefore, there is sufficient evidence pursuant to applicable law for 
Pasadena to reject the Height and Concessions requests made by the applicant, 
and deny the requested Affordable Housing Concession Permit. 

3. Additional Bases for Appeal. 

(a) Significant Tree Impacts. As designed, the proposed Project's subterranean 
garage will severely damage or kill a minimum of 16 offsite, mature trees on adjacent 
properties, including, but not limited to, significant trees located within the Ford Place 
Historic District. The proposed subterranean garage goes all the way to the property 
lines on three sides of the proposed Project site. As stated in the Arborist's Report on 
Page 1 of the February 2, 2018, letter, four of these neighboring trees are protected. 
CEQA Mitigation measures are required to protect these offsite adjacent trees. 

(b) Required Findings Cannot Be Made. The City Staff and/or the Hearing 
Officer erred in determining that required Findings 1, 2 and 3, inclusive, can be made. 
Findings 1, 2 and 3 cannot be made. 

(c) Significant Errors and Omissions. The decision of the Hearing Officer is 
invalid in that the record includes numerous and significant errors, omissions, 
inaccuracies, contradictions and inconsistencies in the description and analyses of the 
proposed Project, and, in applying and executing proper administrative procedures to 
the proposed Project. 

(d). Failures to Consider Evidence. The Hearing Officer's decision ignored and 
failed to consider significant, substantial and relevant evidence submitted concerning 
the proposed Project. 

(e) Decision Not Supported by Substantial Evidence. The Hearing Officer's 
decision is not supported by substantial evidence. 
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(f) Decision is Arbitrary and Capricious. The Hearing Officer's decision is 
arbitrary and capricious and is in error, and, constitutes a breach of both administrative 
discretion and quasi-judicial procedure and process. 
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DATE:  March 29, 2019 
 
TO:  Board of Zoning Appeals 
 
FROM: Jason Van Patten, Planner  
 
RE:  Affordable Housing Concession Permit #11879 (127 & 141 N. Madison Avenue): 

Financial Analysis  
 

 
Attached to this memorandum is the revised financial analysis prepared for the project by 
Keyser Marston Associates (KMA). The report, dated March 25, 2019, replaces the original 
financial analysis dated November 20, 2018, which was previously provided to the Board of 
Zoning Appeals as part of the application packet. Numerical totals and conclusions in the report 
remain unchanged.  
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MEMORANDUM 
 

To: Talyn Mirzakhanian, Senior Planner 

City of Pasadena 

  From: Kathleen Head 

  Date: March 25, 2019 

  Subject: 127-141 Madison Avenue Density Bonus Analysis 

 

At your request, Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. (KMA) evaluated the development 
application submitted by Balian Investments, LLC (Applicant) for the 32,000 square foot 
property located at 127-141 North Madison Avenue (Site).  The application was 
submitted under the auspices of the City of Pasadena (City) Density Bonus Ordinance.  
This Ordinance was enacted to comply with the requirements imposed by California 
Government Code Sections 65915 – 65918 (Section 65915). 

BACKGROUND STATEMENT 

Density Bonus and Concessions 

The basic density bonus and concession requirements imposed by Section 65915 are: 

1. Section 65915 (b) (1) defines the threshold requirements that must be imposed 
on a project in order for it to qualify for the density bonus benefits. 

2. Section 65915 (b) (2) requires Applicants to base the requested density bonus on 
one of four options, and those options cannot be combined to increase the 
density bonus percentage. 
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3. Section 65915 (f) provides a sliding scale increase in a project’s allowable density 
based on the percentage of income-restricted units proposed to be included in 
the development. 

4. Section 65915 (d) (2) identifies the number of incentives or concessions required 
to be provided based on the percentage of income-restricted units to be 
included in the development. 

Applicant Proposal 

The Site is currently improved with a three-story office building containing 27,579 
square feet of building area.  The office building is served by a surface parking lot.  The 
Site will be cleared to allow the “Proposed Project” to be developed. 

The Site is located in the Walnut Housing subdistrict (Ford Place/Fuller Seminary 
Precinct) of the Central District Specific Plan area (CD-3).  The Specific Plan development 
parameters are currently more stringent than the standards imposed by the Site’s 
General Plan “Medium Mixed Use” Land Use Designation.  The City is in the process of 
eliminating conflicts between the Specific Plan and the General Plan.  Until that work is 
completed, the Zoning Code and Specific Plan standards will be applied. 

The Specific Plan sets the maximum density for the Site at 48 units per acre.  This allows 
for the development of up to 36 residential units on the Site.1  In addition, ground floor 
commercial uses are allowed to be developed on the Site. 

The Applicant is requesting the following: 

1. A 35% increase over the density limit imposed by the Specific Plan that guides 
the development of the Site; and 

2. The following two incentives or concessions: 

a. A “Height Concession” that increases the maximum building height to 62 
feet.  Under the Specific Plan standards the maximum building height is 
50 feet (and up to 65 feet using height averaging).  Pasadena Municipal 

                                                      
1 The allowable density is actually 35.3 units per acre.  However, Section 65915 (q) requires each 
component of any density calculation, including base density and bonus density, resulting in fractional 
units to be separately rounded up to the next whole number. 
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Code Section 17.30.040 only allows height averaging if less than 30% of 
the building’s footprint exceeds 50 feet.  The 62 foot maximum height 
included in the Proposed Project covers more than 30% of the building’s 
footprint, and therefore height averaging cannot be applied. 

b. An increase in the maximum allowable floor area ratio (FAR) from 1.5:1 
to 2.25:1 (FAR Concession). 

To obtain the requested density bonus and concessions, the Applicant is proposing to 
set aside four units for very-low income households.  This represents 11% of the units 
allowed by the Site’s base zoning.  As defined in Section 65915 (f) (2), this allocation of 
very-low income units allows the Applicant to receive a 35% density bonus.  In 
accordance with Section 65915 (d) (2) (B), the Applicant also qualifies to receive two 
incentives or concessions. 

The Proposed Project includes the following mix of uses: 

1. 45 market rate condominiums; 

2. Four very-low income rental units; 

3. Ground floor office and miscellaneous space totaling 6,002 square feet of gross 
building area (GBA)2; and 

4. 101 parking spaces. 

Affordable Housing Units 

The market rate units in the Proposed Project will be sold as condominiums, and the 
income-restricted units will be rented to very-low income households.  Section 65915 (c) 
(1) requires the affordable rents to be set using the calculation methodology imposed by 
California Health and Safety Code (H&SC) Section 50053. 

  

                                                      
2 The net leasable office area totals 4,210 square feet. 
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The affordable rents derived from the H&SC Section 50053 methodology comport with 
rents applied in the City’s Inclusionary Housing Regulations.  Thus, the proposed 
income-restricted units fulfill both the density bonus and inclusionary housing 
requirements. 

Financial Analysis 

The combination of the density bonus and the incentives or concessions are intended to 
result in identifiable and actual cost reductions to provide for affordable housing costs 
(Section 65915 (k) (1 – 3).  Section 65915 (d) (1) allows the Applicant to submit a 
proposal to the City for specific incentives or concessions.  The City is required to grant 
the Applicant’s request for a specific concession or incentive unless the City makes a 
written finding, based on substantial evidence, of any of the following: 

A. The concession or incentive does not result in identifiable and actual cost 
reductions to provide for affordable housing costs (Section 65915 (d) (1) (A)). 

B. The concession or incentive would have a specific adverse impact, as defined in 
paragraph (2) of subdivision (d) of Section 65589.5, upon public health and 
safety or the physical environment or on any real property that is listed in the 
California Register of Historical Resources and for which there is no feasible 
method to satisfactorily mitigate or avoid the specific adverse impact without 
rendering the development unaffordable to low- and moderate-income 
households. 

C. The concession or incentive would be contrary to state or federal law. 

The purpose of the KMA analysis is to analyze the Proposed Project’s financial 
characteristics to determine if the specific concessions being requested by the 
Applicant, in addition to the density bonus, are required to fulfill the Section 65915 (d) 
(1) (A) criteria.  To that end, the KMA prepared financial analyses of the following 
development scenarios: 
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1. The Base Case scenarios include 36 market rate condominium units, office space 
totaling 6,002 square feet of GBA, and 77 parking spaces:3 

a. The first alternative excludes the impact created by the City’s 
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance.4 

b. The second alternative includes the inclusionary housing in-lieu fee that 
would be imposed on a market rate residential project that was not 
applying for a Section 65915 density bonus. 

2. The Proposed Project includes 49 residential units, office space totaling 6,002 
square feet of GBA, and 101 parking spaces.  The analysis of the Proposed 
Project includes both the requested Height and FAR Concessions. 

KMA undertook the following analyses to determine whether there is sufficient support 
to reject the specific concessions being requested by the Applicant under the financial 
evidence requirements imposed by Section 65915 (d) (1) (A): 

1. Development costs estimates were prepared for the Base Case and the Proposed 
Project.  The estimated costs were compared to determine if costs savings were 
achieved by the Proposed Project when measured per square foot of GBA and 
per unit being developed. 

2. The financial benefits created by the density bonus and the requested 
concessions were compared to the net cost associated with providing four very-
low income units on site within the development. 

For reference purposes, KMA also identified the financial impact on the Base Case if the 
City’s inclusionary housing in-lieu fee is paid rather than producing affordable units.  
This analysis provides an understanding of why a developer would choose to couple the 
City’s inclusionary housing requirements with the Section 65915 density bonus benefits 
rather than choosing to pay the inclusionary housing in-lieu fee. 

                                                      
3 The Applicant’s Base Case scenario included 75 parking spaces, which is two fewer spaces than required 
by the Parking Code.  The KMA analysis applied the Parking Code standard of 77 spaces. 
4 The court’s decision in Latinos Unidos del Valle de Napa y Solano v. County of Napa (July 11, 2013), 
requires jurisdictions to count all the affordable units in a project towards the Section 65915 density 
bonus and concession standards even if the jurisdiction imposes inclusionary housing requirements. 
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ANALYSIS ORGANIZATION 

The assumptions and conclusions of the KMA financial analysis are presented in 
Appendices that follow this memorandum.  These Appendices are organized as follows: 

Appendix A: Base Case: Excludes Inclusionary Housing Ordinance 
Requirements 

Appendix B: Base Case: Includes Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fee 
Payment 

Appendix C: Proposed Project 

Appendix D: Affordability Gap Analysis 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Density Bonus Analysis 

The following factors must be considered by the City in evaluating the density bonus 
and concessions being requested by the Applicant: 

1. The Applicant is entitled to receive two incentives or concessions that result in 
identifiable and actual cost reductions to provide for affordable housing costs 
(Section 65915 (k) (1-3)); and 

2. If the City wishes to deny the requested concessions, the City must be able to 
demonstrate that the 35% density bonus allowed by Section 65915 (f) (2) can be 
achieved if the requested concessions are not provided (Section 65915 (e) (1)). 

3. The key characteristics of the four scenarios are described in Table 1 and the 
results of the KMA financial analysis are summarized in Table 2.  These tables are 
presented on the following pages. 

  



TABLE 1

DEVELOPMENT ALTERNATIVES
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

BASE CASE PROPOSED PROJECT

36 MARKET RATE UNITS & 
6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL 

AREA

45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 
VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL 

UNITS & 6,002 GROSS  SF 
COMMERCIAL AREA

I. Unit Mix
One-Bdrm Units 11 15
Two-Bdrm Units 21 28
Three-Bdrm Units 4 6

Total Units 36 49
Density (Units/Acre) 49 67

II. Gross Building Area
Gross Residential Area 41,830 65,998
Gross Commercial Area 6,002 6,002

Total Gross Building Area 47,832 72,000

III. Net Building Area
Net Saleable Residential Area 39,447 63,112
Net Leasable Commercial Area 4,210 4,210

Total Net Building Area 43,657 67,322

IV. Number of Parking Spaces
Surface 20 20
1st Level Subterranean 57 81

Total Number of Parking Spaces 77 101

V. Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 1.49 2.25

Prepared by:  Keyser Marston Associates
File name:  127_141 N. Madison DB 3 25 19; Scope



TABLE 2

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

BASE CASE PROPOSED PROJECT

36 MARKET RATE UNITS & 
6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL 

AREA

45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 
VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL 

UNITS & 6,002 GROSS  SF 

I. Total Development Costs $25,814,000 1 $31,836,000 2

Per Square Foot of GBA $540 $442
Per Unit $717,100 $649,700

II. Net Revenue $29,214,000 3 $36,057,000 4

III. Net Cost to Provide 4 Very-Low Income Units $2,615,000 5

IV. Net Surplus/(Cost) of the Density Bonus & Two Concessions
Proposed Residential Component $314,000 6

Commercial Component: Difference Between Base Case and Proposed Project 0 7

Net Surplus/(Cost) of the Density Bonus & Two Concessions $314,000

V. Value of the Density Bonus and Two Concessions $2,929,000 8

BASE CASE

INCLUDES INCLUSIONARY 
HOUSING IN-LIEU FEE

9

I. Total Development Costs $24,086,000 10

Per Square Foot of GBA $504

II. Total Funds Available for Development Costs $23,077,000 11

III. Estimated Financial Gap ($1,009,000) 11

1 See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1 and ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1.
2 See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1 and ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1.
3 See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2 and ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2.
4 See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2 and ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2.
5 See ATTACHMENT IV - TABLE 1.
6 See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 3.
7 See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 3 and ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 3.
8

9 Excludes the Office component because it is held constant between the two scenarios.
10 See ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 2.
11 See ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 3.

Equal to the Difference between the Net Cost to Provide 4 Very-Low Income Units and the Net Surplus/(Cost) of the Density Bonus 
& Two Concessions.

Prepared by:  Keyser Marston Associates
File name:  127_141 N. Madison DB 3 25 19; Fin Sum
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Based on the results of the financial analysis, which are summarized in Table 2, KMA 
reached the following conclusions: 

1. The specific concessions being requested by the Applicant are anticipated to 
result in identifiable and actual cost reductions as required by Section 65915 (d) 
(1) (A): 

a. The estimated development costs for the Proposed Project are 18.1% 
lower than the Base Case when measured per square foot of GBA; and 

b. The estimated development costs for the Proposed Project are 9.4% 
lower than the Base Case when measured per unit being developed. 

2. The relationship between the net cost to provide four very-low income units and 
the benefits provided by the density bonus and the requested concessions can 
be described as follows: 

a. The net cost to provide four very-low income units is estimated at $2.62 
million. 

b. The benefits associated with the proposed 35% density bonus and the 
Height and FAR Concessions are estimated at $2.93 million. 

c. The benefits provided by the density bonus and requested concessions 
are estimated to exceed the net cost to provide four very-low income 
units by $314,000. 

The City is statutorily required to grant the Applicant’s request for a 35% density bonus 
and two incentives or concessions.  The fact that the financial benefits associated with 
the density bonus and concessions requested by the Applicant exceed the net cost to 
provide four very-low income units does not relieve the City of this obligation. 

The value created by the proposed density bonus and the two identified concessions is 
estimated to exceed the net cost associated with providing four very-low income units 
by $314,000.  This represents approximately 1.2% of the Proposed Project’s estimated 
construction costs.  A difference of this magnitude can be considered insignificant. 
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In addition to the financial evidence requirements imposed by Section 65915 (d) (1) (A), 
it is also the City’s obligation to prove that is physically possible to achieve the 
statutorily established 35% density bonus on the Site.  The factors to consider when 
evaluating the proposed Height and FAR Concessions are: 

1. KMA undertook a cursory review of the new construction projects in the area, 
and found that the units in the Proposed Project fall within range of the unit mix 
and unit sizes found in those projects.  Therefore, it is likely that the FAR 
Concession is necessary to physically accommodate a 35% density bonus on the 
Site. 

2. The Proposed Project has approximately 50% more GBA than the Base Case 
scenario.  It is likely that the only way to physically accommodate this additional 
area is to grant the Height Concession being requested by the Applicant. 

It is KMA’s opinion that there is not sufficient evidence to reject the Height and FAR 
Concessions requests under the financial evidence requirement parameters imposed by 
Section 65915 (d) (1) (A).  In addition, it appears that a project with a 35% density bonus 
cannot be physically accommodated on the Site without the use of the proposed Height 
and FAR Concessions.  As such it is the KMA conclusion that there is insufficient support 
for the City to reject the specific concessions being requested by the Applicant. 

Inclusionary Housing Analysis 

KMA prepared a financial analysis of a Specific Plan compliant market rate project that 
chooses to pay the City’s inclusionary housing in-lieu fee rather than providing the 
affordable units on site.  The following table compares the financial impact created by 
payment of the in-lieu fee versus the cost associated with providing four very-low 
income units: 

Financial Impact Created by Payment of the In-Lieu Fee 5 $1,009,000 

  Effective Surplus Created by Producing Four Very-Low Income Units $314,000 

  Difference $1,323,000 

 

                                                      
5 See Appendix B – Table 3. 
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As can be seen in the preceding table, it is approximately $1.32 million more costly to 
pay the inclusionary housing in-lieu fee than it would be to provide four very-low 
income units within the market rate project.  This conclusion is completely related to 
the financial benefits associated with the Section 65915 density bonus and the 
attendant concessions. 

DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS 

Section 65915 (d) (1) requires the City to make a written finding, based on substantial 
evidence, that the specific concessions being requested by the Applicant do not result in 
the identifiable and actual cost reductions necessary to provide for affordable housing 
costs.  To determine whether the specific concessions being requested by the Applicant 
are necessary to provide four very-low income units, KMA analyzed the following 
scenarios: 

Base Case:  

36 market rate condominiums, office 
space totaling 6,002 square feet of GBA 
and 77 parking spaces. 

Maximum development allowed under the 
Central District Specific Plan standards for 
the Site. 

  Proposed Project:  

45 market rate condominiums, four 
very-low income rental units, office 
space totaling 6,002 square feet of GBA, 
and 101 parking spaces. 

35% density bonus.  Both the Height and 
FAR Concessions are provided. 

 

KMA prepared pro forma analyses for the two identified scenarios.  The assumptions, 
analysis and conclusions derived from the KMA financial analyses are described in the 
following sections of this memorandum. 

Scope of Development 

The scopes of development for the two scenarios can be described as follows: 
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Base Case Scenario 

1. The Base Case Scenario consists of 36 market rate condominium units, which 
equates to a density of 49 units per acre.  The residential GBA totals 41,830 
square feet. 

2. The office component consists of 6,002 square feet of GBA, which translates to 
4,210 square feet of net leasable area. 

3. KMA included 77 parking spaces in the Base Case Scenario, which are allocated 
as follows: 

a. Surface parking:  20 spaces. 

b. First level subterranean parking:  57 spaces. 

4. The project complies with the Specific Plan standard that limits the height to 50 
feet, and 65 feet with height averaging. 

5. The FAR is estimated at 1.5:1. 

Proposed Project 

1. The Proposed Project includes 45 market rate condominium units and four very-
low income rental units.  This equates to a density of 67 units per acre.  The 
residential GBA is set at 65,998 square feet. 

2. The office component consists of 6,002 square feet of GBA, which translates to 
4,210 square feet of net leasable area. 

3. The Proposed Project includes 101 parking spaces.  The spaces are allocated as 
follows: 

a. Surface parking:  20 spaces. 

b. First level subterranean:  81 spaces. 

4. The maximum building height is set at 62 feet. 

5. The FAR is estimated at 2.25:1. 
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Financial Analysis Assumptions 

Development Cost Estimates 

Property Acquisition Costs 

KMA reviewed historical Los Angeles County Assessor’s data and found that the Site was 
last sold in January 2015.  The sales price was $6.5 million, or $203 per square foot of 
land area.  This matches the acquisition price that was included in the Applicant’s pro 
forma analysis. 

KMA allocated the acquisition costs between the residential and office components 
based on the relative size of each component.  The resulting allocation is 92% to the 
residential component and 8% to the office component.  The allocated acquisition costs 
are: 

1. Residential Component:  $5.96 million; and 

2. Office Component:  at $542,000. 

Direct Costs 

The direct cost estimates are based on the following assumptions: 

1. The costs associated with the required demolition work are estimated by the 
Applicant at $2.17 million.  KMA allocated 92% of these costs to the residential 
component and 8% of these costs to the office component. 

2. The on-sites / landscaping costs are estimated at $21 per square foot of land 
area.  KMA allocated 92% of these costs to the residential component and 8% of 
these costs to the office component. 

3. The parking cost estimates are: 

a. Surface parking costs are estimated at $5,000 per space. 

b. First level subterranean parking costs are estimated at $30,000 per space. 
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4. The Applicant has assumed that both the Base Case and the Proposed Project 
can be developed at Type V construction standards.  Based on this assumption, 
the direct building costs are estimated as follows: 

a. The residential and commercial building costs are estimated at $130 per 
square foot of GBA; and 

b. The tenant improvement allowance for the office space is set at $35 per 
square foot of net leasable area. 

5. A 20% allowance for contractor costs, profit and contingencies was added to the 
direct costs. 

Indirect Costs 

The indirect costs are estimated as follows: 

1. The architecture, engineering and consulting costs are estimated at 8% of direct 
costs. 

2. KMA reviewed the public permits and fees costs estimates provided by the 
Applicant.  Those estimates were used in the KMA analysis, except as noted 
below.  The estimates should be verified by the City staff: 

a. The costs for the residential component of the “Base Case: Excludes 
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance Requirements” scenario are estimated at 
$45.90 per square foot of GBA. 

b. The costs for the residential component of the “Base Case: Includes 
Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fee Payment” scenario are estimated at 
$45.90 per square foot of GBA Base Case plus the Subarea D in-lieu fee of 
$22.47 per square foot of net saleable area.6 

c. The costs for the residential component of the Proposed Project are 
estimated at $32 per square foot of GBA. 

                                                      
6 The in-lieu fee is based on the City’s fee schedule for ownership housing projects, located in Subarea D, 
that include between 10 and 49 units .  The in-lieu fee schedule is effective from July 1, 2018 through June 
30, 2019. 
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d. The costs for the ground floor office and miscellaneous space are 
estimated at $25 per square foot of gross building area. 

3. The taxes, insurance, legal and accounting costs are estimated at 3% of direct 
costs. 

4. The marketing and leasing costs are estimated as follows: 

a. The residential marketing costs are estimated at $5,000 per unit; and 

b. The office leasing costs are estimated at $5.00 per square foot of net 
leasable area. 

5. The Developer Fee is set at the following amounts: 

a. The residential Developer Fee is based on 3% of the gross residential 
sales revenue generated by the Base Case.  This equates to $22,139 per 
unit. 

b. The Developer Fee for the office component is set at 3% of direct costs. 

6. An indirect cost contingency allowance equal to 5% of other indirect costs is 
provided. 

Financing Costs 

The financing costs are estimated as follows: 

1. The interest costs incurred on the construction loan are based on the following 
assumptions: 

a. A 60% loan-to-cost ratio; 

b. A 5% interest rate; 

c. An 18 month construction period; and 

d. The following absorption rates: 
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i. Thirty percent (30%) of the residential units are presold, with the 
remaining units sold at an average of four units per month; and 

ii. The office space is fully leased within three months. 

2. The loan fees are estimated at 2.0 points. 

Net Revenue Estimates 

The following outlines the revenue assumptions applied in the KMA financial analyses: 

1. The projected market rate sales prices for the residential units range from 
$657,600 for one-bedroom units to $1.17 million for three-bedroom units. 

2. The projected values for the very-low income rental units are calculated in 
Attachment IV.  The resulting values are: 

a. $20,940 one-bedroom units; and 

b. $26,160 for two-bedroom units. 

3. The projected sales revenues are offset by the following costs of sale: 

a. Sales commissions equal to 3% of gross sales revenue; 

b. Closing costs equal to 2% of gross sales revenue; and 

c. Home buyer warranties costs at .5% of gross sales revenue. 

Conclusions:  Density Bonus Analysis 

KMA performed the following two analyses to evaluate the 35% density bonus and 
Height and FAR Concessions being requested by the Applicant: 

1. KMA determined whether the proposed concessions result in identifiable and 
actual cost reductions; and 

2. KMA compared the net cost to provide four very-low income units to the 
benefits generated by the proposed density bonus and concessions. 

The results of these two analysis are summarized in the following tables: 
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Estimated Development Costs 
 

Base Case 
 Proposed 

Project 
 Percentage 

Decrease 

Total  $25,814,000  $31,836,000   

   Per Square Foot of GBA  $540  $442  18.1% 

   Per Unit  $717,100  $649,700  9.4% 

 

Net Cost to Provide Four Very-Low Income Units $2,615,000 

  Value of Density Bonus & Concessions $2,929,000 

  Effective Surplus/(Cost) to Provide Four Very-Low Income Units $314,000 

 

As can be seen in the preceding tables, the proposed concessions exceed the net cost to 
provide four very-low income units.  This leads to the following policy considerations: 

1. The Applicant is proposing to fulfill the affordable housing requirements 
imposed by Section 65915 (f) (2) to receive a 35% density bonus. 

2. The City must prove that is physically possible to achieve the statutorily 
established 35% density bonus, in a financially feasible manner, if the City wishes 
to reject concessions being requested by the Applicant.  In evaluating the 
proposed Height and FAR Concessions, the following issues should be 
considered: 

a. The units in the Proposed Project are comparable to the unit mix and unit 
sizes found in new construction projects in the vicinity of the Site.  
Therefore, the FAR Concession may be necessary to physically 
accommodate a 35% density bonus on the Site. 

b. The Proposed Project has approximately 50% more GBA than the Base 
Case scenario.  It is likely that the Height Concession will be necessary to 
physically accommodate this additional space. 

It is KMA’s opinion that the City does not have sufficient evidence to deny the 
Applicant’s request for Height and FAR Concessions for the following reasons: 
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1. The City may not be able to demonstrate that a project with a 35% density bonus 
can be physically accommodated on the Site without the requested concessions; 
and 

2. The value created by the proposed density bonus and the requested concessions 
is estimated to exceed the net cost associated with providing four very-low 
income units by $314,000.  However, given that this only represents 
approximately 1.2% of the Proposed Project’s estimated construction costs, the 
excess amount should be considered insignificant. 

It is important to understand that Section 65915 (d) (3) and Section 65915 (e) (1) 
provide Applicants with the right to pursue legal action if the City denies a requested 
density bonus, concession or incentive, and/or development standards relief.  If the 
court finds against the City, the City would be required to pay the Applicant’s reasonable 
attorney’s fees and the costs associated with the lawsuit. 

INCLUSIONARY HOUSING ANALYSIS 

Inclusionary Housing Ordinance Requirements 

The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance requires for sale residential projects, with 10 
or more units, to allocate 15% of the units in the project to moderate income 
households.  This obligation is reduced to 10% if the units are provided to low income 
households, and 7.5% if the units are provided to very-low income households. 

The City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance also allows developers to pay a fee in lieu of 
producing affordable units on site within market rate residential projects.  The in-lieu 
fee for ownership units in Sub-Area D is currently set at $22.47 per square foot of net 
saleable residential area.7 

KMA prepared a financial analysis of a 36-unit market rate project that comports with 
the Specific Plan standards imposed on the Site, and that pays the City’s inclusionary 
housing in-lieu fee rather than providing affordable units on site.  The KMA analysis 
estimates the net cost attributable to the in-lieu fee payment at approximately 
$1,009,000. 

                                                      
7 Based on the in-lieu fee schedule that is effective from July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2019. 
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In-Lieu Fee Payment Versus the Provision of On-Site Affordable Housing 

In accordance with the terms of the Latinos Unidos del Valle de Napa y Solano v. County 
of Napa case referenced previously in this analysis, the City may not apply inclusionary 
housing requirements to density bonus units awarded under Section 65915.  In other 
words, the inclusionary requirement imposed on a density bonus project is limited to 
the base number of units allowed by the Site’s zoning. 

In this case, the Proposed Project allocates 11% of the units allowed by the Site’s zoning 
to very-low income households.  Given that that the inclusionary housing requirement is 
set at 7.5% if the units are provided to very-low income households, the Proposed 
Project fulfills the City’s on-site inclusionary housing requirements. 

The KMA density bonus analysis concluded that the value of the proposed 35% density 
bonus and two requested concessions exceed the net cost to provide four very-low 
income units.  Comparatively, the net cost is estimated at $1,009,000 for a Specific Plan 
compliant project that pays a fee in lieu of providing affordable units.  Thus, it can be 
concluded that it is more financially advantageous for the Applicant to fulfill the 
inclusionary housing obligations on site, and to pursue the proposed Section 65915 
density bonus. 

Inclusionary Housing Affordability Covenants 

If developers wish to be allowed to count affordable units towards both the City’s 
inclusionary housing requirements and the Section 65915 density bonus requirements, 
the affordable units must meet the more stringent of the two programs’ requirements.  
For the Proposed Project, notable restrictions are as follows: 

1. The affordable rent must be set using the lesser of the rent imposed by the 
Inclusionary Housing Ordinance and the rent derived using the H&SC Section 
50053 calculation methodology. 

2. The Applicant is proposing to rent the affordable units in the Proposed Project to 
very-low income households.  Under the terms of the Inclusionary Housing 
Ordinance, these rental units must remain reserved for very-low income 
households at an affordable housing cost in perpetuity. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions derived from the preceding financial analysis can be summarized as 
follows: 

Density Bonus Analysis 

It is KMA’s conclusion that the City does not have sufficient evidence to deny the Height 
and FAR Concessions being requested by the Applicant, because it cannot meet the 
following threshold standards: 

1. The City may not be able to demonstrate that a residential development with a 
35% density bonus can be physically accommodated on the Site (Section 65915 
(f) (2)). 

2. Under the terms of Section 65915 (d) (2) (B), the Applicant is entitled to receive 
two incentives or concessions.  Based on the results of the preceding financial 
analysis, the City cannot definitively prove that the requested Height and FAR 
Concessions do not result in identifiable and actual cost reductions to provide for 
affordable housing costs (Section 65915 (d) (1) (A)). 

Inclusionary Housing Analysis 

It is the KMA conclusion that the Proposed Project comports with the requirements 
imposed by the City’s Inclusionary Housing Ordinance.  The density bonus agreement 
executed by the City and the Applicant, and the Inclusionary Housing Plan prepared by 
the Applicant, should reflect the specific requirements imposed by both programs. 
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ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Property Acquisition Costs 1 92% Site Area $5,963,000

II. Direct Costs
Demolition 2 92% Site Area $1,989,000
Grading / Landscaping 2 92% Site Area 628,000
Parking

Surface 10 Spaces $5,000 /Space 50,000
1st Level Subterranean 57 Spaces $30,000 /Space 1,710,000

Building Costs 41,830 Sf of GBA $130 /Sf of GBA 5,438,000
Contractor/DC Contingency Allow 20% Other Direct Costs 1,963,000

Total Direct Costs 41,830 Sf of GBA $282 /Sf of GBA $11,778,000

III. Indirect Costs
Architecture, Engineering & Consulting 8.0% Direct Costs $942,000
Public Permits & Fees 2 41,830 Sf of GBA $45.90 /Sf of GBA 1,920,000
Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fee 3 39,447 Sf of NSA $0.00 /Sf of NSA 0
Taxes, Insurance, Legal & Accounting 3.0% Direct Costs 353,000
Marketing 36 Units $5,000 /Unit 180,000
Developer Fee 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue 797,000
Soft Cost Contingency Allowance 5.0% Other Indirect Costs 210,000

Total Indirect Costs $4,402,000

IV. Financing Costs
Interest During Construction 4 $770,000
Loan Origination Fees 60.0% Loan to Cost 2.0                  Points 242,000

Total Financing Costs $1,012,000

V. Total Construction Cost 36 Units $478,000 /Unit $17,192,000
Total Development Cost 36 Units $643,000 /Unit $23,155,000

1

2

3 For analysis purposes, the Base Case does not include an Inclusionary in-lieu fee.
4

The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.  The costs are based on the Applicant's stated acquisition 
costs, as verified using LA County Assessor's records.  The total acquisition costs equal $6.5 million.
Based on the estimates provided by the Applicant.  The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.

A 5.0% interest cost for debt; an 18 month construction period; an 8 month absorption period; 30% of the units are presold and close during first 
month after completion; and 2.0 points for loan origination fees.

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
File Name: 127_141 N. Madison DB 3 25 19; Pf BC Mkt Page 2 of 22



ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2

PROJECTED NET REVENUE
BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Gross Sales Revenue

A. Market Rate Units 1

One-Bdrm Units 11 Units @ $657,600 /Unit $7,234,000
Two-Bdrm Units 21 Units @ $697,100 /Unit 14,639,000
Three-Bdrm Units 4 Units @ $1,173,400 /Unit 4,694,000

B. Very-Low Income Units
One-Bdrm Units 0 Units @ $20,940 /Unit 0
Two-Bdrm Units 0 Units @ $26,160 /Unit 0

Total Gross Sales Revenue $26,567,000

II. Cost of Sales
Commissions 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue $797,000
Closing 2.0% Gross Sales Revenue 531,000
Warranty 0.5% Gross Sales Revenue 133,000

Total Cost of Sales ($1,461,000)

III. Net Revenue 36 Units $697,000 /Unit $25,106,000

1 Based in part on sales comparable data researched by KMA.  The projected market rate sales prices include a premium for new construction.  The 
weighted average price equates to $673 per square foot of saleable area.
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ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 3

PROJECTED PROFIT
BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Net Revenue See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2 $25,106,000

II. Total Development Cost See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1 $23,155,000

III. Developer Profit 8.4% Total Development Cost $1,951,000
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ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
BASE CASE: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Property Acquisition Costs 1 8% Site Area $542,000

II. Direct Costs
Demolition 2 8% Site Area $181,000
Grading / Landscaping 2 8% Site Area 57,000
Commercial Building Costs 3 6,002 Sf of GBA $130 /Sf of GBA 780,000
Commercial Tenant Improvements 4,210 Sf of NLA $35 /Sf of NLA 147,000
Parking

Surface 10 Spaces $5,000 /Space 50,000
1st Level Subterranean 0 Spaces $30,000 /Space 0

Contractor/DC Contingency Allow 20% Other Direct Costs 243,000

Total Direct Costs $1,458,000

III. Indirect Costs
Architecture, Engineering & Consulting 8.0% Direct Costs $117,000
Public Permits & Fees 4 6,002 Sf of GBA $25 /Sf of GBA 150,000
Taxes, Insurance, Legal & Accounting 3.0% Direct Costs 44,000
Marketing 4,210 Sf of NLA $5.00 /Sf of NLA 21,000
Developer Fee 3.0% Direct Costs 44,000
Soft Cost Contingency Allowance 5.0% Other Indirect Costs 19,000

Total Indirect Costs $395,000

IV. Financing Costs
Interest During Construction

Land 5 $542,000 Property Acquisition Costs $47,000
Construction 6 $2,117,000 Total Construction Cost 185,000

Loan Origination Fees 60.0% Loan to Cost 2.0                  Points 32,000

Total Financing Costs $264,000

V. Total Construction Cost 4,210 Sf of GBA $500 /Sf $2,117,000
Total Development Cost 4,210 Sf of GBA $630 /Sf $2,659,000

1

2

3 Includes a bicycle parking room, a community room, enclosed stairs, elevators and a trash chute.
4

5

6

The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.  The costs are based on the Applicant's stated acquisition 
costs, as verified using LA County Assessor's records.  The total acquisition costs equal $6.5 million.
Based on the estimates provided by the Applicant.  The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.

Based on estimates prepared for other projects within the City.
A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 3 month absorption period; and a 100% average outstanding balance.
A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 3 month absorption period; a 60% average outstanding balance during 
construction; and a 100% outstanding balance during absorption.
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ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2

PROJECTED NET REVENUE
BASE CASE: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Income 1

Office 4,210 Sf of NLA $2.75 /Sf of NLA $138,900
Restaurant 0 Sf of NLA $3.50 /Sf of NLA 0

Gross Income $138,900
Vacancy & Collection Allowance 10% Gross Income (13,900)

Effective Gross Income $263,900

II. Operating Expenses
Management 3.5% Effective Gross Income $9,200
Reserve for Capital Repairs 4,210 Sf of NLA $0.15 /Sf 600

Total Operating Expenses ($9,800)

III. Stabilized Net Operating Income $254,100

IV. Net Revenue
Estimated Value 6.0% Capitalization Rate $4,235,000
(Less) Cost of Sale 3.0% Estimated Value (127,000)

V. Net Revenue $4,108,000

1 The rent is projected on a triple net basis.
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ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 3

ESTIMATED VALUE/(COST) GENERATED BY THE COMMERCIAL COMPONENT
BASE CASE: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Funds Available for Development Costs
Net Revenue See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2 $4,108,000
(Less) Threshold Developer Profit 8.0% Net Revenue (329,000)

Total Funds Available for Development Costs $3,779,000

II. Total Development Cost See ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1 $2,659,000

III. Net Value/(Cost) $1,120,000
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ATTACHMENT II
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ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
IN-LIEU FEE SCENARIO: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Property Acquisition Costs 1 92% Site Area $5,963,000

II. Direct Costs
Demolition 2 92% Site Area $1,989,000
Grading / Landscaping 2 92% Site Area 628,000
Parking

Surface 10 Spaces $5,000 /Space 50,000
1st Level Subterranean 57 Spaces $30,000 /Space 1,710,000

Building Costs 41,830 Sf of GBA $130 /Sf of GBA 5,438,000
Contractor/DC Contingency Allow 20% Other Direct Costs 1,963,000

Total Direct Costs 41,830 Sf of GBA $282 /Sf of GBA $11,778,000

III. Indirect Costs
Architecture, Engineering & Consulting 8.0% Direct Costs $942,000
Public Permits & Fees 2 41,830 Sf of GBA $45.90 /Sf of GBA 1,920,000
Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fee 3 39,447 Sf of NSA $22.47 /Sf of NSA 886,000
Taxes, Insurance, Legal & Accounting 3.0% Direct Costs 353,000
Marketing 36 Units $5,000 /Unit 180,000
Developer Fee 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue 797,000
Soft Cost Contingency Allowance 5.0% Other Indirect Costs 254,000

Total Indirect Costs $5,332,000

IV. Financing Costs
Interest During Construction 4 $771,000
Loan Origination Fees 60.0% Loan to Cost 2.0                  Points 242,000

Total Financing Costs $1,013,000

V. Total Construction Cost 36 Units $503,000 /Unit $18,123,000
Total Development Cost 36 Units $669,000 /Unit $24,086,000

1

2

3 Based on the in-lieu fee schedule adopted by the City for 2019.
4 A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 8 month absorption period; 30% of the units are presold and close during first 

month after completion; and 2.0 points for loan origination fees.

Based on the estimates provided by the Applicant.  The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.

The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.  The costs are based on the Applicant's stated acquisition 
costs, as verified using LA County Assessor's records.  The total acquisition costs equal $6.5 million.
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ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 2

PROJECTED NET REVENUE
IN-LIEU FEE SCENARIO: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Gross Sales Revenue

A. Market Rate Units 1

One-Bdrm Units 11 Units @ $657,600 /Unit $7,234,000
Two-Bdrm Units 21 Units @ $697,100 /Unit 14,639,000
Three-Bdrm Units 4 Units @ $1,173,400 /Unit 4,694,000

B. Very-Low Income Units
One-Bdrm Units 0 Units @ $20,940 /Unit 0
Two-Bdrm Units 0 Units @ $26,160 /Unit 0

Total Gross Sales Revenue $26,567,000

II. Cost of Sales
Commissions 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue $797,000
Closing 2.0% Gross Sales Revenue 531,000
Warranty 0.5% Gross Sales Revenue 133,000

Total Cost of Sales ($1,461,000)

III. Net Revenue 36 Units $697,000 /Unit $25,106,000

1 Based in part on sales comparable data researched by KMA.  The projected market rate sales prices include a premium for new construction.  The 
weighted average price equates to $673 per square foot of saleable area.
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ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 3

NET SURPLUS/(COST)
IN-LIEU FEE SCENARIO: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Funds Available for Development Costs
Net Revenue See ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 2 $25,106,000
(Less) Threshold Developer Profit 1 8.4% Total Development Cost (2,029,000)

Total Funds Available for Development Costs $23,077,000

II. Total Development Cost See ATTACHMENT II - TABLE 1 $24,086,000

III. Net Surplus/(Cost) 2 ($1,009,000)

1

2 The Net Surplus/(Cost) is equal to the Total Funds Available for Development Costs minus Total Development Cost.
Based on the profit as a percentage of Total Development Cost estimated to be generated by the BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS.
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A
PRO FORMA ANALYSIS

PROPOSED PROJECT: 45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE

DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
PROPOSED PROJECT: 45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL UNITS

DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS

I. Property Acquisition Costs 1 92% Site Area $5,963,000

II. Direct Costs
Demolition 2 92% Site Area $1,989,000
Grading / Landscaping 2 92% Site Area 628,000
Parking

Surface 10 Spaces $5,000 /Space 50,000
1st Level Subterranean 81 Spaces $30,000 /Space 2,430,000

Building Costs 65,998 Sf of GBA $130 /Sf of GBA 8,580,000
Contractor/DC Contingency Allow 20% Other Direct Costs 2,735,000

Total Direct Costs 65,998 Sf of GBA $249 /Sf of GBA $16,412,000

III. Indirect Costs
Architecture, Engineering & Consulting 8.0% Direct Costs $1,313,000
Public Permits & Fees 2 65,998 Sf of GBA $32 /Sf of GBA 2,141,000
Inclusionary Housing In-Lieu Fee 3 63,112 Sf of NSA $0 /Sf of NSA 0
Taxes, Insurance, Legal & Accounting 3.0% Direct Costs 492,000
Marketing 49 Units $5,000 /Unit 245,000
Developer Fee 4 49 Units $22,139 /Unit 1,085,000
Soft Cost Contingency Allowance 5.0% Other Indirect Costs 264,000

Total Indirect Costs $5,540,000

IV. Financing Costs
Interest During Construction 5 $951,000
Loan Origination Fees 60.0% Loan to Cost 2.0                  Points 311,000

Total Financing Costs $1,262,000

V. Total Construction Cost 49 Units $474,000 /Unit $23,214,000
Total Development Cost 49 Units $595,000 /Unit $29,177,000

1

2

3 The proposed very-low income units fulfill the City's on-site inclusionary housing requirement.  No in-lieu fee is due.
4

5

PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE

The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.  The costs are based on the Applicant's stated acquisition 
costs, as verified using LA County Assessor's records.  The total acquisition costs equal $6.5 million.
Based on the estimates provided by the Applicant.  The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.

A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 9 month absorption period; 30% of the units are presold and close during first 
month after completion; and 2.0 points for loan origination fees.

Based on the Developer Fee per unit generated by the BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS.

Prepared by: Keyser Marston Associates, Inc.
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2

PROJECTED NET REVENUE
PROPOSED PROJECT: 45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Net Revenue - Market Rate Units

A. Gross Sales Revenue - Market Rate Units 1

One-Bdrm Units 13 Units @ $657,600 /Unit $8,549,000
Two-Bdrm Units 26 Units @ $697,100 /Unit 18,125,000
Three-Bdrm Units 6 Units @ $1,173,400 /Unit 7,040,000

Gross Sales Revenue - Market Rate Units $33,714,000

B. Cost of Sales - Market Rate Units
Commissions 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue $1,011,000
Closing 2.0% Gross Sales Revenue 674,000
Warranty 0.5% Gross Sales Revenue 169,000

Total Cost of Sales - Market Rate Units ($1,854,000)

C. Net Revenue - Market Rate Units $31,860,000

II. Net Revenue - Very-Low Income Units 2

A. Gross Sales Revenue - Very-Low Income Units
One-Bdrm Units 2 Units @ $20,940 /Unit 42,000
Two-Bdrm Units 2 Units @ $26,160 /Unit 52,000

Gross Sales Revenue - Very-Low Income Units $94,000

B. Cost of Sales - Very-Low Income Units
Commissions 3.0% Gross Sales Revenue $3,000
Closing 2.0% Gross Sales Revenue 2,000
Warranty 0.5% Gross Sales Revenue 0

Total Cost of Sales - Very-Low Income Units ($5,000)

C. Net Revenue - Very-Low Income Units $89,000

III. Net Revenue 49 Units $652,000 /Unit $31,949,000

1

2 See ATTACHMENT IV - TABLE 1.

Based in part on sales comparable data researched by KMA.  The projected market rate sales prices include a premium for new construction.  The 
weighted average price equates to $576 per square foot of saleable area.
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 3

NET SURPLUS/(COST)
PROPOSED PROJECT: 45 MARKET RATE UNITS & 4 VERY-LOW INCOME RENTAL UNITS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Net Revenue
Proposed Project See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2

Market Rate Units $31,860,000
Very-Low Income Units 89,000

Net Revenue - Proposed Project $31,949,000

Base Case ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 2 25,106,000

Increase/(Decrease) in Net Revenue $6,843,000

II. Total Development Cost
Proposed Project See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1 $29,177,000
Base Case ATTACHMENT I - EXHIBIT A - TABLE 1 23,155,000

Increase/(Decrease) in Total Development Cost $6,022,000

III. Threshold Developer Profit 1 8.4% Total Development Cost
Proposed Project $2,458,000
Base Case 1,951,000

Increase/(Decrease) in Threshold Developer Profit $507,000

III. Net Surplus/(Cost) 2 $314,000

1

2 The Net Surplus/(Cost) is equal to the Increase/(Decrease) in Net Revenue minus the sum of the Increase/(Decrease) in Total Development Cost 
and the Increase/(Decrease) in Threshold Developer Profit.

Based on the profit as a percentage of Total Development Cost estimated to be generated by the BASE CASE: 36 MARKET RATE UNITS.
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PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B
PRO FORMA ANALYSIS

PROPOSED PROJECT: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE

DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1

ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COSTS
PROPOSED PROJECT: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Property Acquisition Costs 1 8% Site Area $542,000

II. Direct Costs
Demolition 2 8% Site Area $181,000
Grading / Landscaping 2 8% Site Area 57,000
Commercial Building Costs 3 6,002 Sf of GBA $130 /Sf of GBA 780,000
Commercial Tenant Improvements 4,210 Sf of NLA $35 /Sf of NLA 147,000
Parking

Surface 10 Spaces $5,000 /Space 50,000
1st Level Subterranean 0 Spaces $30,000 /Space 0

Contractor/DC Contingency Allow 20% Other Direct Costs 243,000

Total Direct Costs $1,458,000

III. Indirect Costs
Architecture, Engineering & Consulting 8.0% Direct Costs $117,000
Public Permits & Fees 3 6,002 Sf of GBA $25 /Sf of GBA 150,000
Taxes, Insurance, Legal & Accounting 3.0% Direct Costs 44,000
Marketing 4,210 Sf of NLA $5.00 /Sf of NLA 21,000
Developer Fee 3.0% Direct Costs 44,000
Soft Cost Contingency Allowance 5.0% Other Indirect Costs 19,000

Total Indirect Costs $395,000

IV. Financing Costs
Interest During Construction

Land 4 $542,000 Property Acquisition Costs $47,000
Construction 5 $2,117,000 Total Construction Cost 185,000

Loan Origination Fees 60.0% Loan to Cost 2.0                  Points 32,000

Total Financing Costs $264,000

V. Total Construction Cost 4,210 Sf of GBA $500 /Sf $2,117,000
Total Development Cost 4,210 Sf of GBA $630 /Sf $2,659,000

1

2

3 Includes a bicycle parking room, a community room, enclosed stairs, elevators and a trash chute.
4

5

6

The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.  The costs are based on the Applicant's stated acquisition 
costs, as verified using LA County Assessor's records.  The total acquisition costs equal $6.5 million.
Based on the estimates provided by the Applicant.  The costs are pro rated based on the GBA's of the residential and office components.

Based on estimates prepared for other projects within the City.
A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 3 month absorption period; and a 100% average outstanding balance.
A 5.0% interest cost for debt; a 18 month construction period; a 3 month absorption period; a 60% average outstanding balance during 
construction; and a 100% outstanding balance during absorption.
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2

PROJECTED NET REVENUE
PROPOSED PROJECT: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Income 1

Office 4,210 Sf of NLA $2.75 /Sf of NLA $138,900
Restaurant 0 Sf of NLA $3.50 /Sf of NLA 0

Gross Income $138,900
Vacancy & Collection Allowance 10% Gross Income (13,900)

Effective Gross Income $263,900

II. Operating Expenses
Management 3.5% Effective Gross Income $9,200
Reserve for Capital Repairs 4,210 Sf of NLA $0.15 /Sf 600

Total Operating Expenses ($9,800)

III. Stabilized Net Operating Income $254,100

IV. Net Revenue
Estimated Value 6.0% Capitalization Rate $4,235,000
(Less) Cost of Sale 3.0% Estimated Value (127,000)

V. Net Revenue $4,108,000

1 The rent is projected on a triple net basis.
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ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 3

ESTIMATED VALUE/(COST) GENERATED BY THE COMMERCIAL COMPONENT
PROPOSED PROJECT: 6,002 GROSS  SF COMMERCIAL AREA
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

I. Funds Available for Development Costs
Net Revenue See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 2 $4,108,000
(Less) Threshold Developer Profit 8.0% Net Revenue (329,000)

Total Funds Available for Development Costs $3,779,000

II. Total Development Cost See ATTACHMENT III - EXHIBIT B - TABLE 1 $2,659,000

III. Net Value/(Cost) $1,120,000
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ATTACHMENT IV
AFFORDABILITY GAP ANALYSIS

127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA
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ATTACHMENT IV - TABLE 1

AFFORDABILITY GAP CALCULATIONS - RENTAL UNITS
VERY-LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS -  2018 INCOME STANDARDS
127-141 NORTH MADISON AVENUE
DENSITY BONUS ANALYSIS
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

One-Bdrm Units Two-Bdrm Units

I. Gross Rent
Household Income @ 50% Median $27,730 $31,180
Maximum Monthly Rent @ 30% of Househld Income $690 $780
Gross Annual Rent Income Per Affordable Unit 1 $8,280 $9,360

II. Ongoing Expenses
Annual Utilities 2 $1,572 $1,776
HOA Fees (Maintenance & Insurance) 4,200 4,500
Management @ 5% Gross Rent Income 414 468
Property Taxes @ 1.11% of Restricted Value 1,047 1,308

Total Ongoing Expenses $7,233 $8,052

III. Net Operating Income $1,047 $1,308

IV. Capitalization Rate 5% 5%

V. Value Per Affordable Unit $20,940 $26,160

VI. Projected Market Rate Price $657,600 $697,100

VII. Affordability Gap Per Unit $636,660 $670,940

VIII. Total Affordability Gap
Number of Very-Low Income Units 2 2
Total Affordability Gap $1,273,000 $1,342,000 $2,615,000

1 Assumes that the landlord pays all utilities costs.
2 Utilities costs are based on based on HACoLA allowances effective as of July 1, 2018.  Assumes gas heating, cooking, water heating; 

basic electric; air conditioning; water; and trash.
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